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Ktacular 16 page 
pull-out guide to 

ic and Tnils on the 

MD, MS and GG 

• Black Hole Assault fínally arríves! 

• The UK's oniy CD column - ínsíde 

• Indíana Jones whíps into motíon 

# James Bond gets tough on Sega 
Arnie^s latest 

[traight at ya! 

MASTER SYSTEM 
• Exciusíve Pit-Fíghter revíew ínsíde 

• Does George Foreman's lack punch? g 

GAME GEAR 
• The Taz*Manían devíl causes a štír! 
• Full Lemmíngs level codes revealed 
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1 T^GUIDE 

WINARALEIGHACTIVATOR 
ORANYBIKEUPTOE200! 

• 0839 40 50 44 • 

AkLTHETIPSTOIMPROVE 
YOUR GAME! 

BEST SOUND, BEST GRAPHICS, 
ife BESTGAMEPLAY. 

THE GAME THAT BRINGS INFINITE POWER, INFINITE LIVES, 
YOU CLOSER TO THE ACTION! BECOMEINVINCIBLE. 

mwiRs 
Ifwe use Win 

shírt 

600 + 

• 0839 40 50 39 

SUPi^ť 
stAr war§ 

• 0839 40 50 40 • 

Ji^GAD 

• 0839 40 50 33 • 

WIN OUR PRICKLY FRIEND 
AND A BIT EXTRA! 

• 0839 40 50 34 • 

WINAWEEKENDFORFOURIN 
MAGICAL EURO DISNEYLAND. 

MEGA CD 
+ 2 CD GAMES 

/71CGIV-C:0 

• 0839 40 50 35 • 

MORE SOUND, MORE GRAPHICS, 
MORE WITH MEGA. 

GAME GENIE 

• 0839 40 50 41 • 

MOUNTAIN 
B KE 

• 0839 40 50 45 • 



INFRA RED 
JOY STICK 

+ GAME 
GEAR + TUNER 

GREATGAMES 
AND T.V. TUNER 

NOWIRES,NOCABLES, 
NOWAYYOUSHOULDMISSIT! 

uwrn 1.1 FtYíJ 

ALLTHEARCAOEACTION 
IN YOUR OWN HOME! 

GIVESYOUALLTHECONTROL 
OF AN ARCADE MACHINE. 

ATARI. LYUK 
, + BATWřÁN 
. RETURN5 

IMS LTD, PO BOX 28, NORTHAMPTON NN1 SDS. CAUS COST 36P/MtH CHEAP. 48P/MIN OTHER TIMES. FORMÁT: MUtTiPlE CHOiCE 

OUESTIONS WITH DECiDER. MAX CAll TIME 7.5 MINUTES. PLEASE BE SURE THAT YOU HÁVE PERMISSION TO MAKE THIS CALL 

5 MEGA ■ 
• \ DRIVE ■ 

5 GAME GEAR CARTRIDGES ■ 
CARTRIDGES J 

• 0839 40 5046 • • 0839 40 50 47 • 



This big coin-op conversion is a corker! 
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BLACK H0LEAS$UALT..46 
The latest Mega-CD title to hit the UK! The masked crusader capows the GG. Five action packed leveis on the MD! Taz- devil gets big on the Game Gear. 
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Can't get hold of Chuck Rock on Game Gear? Try those 
good people down at Akimbo, Richmond Roadi Bognor 
Regis, West šuisex P021 IDR & (0243) á(ÉÍ9tl6 who 
shouid to be able to sort you out in no time! 

CHRISTMAS 1992 

^ega háve O 
.iinounced the 

iaunch the Mega 
Drive 2 next 
spring. The >9icgivco 

change will oniy 
be cosmetic and, 
as yet, there are 
no further ' 
details. There are no 
technical changes (possibly otíier than country verificatlon chips) and all 
current software will run on the Mega Drive 2. The onfy difference is 
that the new MD is designed to run side-by-side witfi the Mega-CD, 
rather than it being stacked on top. Does this mean a redesigned Mega- 
CD? Well, yes it does, but the new unit will fit onto existing Mega Drives. 
The new Mark 2 Mega Drive/Mega-CD combo is reported to be the 
width of the current Mega Drive and not much taller! 

The reason behind the change is to cut manufacturing costs, possibly 
to keep costs down. A price cut seems very uniikely, as Sega has 
announced that their prices will rise in the new year. The new console 
will not arrive untll March - the new iaunch dáte for the Mega-CD. 

A brilliant new Sega advert has tf you thought that the days of Comic Relief and red 

noses were long gone, then think again! Next March 

sees the first ever red nose game, to be initially 

reíeased on the Amiga. Iťs called Sleepwalker and is 

deveíoped by Oceán Software. All Sega owners wtll 

probabfy feel a bit put out by this, but the organiser 

stress thatthey are happy for anyone to join inl TheyYe 

píanning game-playing marathons and game challenges 

for aíl coftsoles, so youVe got no excuse to sít this one 

outi More details nearer the time, but get those ideas 

in now, iťií creep up quicker than you think! 

hit the cinemas of Germany! 

Oscar winners Cristoph and 

Wolfgang Lauenstein háve set 

new standards for cinema 

advertising with their 60 sec- 

ond spot at the flicks. Human - 

like creatures discover “Planet 

Sega" and their lives were 

never the same again! The 

advert flickers between classic 

cartoon animation and modem 

video techniques. and is very 

impressive. Youll háve to 

make a trip all the way to 

Germany if you want to see it. 

as there’s no plans for iťs 

release over here! 

1 tound myseit 
;outhonmyhomeward\, 

traverse as fast as Idid ř 

otplayingRoadRash^'fe 
had obviouslyjust being C 

,se, people wouldn't be I 
the young kid bemg se 

ícore than other kids 
it? \t couldn t 
irresponsible 

hom amongst 

)st-game syndrome iy 
T the suburbs of Boui 

e last week. I don’t usi 
hadjustfinishedases 

aking 30mph dnvers, ^ 

'I on the MS! 
^ere the only type < 
However, the news a 

cause he _ names. uio' 
3cl the dangers rnatcties rwe 

•''““'Lear 

COMSOIE VIOIEMCE 

feserved itwell in 
c‘j live, Santa 
wish-list goodies. Toy- 
while Sega City has 

and, still, there isn’tt...-- 

violence in 
■nmy finds out that sbe 

anotherMummy.totJ 

vyill tbere be sp 
Birmingham? Or is 
niake people vio 

V • 4 ' ^ hlownoutotallpropc 
v* - It There are those v 

• 4\rI become more aggr 
. ot mindless viole! 

'' does. As does a 
pastinte. But, kids 

ihen my 
» Menacerrr2 

can get 

advance. 
will háve a tough w 

•town has redi 
snowballed ir 

enough goodies to 

Merry Onri 

And what 

Sonic 2? 
^ Whatever 

unless he’s 
I Wherever you 

I everyone their 

I smáli villagOr 
I rnetropoiis a. 

I everyone. 

I Will there 

I when your I 

oceur as 

I and iťs 

He's going back to Kirkintilloch over the 

festive period. Thaťs if the next issue Is 

finished in time. Once there. Pot vylil be 

indulging in the only woy o reol Scot can 

by boozing untii he"s sick! Rumours has it 

that he's sick onywoy, so that shouldn't be 

to hord o gool for him to ochieve. 

Christmas wish list: Ferrari F-40, 

American Express Gold card and a 

blinking good rest. 

Merry Christmas 
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ALL’S FAIR 
All Formats, the organisers of 
those briliiant Computer fairs 
are giving you a chance to get 
even more for your money. If 
you send them an SAE you’tl 
receive £1 off vouchers which 
entitle you to a reduced 
admission to theír fairs. There 

24 North 

FEB 1993 

6 London Novotel, Hammersmith 
7 Wales University Union, Cardtff 
13 London Sandown Park. Surrey 
14 WestMidlands National Motorcyde Museum 
20 Northwest HaydockParkRacecourse 
21 Scolland City Halí Glasgow 
27 HemelHempstead Pavifion.Thefiteilowes 
28 West Brunel Centre, Bristoi 

A^RCH 1993 

Universitv Soorts Centre. Leeds 

NEWS 

mixed- 

Check It Out, a subsidiary magazíne 
in the Which? group of consumer , 
watchdog magazines, recently 
carried out a survey on console 1 
magazines. It compared SegaPro I 
with rivals Sega Power and Sega I 
Porce. 
The review panellists consisted of a 
sector of teenagers. They results were: 

are loads of fairs golng on 
next year, so there’s lots of 
opportunity to use the 
discount vouchers. Be 
warned, though. These type 
of fairs are notorious for the 
Computer buff with smelly 
breath and dripping BO. 

For further Information write 
to Bruče Everiss, Mapíe Leaf, 
Stretton-on-Fosse, Moreton 
in-Marsh, Gloucestershire 
GL56 9QX. Meanwhile, check 
out these fair dates for next 
year. 

JAN 1993 

17 WestMidlands NationalMotorcyleMuseum 
23 North East Northumbria Centre, Washington 
Distt2 

7 North University Sports Centre. Leeds 
20 London Sandown Park, Surrey 
21 WestMidlands NationalMotorcydeMuseum 

27 Northwest HaydockParkRacecourse 

N,B. The fairs may not be trading 
your favourite Sega gear, so iťs 
wise to check beforehand. 

SíiaPro S«ga P«wtr Stga Forct Mm MocMms 

Graphics 
Readability 
Reviews 
News and Features 
Addictiveness 
OVMWII 76% 72% «0% 72% 

Console XS our sister publication, which provides tips on both Sega and Nintendo 
consoles received a staggering 64%, which is good when you consider that it doesnT 
review games - a major feature of the comparison. All-in-a(l SegaPro was awarded the 
highest marks, beating Sega, Nintendo and All-comers (multi-format) mags. 
If you want to see a copy of the survey, then it can be obtained free of charge from 
either The Consumers Association, Freepost Hertford SG14 lYB. Alternatively 
freephone (0800) 252100 to obtain two free copies of Check it Out! 
What we want to know is how did Console XS win three points for reviews when they 
don't do any? 

k r 
ífj ě /i 

There's nothing like a Christmas in Italy for 

an italian, but poor Dino hasn't got time 

this year. Like most layabouts, heMi be 

induiging in food, beer, console gomes 

and, not like some others, heMI be 

spending lots of dosh on friends. 

Christmas wish list: Macintosh 

Computer, Patsy Kensif and a Menacer/T2 

combo. 

Sam wili be ^ovefitng up to Lemmington 

Spo os soon os the issue hos finished. 

Once there she will be going on the binge 

with her friends. So, if you're in the areo, 

wotch out for Sam and look ofter her, we 

want her bock in one piece! 

Christmas wish list: Dríving lessons, 

a holiday to Hong Kong and equality for 

Visiting old friends in Torquoy, fotting-out 

and generolly being o southerner. Thoťs 

Dave's onswer to whot he'll be doing ot 

Christmas. The reol truth is thot Dave will 

be ploying King Solmon over the hols in o 

voin ottempt to beot the office record of 

23lb, set by Dino. 

Christmas wish list: Fiat to be 

finished, Sharon Stone and a to catch a 

401b satmon. 

Kym will be visiting her home city of 

Birminghom ot Christmas, but oniy for o 

few doys. Once she geťs bored she1l be 

bock in Bournemouth to corry the 

celebrotions with her cot Minco and ony 

men who stroy into her woke. 

Christmas wish list: Mazdo soft-top, 

Kevin Cosřner and Lou Diamond-Phillips. 

CHRISTMAS 1992 Sega Pra 



If you’re having trouble findíng a copy of King Colossus, 
then worry no more! We got our copy from Skytek 
Software, 10 Elizabeth Plače, St Helierf Jersey. & 
(0534) 56212, and you can do the same! 

TOUCH UP JOB! 
Také a look at your thumbs. Go on, háve a quick lookl If you play games 
as much as we all do here at SegaPro, then you may háve a bit of a blis> 
ter on your thumb. These are caused by the constant rubbing of skin 
against plastic when you push the D-pad around while playing a game. 
Hornby Hobbies háve just received a new American-developed joypad 
that uses hyper touch-sensitive membranes instead of switches to 
transmit the directional signals to the Mega Drive. 

Developed by the American company, Triax, the pad looks like any 
other gizmo released over the past few years, that is until you start 
using it. The pad is so sensitive that it is easy to make a player move on 

EA Hockey without even pressing hard! 
When you first start using it, you will 

press on the 
as you know 

of sensitivity. After a 
though, 
becomes 
then you can realiy start to 

play! 
Sports piatform games 

become more controllable and bene- 
fit hugely from the instinctive nátuře 
the controller shoot<’em*ups are 
made so much easier simply due to 
the very smáli space of time that 
takés the pad to piek up the move- 
ment of your finger. The pad aiso 
boasts independent rapid fire selec- 
tors and will be available for the 
Mega Drive and the Master System. 

It does háve one tiny flaw 
though. The actual pad couid 

prove a little too thick for 
somehands. 

l^aleased in the UK for 
I Christmas, it will surely rev- 

olutionise the joypad mar- 
ket. Check your 

stoekist for a test run. 

Answer: 

f Name:... 

I Address; 

Bad news! All of you who were awaiting the 
release of The Godfather on the Master System 
will háve a long wait. Unfortunately, US Gold háve 
decided not to release the game as it was 
originally targetted at a teenage and above 
audience. US Gold feel that Master System 
owners are too young to be enticed by the 
storyline of the game. RIP. 

Virgin are aiming for at least three releases 
per month during 1993. This is good news for 
all, as there will now be a wider selection of 
games to choose from! An unconfirmed whisper 
from Microprose States that F-I5 is due to be 
released in March ‘93. Definitely one to look out 
for, it promises to be mind-blowing! 

Sky TV are to totally revamp the channel Sky 
One, and are redirecting the station at the 
younger audience. A show has been produced 
aimed at thelO-18 year-old video games player 
will be broadcast Monday-Friday. The 
programmes will run for half an hour, and each 
will háve a different theme, such as tips or chart 
rundowns. 

Sega háve announced that Sonic 2 will not be 
packaged with any other hardware for at least 12 
months. There had been strong suggestions that 
this wouid také plače in France, where Sega has 
the most problems in marketing. There were 
even rumours about a Sonic and Sonic 2 dual- 
bundle before Christmas, but Sega háve strongly 
denied all allegations. They expect Sonic 2 to seli 
at least 4 million copies in the UK alone, making 
it the biggest hit the games market has ever 

seen. 
Sega has dismissed claims that they háve been 

circulating anonymous faxes to video dealers 
around the UK. It regards cartridge rental and 
claims that this may be legal without an official 
licence. Sega háve not yet been fully challenged in 
the courts about this and as it stands, the 1988 
copyright act may not cover console software. 

Amstrad háve released the Mega PC. Iťs a PC 
which is able to run Mega Drive cartridges and it 
shouid be in the shops now. Sega has no interest in 
the project, aithough they seem quite happy to let 
Amstrad produce the machine - it flopped in Japan 
where IBM were the manufacturers. The 386SX PC 
is able to run MD cartridges as well as three inch 
disks and will retail at £999.99 inc. VAT. It was 
rumoured that the package wouid come complete 
with Sonic The Hedgehog, but it is now likely that 
little or no software will come with the PC. Guess 
that Sega don’t want burnt fingers! 

Cartridge piracy is growing in the Far East, and 
150,000 Sega and Nintendo carts háve been 
seized in Singapore alone this year. The two official 
manufacturers claim that carts are being copied 
and sold within a week of their release. Hi Star 
Electronics, the company that handles Sega, 
announced that 80% of their 200 titles háve been 
copied and sold throughout China and South East 
Asia, despite many raids aimed to stop the copying. 

Aithough this happens frequently in Eastern 
countries, it is unlikely to happen here, as 
duplicating centres in countries such as Singapore 
háve very lenient copyright rules. 

HÁVE A 

JICK SHOT 
TŤ)e Starhghter is available row. 
ar^ hans i)een de5igned4Gr greatef-conírci. 

As wéi as bavmg tee independent turbo 
%€ buttons, ífTias three other fire buttons 
and a dttei-speed tiirtío fire cap^Sy. Now 
you can btest away to,yoor hearťs detight 
wfttiouMň^isk ef _ 
tenrvnaf ttwb 
efemage! At oiiÉy 
£12.99 íťs got to be a 
Chn^řFBS^bargáfi? 
ifyou doí^ !Bse the 
sQund of that, check 
out the Maverick 3. 
This boasts a k 
revokiíionáry design ^ 
aiíoawg smoothness 
of movement previously oníy achieved in the 
accades. tt has positive response fire 
buttons, a skjw moíion function and a high- 
speed íufbo fire facifrty. Maveriek 3 retails at 
£15.99, and is-availabíe from all your usual 
outlets. 
fhyou faneyone of these joysticks for 
yourseif. then you can win one by entering 
yet another of our extremely generous 
coíTipetitions! (Well, it is Christmas after all.) 
To win one of either of these joysticks 
answer the foflowing question: 

What ís-the name of the enemy in the Last 
Starfighter? 
A: CoDan Armada 
B: Co-Op 
C: Coin*op 

Then, pop the answer dov/n on the form and 
send it in to: 

I WANT A QUICK SHOT. SegaPro, Paragon 
Pubiishing, 124 Old Christchurch Road, 
Bournemouth BHl INF. 

1 
Yes, they're stlll here, and yet 
again, we háve to thank Console 

Concepts, House of Fun, Video 

Games Centre, AMS Electronic 

Games and TV Games foi 

contribution to the charts. 

r their 

■ 
1) (NE) IHXAttoáOiopper 70% 

2) (NE) NHIPA Hockey'93 92% 

3) (N[) Lemmings 92% 

4) (1) Aiien3 87% 

5) (NE) DeatliDuel 82% 

6) (10) Taz-Monia 93% 

7) (9) Side Pocket 64% 

8) (6) Gaiahod 75% 

9) (3) Corporotion 94% 

10) (7) Predaíor 2 80% 

íl 

1) (1) Arcade Smash Hits 87% 

2) (7) Sonic The Hedgehog 96% 

3) (NE) Allen 3 90% 

4) (NE) SCI 54% 

5) (4) Super Monoco GP 2 21% 

6) (6) Castle of illusion 93% 

7) (10) BubbieBobbie NR 

8) (3) Tom and Jerry 75% 

9) (8) Wimbledon Tennis 88% 

10) (9) Super Klek Off 

■■ 

93% 

1) (NE) Taz-Monia 

2) (I) ChuckRock 90% i- 

3) (2) Spidermon 92% 

4) (7) Ninja NR 

5) (6) Popils 78% 

6) (8) Sonic The Hedgehog 96% 

7) (3) Morble Modness 79% 

8) 10) Crystal Warriors 79% 

9) (4) Smash TV 58% 

10) (5) Super Monoco GP 71% 

I ..Posteode:.Tel No. 

i Entries to arrive by 20 January 1993 

_I 



NEWS 

along 
with the 

American and UK 

plače over because, as well as 
the excellent games, the decor is 
amazing! 

Characters from Sonic the 
Hedgehog, GG Aleste and Greendog, 
among many others, pop up all over 
the plače brightening up the centre in a 
larger-than-life way. 

As you can see from the pics, the 
detail is amazing, but close up iťs even 
better, so we suggest you go and look 
for yourself! Brian is aiso painting the 
walk nf the Seaa Centre in 

This is the second installment from 
the Mega-CD user group, and this 
month there’s loads of Information 

the huge success of Wonderdog, 
their first CD release! A conversion 
of Thunderhawk is aIso on iťs way, 

about it in last month‘s mag. 
Roadblasters FX promises to be as 

The offícial típs guide to Mega Drive fjBpmSm 
games has hit the streets and just in ll^ llA Á 
time for Christmas! This couid be the 
one stocking filfer that every Mega -^ 
Drive owner couid hope to find on that l o ' ^ ^ ^ Vg 
festive morning! not! The Sega Mega ^ ^' - 
Drive Power Tips Book is published 
by Virgin, and costs £9.99. It covers ^ 
50 Sega games with level by level " 
tips and cheats and gives instruc- 
tions on how to use your joypad in ' -0 ^ 
ways you never knew existed and v ~ ^ 
probably woďt want to. ^-v 

Iťs available from John Menzies, ' 
WH Smith, Sega Outlets, and all good 
bookshops. However, because iťs Christmas, the season of 
goodwill to all men, weVe got 10 of these books to give away, 
one to each person that answers our Christmas compo question 
correctly! 

the season of 

Q. Wno The trufnpú who 
tíoeT' by ttiť rí(-vvt/‘ 'J i l.rii ci^zer? (No 
iťs nyt ■*-)!) 

Tfc - BrcaK if i h^fi T{> u/jfi Dino Boni 
a Cíírť^tíTí.-iS I \řJ?,uld giVP 
hrii .... 

Answers on a postcard, .Tj iíítJT tíiíin 
20 January 1^93 to: 

TIP-TAC'TOř , : Í'í2rfíťííif; 
Publishing, Durtei i 24 Otó 
Chrištchurch Road, UoumířiTiíjiiíftfi 
BHl INF. 

PAINT 
WALL 

Hamley's háve just opened their new 
Sega Centre and theyVe decorated it in 
spectacular manner! Brian Curtis, of 
Bournemouth, is responsible for most 
of the artwork adorning the walis of the 
new centre. If youYe ever in London, iťs 
worth checking 

for all you CD owners. First up is the again from Core, and promises to adrenaline-pumping as release of Finál Fight which is 
announcement that Sega’s plans for be spectacular! Thunderstorm FX, but this time apparently supposed to be very 
Streetfighter 2: Championship 
Edition háve now been confirmed. It 
will be brought to you by the same 
people that programmed the arcade 
version, which hopefully means that 
this is not to be missed! Iťs due for 
release in March/April next year, so 
keep those eyes peeled! 

Now for the big stuff! Jaguar 
XJ220, the superb racing game by 
Core, was previously oniy available 
on floppy. Well fret no more 
because we háve news that iťs 
shortly to be released on the Mega- 
CD. It was due to be released at the 
end of November - another 
one to look out for! 

If youVe pining for that 
loveable stone-age hero, 
then this news couid be for 
you! Chuck Rock and 
Chuck Rock 2 are due for 
release in the near future. 
Due to be released by 
Sega, it will hopefully follow 

youYe in control of a high speed 
police car. Iťs quite similar to Chase 
HQ and is going to be one of the 
major titles of next year. 

Év 

w 

Available now is Black Hole 
Assault, a beat-’em-up that is 
reviewed in our loveable mag, so 
check out the review before you buy 

it! Time Gal has aiso been 
released, and is produced 
by the same people who 
brought you Thunderstorm 
FX. 
Those splendid chaps at 

Wolfteam are planning their 
second tulí motion video 
game as we speak. You 
may háve noticed a snippet 

3^ v 
\ť- * • * • % 

A W 
Finally, keep a 

look out for After 
Burner 3 and 
Super League CD 
(Baseball) These 
shouid be on 
release 
as you 0^ 
read this ^ 

^ 0 

speciál indeed! 
More bad news! The much hyped 

release of the Mega-CD seems to 
háve fizzled out yet again. Instead 
of being released on 8 December, 
iťs now been put back until March. 
Apparently, Sega are waiting until 
more quality software has been 
developed and possibly until the 
release of the new Mega Drive and 
the new, redesigned Mega-CD. 

/ 
RS. If any of you are interested in 

joining a Mega-CD user dub, 
then don’t forget about those 

* dudes at Gamer Link. If youVe 
interested in their dub, you 

can write to them at: 28 
Churchfield, Ware, Hertfordshire. 
SG12 0ER 
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DECEMBER 
11 Super Shínobí 2 MD Sega 

11 G-LOC MD Sega 

11 Kuni-chan Game Paradise 2 GG Sega 

18 Road Biaster FX CD Wolf Team 

18 World Of lllusion MD Sega 

22 TMNT-Return of Shredder MD Sega 

25 Junker's High MD RAC Victor 

28 Shíníng Force Gaiden GG Sega 

30 Balí Jacks MD Namco 

31 Team USA Baseball MD EA Victor 

JANUARY 
14 BareKnu(kie2 MD Sega 

24 Mickey Mouše Magie Crystal GG Sega 

27 AnnetteAgain CD Wolf Team 

31 A Rank Thunder CD RIOT 

31 Jaguar XJ 220 CD Victor RAC 

f ui / ?rÍ£.^ ^5 
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Power Athlete (due to be re- 
named to Deadly Moves for 

■ America and Europe) has it the 
^ ^ shelves in Japan and is sure to 'T , ^ * 

cause a stir on this side of the - - ^ ^ 
water. Playing exactly like SF2, éC/ 
eight contestants battle it out in ^ ===^^==== 
hand-to-hand combat for the cov- 
eted World Championship title, 
fame and glory. Each of the eight 
characters has their own speciál 
Death Stroke. These bear a remarkable ^ 
resemblance to the SF2 moves. For 
instance, the character that you control in - 
one-player mode has a Spirt Bolt which is 
fired from his hands. Spooky, huh? ^ % 

In two-player mode, you can choose from ' 
any of the eight players, but in one-player ^ 
mode, you must také control of a street-wise west- 
erner, called Joe (can’t the Japanese think of any other Western 
names apart from Joe?). 

The characters are large and colourful, but with SF2: Champion 
Edition possibly oniy a few months away, it will be interesting to see 
what kind of reception it gets in Japan with their violence-loving 
public. 

O 

THE REVENGE 
OF THE IMPORT! 
Hold onto your hats! Just a few months after 
the release of the WonderMega in Japan and 
America, Sega háve unveiled the new 
Wonder Mega add-on. The mew MIDI 
Decoder cart will allow the Wonder Mega to 
drive any MIDI compatible keyboard, drum 
machine or instrument without the need for 
expensive sequencing software. The info on 
this musical add-on is very limited at the 
moment, but stay tuned for updates as soon 
as we receive them. 
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8 (NE) 
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Title 

í 

Rise of the Dragon i 

GoteofSbura 
Thunderstorm FX 

Super Monoco GP lij 
Thunder Force IV 

Buraí Fíghters 

Wonderdog 
Decísíon of Commodoi^:^^ 

King Solmon 

Prince of Persia 

Kow Was 

(NE) Shodám Crusader | 

(NE) Gyawon Bia Egotism É 

(2) Sonic The Hedgehog | 

(3) Columns 

(1) Super Monaco GP 11 

H ^ 

MAH-JONG 
51 Computer control led players 

are waiting to challenge you in a 
variety of games, the most 
bizarre of which is Dáte Mah- 
Jong. This has nothing to do with 
calenclars, but with a boy and a 
girl out for a dáte in the big city 
and the progress of their dáte is 
ddtermined by the way you play 
the game and how well you do! 
Weird! 

Mah-jong is possibly a great 
game if anyone out there knows 
how to play it, but for the rest of 
US, we’ll háve to wait until some 
kind software company puts the 
rules of the game into plain old 
English. 

Mah’jong is, 
In my opin- 
ion, the 
most diffi- 
cult game I 
háve ever 
tried to 
learn. I 
won’t bore 

you with the 
details, suffice to say that iťs very 
similar to Poker, but played with / 
Ivory tiles. It is the most populajT 
gambling game in Asia, allowiiig 
for quick changes in money ^fid 
speedy play, but it is complétely 
baffiing to someone who’S /hever 
been further east than Norfolk! 

STREET FIGHTER II 
CLONĚ HITS 
THE STREETS 

NEWS FROM 

JAI^N 
3 
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" tv We all know that Sonic is the 
: best, cutest and most pro- 

motably character in the 
entire console worid but 

the Japanese háve, like 
^ár* aiways, taken things a 

' bit too far. There are 
v currently over 60 differ- 

• ent kinds of Sonic goods, rang- 
ing from fizzy drinks to pyjamas! Other 

items include lunch boxes, plates, stationary, boxer 
shorts (háve you got a Hedgehog in your trousers or 

are you just pleased to see me?!) and even Sonic 
Bubble gum! 

Love it or hatě It, karaoke is here to stay and now Sega 
Japan are to launch a new bolt-on for the Mega-CD that 
allows you to waíl to your favouríte tunes ín the privacy of 
your own llving room. It connects to the slde of the Mega- 
CD and can play CD-G karaoke discs or vocal karaoke 
discs. Features include echos, harmonics and a tone shift 
to enable even the most out-of-tune voice to sound 
like Kylie Monouge! it can aiso play “Heavy 
weigthed” karaoke discs which differ to nor¬ 
mál discs in that the music and the vocals are ^ 
recorded on two separate tracks, ailowing 

backing vocals to be 
mixed in simpiy 
and effortless- 
ly. Watch this ^ 
space for 

.-r - ■ more info. 

Sega háve released plans for a number 
of new add-ons that will hopefully be 
available on import over here by April 
next year. The first is a Mega Drive 
compatible Mouše which, when 
turned upside down^ doubles as a 

_^ trackbalL Designed with RPGs and 
puzzle games in mind, the mouše offers 

delicate control of cursors together with a quick and 
simple control method which may favour young chil- 
dren who are unable to get to grips with the standard 
Sega joypad. 

Next on offer is a six-button joypad which seems to 
confirm rumours of a new pad being specifically 
designed for the forthcoming Street Fighter 2 Mega- 
CD game. Developers in Japan are vowing to support 
the device and it couid také over as the standard joy¬ 
pad for all Sega games within the near future. Sega 
are stressing the importance of this product and hop- 
ing that third party developers will support it. 

Electronic Arts 
háve just signed 
a deal with the Japanese 
company Victor (JVC) to 
market and distribute their 
Products in Japan. 

Amongst the first 
set of releases 
will be John 
Maddens SFootball, Crue 
BalL Team USA IT H Basketball and 

_ Road Rash. No 
- ^ doubtthe 

Japanese will 
enjoy these 
games as much 
as we háve 
over here in 
the UK. 



NEWS PROM 
Aya is the third part in the PD series which háve 
all been converted from the FM Towns. The 
game is basically an RPG, but utilises a systém 
calied DAPS (Datawest Active Picture 
System) which 
creates super- 
fast animated 
sequences direct 
from CD with lip- 

&0 

s y n c h e d 
sound. 

The story 
concerns a 
detecti ve 
n a m e d 

Furuyagi who 
has the ability 

to read minds. 
After having a few 

doubts about taking a 
job, his decision was 

swayed by the large amount of 
cash put up as the payment. Not wanting to turn down an easy buck, he cracks the čase oniy to 
return to his home to find that his girifriend is missing! Couid this be linked in with the čase that he’s 
just solved? Couid it be revenge for his good deeds? Who knows, because the entire game is in 
Japanese and I can’t read the text, but no doubt an English version will be released for the States 
and we’ll give you the full lowdown just as soon as we can. 

Laughing Salesmt!" 

MD Tengen 

CD Sega 

FEBRUARY 
20 FínaiFíght 

25 The Gaiaxy Raiiway 999 

26 Lemmíngs 

BattleFront Europe 

* Battle Toads 

^ Face Bal! 2000 

" Gauntlet 

* GP Rider 

Sim Earth 

Vay - Meteor Armour 

WingCommander 

ANMETTE 
g OUT ON THÉ' LOOSE AGAIN 

NUTTY 
OYS 

CD Sega 

CD RIOT 

GG Sega 

MD Koci 

MD Sega 

GG R.hiliSoft 

MD Tengen 

GG Sega 

CD Sego 

CD SIMSU 

CD Sega 

" dates to be arronged 

Any red-blooded 
Japanese man will go 
bonkers if you men- 
tion the name Annette 
to him! She first 
appeared in El Viento 
on the Mega Drive 
and even her 
boyfriend got a game 
out of her popularity 
(Earnest Evans is her 
boyfriend, in čase 
youVe been on the 
moon for the past year 
or so!). Her new 
game, which doesn’t 
yet háve a title, is cur- 
rently being pro- 
grammed on the 
Mega-CD and is sure 
to feature loving 
drawn animations as 
well as gut-wrenching 
gameplay and graph- 
ics. A release dáte 
has yet to be 
announced for this 
Mega-CD stunner, but 
we’ll keep you posted. 

If youVe ever been to| 
Japan, or seen pictures 

of its arcades, then 
you’ll no doubt háve 
seen rows and rows 
of strange íooking 
pinball machines 

calied Pachinko. In 
Japan iťs ušed as a 
gambling game and 
has now been convert¬ 
ed to the Mega Drive. 

!f that wasn't 
enough, the game 

, also has an element of RPG 
in it. You must play 

i machines at five different 
/venues and when you win, 

■ you'll be given information 
fabout the whereabouts of 

fyour missing father! We don’t 
know why this was inciuded, but 
as a few milíion Japanese are nuts 
about the game, there must be 
somethíng appealing about it or it 
wouíd never háve been converted! 
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With Somd, Music and over Two Thousand 

Brain Bending Questions, Trívial Pursuit is a Pure 

Master System Masterpiece... 

ixcl> wfiích Rpotiie 
oria Rori Wood, cJxd Ro< 

Trivial Pursuit the hest selling trivia 
game in the world, now makes iťs debut 
on the Sega Master System. 

Hosted by an irreverant animated 
question master called Russell. Master 
System Trivial Pursuit also contains a 
timer that allows you to play as fast or 
slow as you want too, and donT zvorry 
the questions are as trivial as ever! 

Categories include: 
• Music & Entertainment 
• Art & Literatuře 
• Geography 
• History I 
• Sport I 
• Science & Nátuře 

Pure Entertainment 

Masier Sysicm 11 
wilh Master Sví 

Mega Drive 
I cnnverier 

Mc» m*:J 
r orid cn-if' cl 

"Sega" and "Master System" are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 

© 1992 Hom Abbot International Ltd. A Hom Abbot game, licensed by 

Hom Abbot International Limited, 

owner of the trademark Trivial Pursuit. 

Artwork and Packaging © 1992 Domark Group Ltd. 

Sales and Marketing by Domark Software Ltd., li 

Feny House, 51-57 Lacy Road, Putney, London ^ 

SW15IPR, England. IV/fo Cjá* 

ENGLISH ESPANOL 

^^SEHIdTtí^ 

FRANGAIS 
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MEGA DRIVE 

ARIEL-LIHLEMERMAID SEGA UK 

BATMAN RETURNS SEGA UK 

CHAKANiTHEFOREVERMAN SEGA UK 

ECCO SEGA UK 

HOMEAIONE SEGA UK 

JOHNMADDEN '93 EA UK 

KRUSÍY'S SUPER FUNH0U5E ACCUIM UK 

LEMMINGS SEGA UK 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE EA UK 

RISKY WOODS EA UK 

R0LLINGTHUNDER2 SEGA UK 

T2: THE ARCADE GAME SEGA UK 

THUNDERFORCEIV SEGA UK 

WORLD OF ILLUSION SEGA UK 

MASTER SYSTEM 

BATMAN RETURNS SEGA UK 

LEMMINGS SEGA UK 

MICKEYM0USE2 SEGA UK 

PITFIGHTER DOMARK UK 

PREDAT0R2 FLYING EDGE UK 

TAZ-MANIA SEGA UK 

WONDER B0YINMW3 SEGA UK 

GAME GEAR 

ALIEN 3 ARÉNA UK 

ARIEL-LimEMERMAID SEGA UK 

DEFENDERSOFTHEOASIS SEGA UK 

GFOREMAN BOXING ARÉNA UK 

HOMEALONE SEGA UK 

LEMMINGS SEGA UK 

MULTITYPE(4IN1) SEGA UK 

THESIMPSONS FLYING EDGE UK 

STREETSOFRAGE SEGA UK 

SUPER OFF ROAD VIRGIN UK 

MEGA DRIVE 

G-LOC SEGA UK 

INDIANAJONES-LASTCRUSADE USGOLD UK 

JAMES BOND 2-THE DUEL DOMARK UK 

MEGA-LO-MANIA VIRGIN UK 

NINJAGAIDEN SEGA UK 

PGAT0URG0LF2 EA UK 

PREDAT0R2 ACCLAIM UK 

ROAD RASH2 EA UK 

STREETSOFRAGE 2 SEGA UK 

WCLEADERBOARD USGOLD UK 

XMEN SEGA UK 

MASTER SYSTEM 

CALIF0RNIAGAMES2 SEGA UK 

TECMO WORLD CUP SEGA UK 

GAME GEAR 

CHAKAN SEGA UK 

GREEN DOG SEGA UK 

HOLYFIELD BOXING SEGA UK 

MICKEYM0USE2 SEGA UK 

TALESPIN SEGA UK 

The forest is where Hle game starts. You must find the antí-gravily belt before plunging into the pit. If you 
don't hově the belt, or don't activate it after you jump, you 11 die o horrible deoth. 
Help the injured man at the íar right of the level and he should return tbe fovour. You1l find yourself trav- 

elling back and forward along the level to complete the puzzles necessary to obtain the belt. 

i' u. 

The anti-G belt allows vou to land slovdy in one of the four tube stations in the underground city. By now 

you know that your only chance of escape is to obtain a passport to enter into the game show. You1l 

soon meet up with some-one who can falsify one for you, but theyil want poid. 

In this level, puzzles must be completed to obtain a work permit and then complete six tasks to earn 

money. Some of the tasks are more difficult than others. Ónce youve completed all the tasks, you1l háve 

earned enough to háve your passport forged. 

There is only one aim here, and thaťs to reach the top of the platform. There are plenty of hunters, 

who1l shoot you on sight, and hidden deoth traps. If you succeed, you1l win your ticket to Earth and can 

jump on the next shuttfe to the taxi station. 

This is where the plot takés an evil twist. When you arrive at the taxi station, you discover that it has 
been overtaken by aliens. If you survive to the end of the level Hie aliens will capture you. Otherwise, 

you1l die! 

You are transported onto the alien planet after being trapped in the docking bay. Needless to say, there 
are loads of strange happenings and creatures form from the landscape. If you make it this far, you may 

be good enough to escape into space. 

is to arrive on Mega 

Drive in February. Another Worid has been out on fioppy for aimost a year, but its sequei makes an appearance on 

fioppy in February *93. Fiash Back was to be released at the same time as the fioppy versions, but Sega 

didn’t think it was a good idea to reiease both Flash Back and Another Worid in the same month. 

release in 

the official 

Another World, 

Yet again, your 
particle accelera- 
tion module takés 
you to another 
time, another 
plače. But, this 
time it is no accident, you háve trig- 
gered the device in an attempt to 
escape from evil pursuers who are 
after your fantastic invention. You 
awake in an unknown land, but 
youVe been here before - I think 
youYe having a 
fiash back! 

Iťs obvious that 
the first thought is 
to return safely tó 
Earth. By taiking 
to the friendly 
aliens, it seems 
that the only way off the planet is to 
win the planeťs game show. First 
prize is a single ticket to Earth! 

First, you must get to the under¬ 
ground city, find a job and make 
enough money to buy a falsified 
passport and thus, háve the neces¬ 
sary documents to enter into the 
show. 

Along the way, you’ll meet people 
whom you can talk to and gain 
information. There are aliens 
who aren’t as friendly and 
the frequency youMI v- 
encounter them is set by the ^ ^ 
difficulty setting. 

Another World will be } 
released only a few \ ^ 
months before Flash Back, \- 
but the latter is a much 
newer game (by aimost a 
year) which has bulit upon the 
success of the first. It certainiy 
isn’t a sequei selling on the ini- 
tial game, but is enhanced with 
better animation, action and game¬ 

to say that Another 
isn’t a 

superb game, 
iťs just that 
Flash Back is 

a much more 
polished affair 

and at 12Mbit, 
iťs 4Mbit 

bigger! 

D av 
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Standing on its own feet, Flash 
Back is a clever amalgamation of 
many thed and trusted games 
before it. The animation of the char- 
acter is based on Prince of Persia 
jand moves smoothly and consis- 
tently, while the gameplay owes 

itself to many futuristic 
|H^H| films of which games 

háve been made. 

are initially easy and more puzzle ori- 
entated, but become progressively 
more challenging. As the story 
unfolds, it is plain to see that its con- 
ception has a lot to do with futuristic 
films such as Total Recall, Blade 
Runner and The Running Man. 
There seems to be a perfect balance 
between stratégy and action with 
very little compromise in playability 
and enjoyment. IPROPUY 

The gameplay is very 
methodical in that there 
are no random settings. 
AII the puzzles are the 
same and all the spe¬ 
ciál power-ups, Á 

objects and characters will be M 
found in the same places each 
time the game is played. H 

However, the chal- H 
lenge should be W 
enough to keep play- ^ 
ers interested. There Y 

are password saves and as each 
of the five levels are big, there are 
mid-level saves which stay on as 
long as the cart does! 

The gameplay offers a huge chal- 
lenge in its mammoth levels which 

Paperboy was one of the smash hits of the eighties and 
its sequel Paperboy 2 didn’t seem to také off just as well 
as the originál on floppy. It coulďve been that it was 

because it was basically the same 
✓ game with a few cosmetic changes. 

prams, cars, monster-trucks, JÉ 
go-karts, muggers, grannies J m 
are obstacles and must be 
avoided or taken out with a ^ 
_ newspaper! ^ 

If the deliveries 
for the week are suitable the delivery 

agent assigns a new, harder Street for 
r Paperboy. 

nm 
There are more targets, making the 
game a little more difficult than 
before, you can play as a Papergirl 
or a Paperboy, the graphics háve 

been given more thought - they are 
/ brighter and the obstacles are larger. 

/ Papers can now be thrown left or right 
and you can now travel in three directions 

rather than just the one. Non-subscribers 
can be enticed back if you break their Windows 

and flowerpots and there’s lots more variety. 

PROPUY 
Paperboy 2 is almost a replica of the floppy version 
released quite some time ago and is a bit more of the 
same old game when compared to te originál Paperboy. It 
plays well enough and isn’t too difficult. The Game Gear 
version must be considered the piek of the three because 
of its suitabillty to the smáli sereen. 

FLASHBACK 

;0iD £44.99 OUI, 

CART SlZE... 12Mbit 
PLAYERS .1 
STAGES.5 
SKILL LEVELS.3 
FEATURES ...password 
CONTACT 

US Goid (021)6253366 

DIN] 

PAPERBOY 2 

M £39.99 Oyi 

' CART SlZE ...8Mbit 
PLAYERS .1 
STAGES.21 
SKILL LEVELS.3 
FEATURES.n/o 
CONTACT 

Domark (081) 7802222 

DDM] 
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Me/iacer light-gun allows games 

playei^ to aim at a target on the 

scréen and shoot whatever theirý^'< 

sights are on. Greater and more real^ 

istic control add to its appeat, but is 

íf any good? Tbe Pros got their hands 

on one and gave it a full low-down. 

The Menacer is Sega’s iatest attack 

on the add-on market. Iťs a laser gun 

witlr^loads of attachments thaťs 

designed to offer players greater 

eye-to-targe|/ co-otdínation ^ 

and bettér interfacing 

vyíth the game$^fhey 

iilay. 

don’t háve 

to be spe- 

cially pro- ^ 

grammed, but 

oniy those gamejS whicb provide 

an onscreen target can be prop- 

erly controlled with the gun. 

Up until now, onIy T2, due " 

out just before Christmas, 

is the oniy 

stand-alone 

Mega Drive 

game which incorpo- 

rates target shooting. 

Other games which feature 

speciál bonus shooting levels, 

such as the Robocop platform 

game, couid make use of the 

capabílities. Of course, Robocop- 

style games haven’t yet 

released on MD. 

It is these type of games - where 

target ievel is incorporated as 

bonus level/ that the Menacer will 

utilisejand enhance. There won’t be 

too many stánd-alone developments 

Tof it, but games such as 

Olympics may in^rporate shooting 

and archery 4t^ng crosshair targets 

and thus dffer thjeMighacer as a 

trol pption. And then, of course, 

thereV the Robocop-style develop- 

mentsl 

Opening the box, uncovers a huge 

amount of plastic components. A 

manual explaining how 

the sectíohs fit togeth- 

er is supplied, but 

what éxactly are 

theseparts?^ 

Ws is tlne-^^ssenttó part of 
Master /the Menaceri 

'Module 

can be 
p I a y e d 
w i t h o u 
the other 

attachments and is/ 
the main firing/piec^^. It looks 
like some sort of Black and Decker 

drilling machine. but it is acíually 
very well designed. Iťs slightly 
weighty, but is well-designed 
(not like those fated days of the^ 
Sega Light Phaser Gun!) The 

grips háve been moulded to fit the . 
shape of a hand perfectiy, making 
the Menacer com- 

steady the Menacer, enatíling aíming ^ 
to be more accurate. It;é aiso goocí./ 
for games which requiré a sweeping 
action (such as Frontiipe supplied_pn^ 

/ the ^mes 
' cartridge). 

fortable to hold. / ‘ - 
One pánd / “ 

shouid be pláced prflhe handle, with 
the trigger button, and the other 
placed around the front of the 
Menacer, where the other )hree but- 
tons are. The three buttons can be 
ušed in the same way that A, B and 
C are ušed on a joypad and they ^1 
work just as well! Holding down the 
trigger button and pressing the^ 
equivalent of A selects bomb laj^^df- 
ers in addition to the usual fire (if the^ 
option Is available). - 

There is great freedom of move- 
ment and targeting enemies is very 
accurate when using the module 
its own. Most will prefer to use 

Menacer in 
without 

% 

components, as 
iťs comfortable and easy to 
use.^,'"^ 

The stabilizer module slides into the 
end of the Master Module and sits 
against thc-Shouíder (áíternatively it 
can be shot Jroui-tho hip —- this 
lookjs much cooler!). Its function is to 

c^r, it / might 
,Ťincon)fortable after 
while/ buť shouid be 

okay 
for short 
arcade 
blasts! 

Jhese are the most 
of plastic supplied with 

the 
of the 

M a /^t e r 
Module The ^ 
intent was to 

give dual-\ý^on targetting, but iťs 
hard to i5^ome qsed to tooking 
through the binoistííar attachment. It 
offers a -sfReitéTfociis, but about 10 
minutes is the jj«5řimum endurance 
of the 'RiTT'^ 

Iťs not moulded to fit the eyes at 
all and, thus, the prtcfTand posítíon 
won’t suit e\^ýone.^jAlthaugh iťs 
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called the binocular module, it isn’t 
magnified and the field of vision is 
very limited. One binocular can be 
ušed on its own, but even then iťs 
pretty useless. I can’t think of any 
situation where you wouid be at an 
advantage using the binoculars. It is 
just a badly-designed, cheap piece 
of plastic which doesn’t work very 
well. 

can which means blasting 
them before they eat all of 
the pizza. The screen is 
blackened and oniy a 
smáli section of the 
screen is lit by the target 
on the Menacer. 

AIthough the game’s not 
up to much, it demonstrates 
fast the update on the Menacer ^ 
is. After a level is completed, the 
action becomes much faster and 
smáli pests become queens bearing 
loads of babies! When the queens 
are shot, they leave behing several 
babies which run all over the plače, 
and then they begin to eat the pizza 
- making life twice as hard. If you 
were to play this with a normál joy- 
pad, it wouid be difficult, but with the 
Menacer iťs a lot easier! 

The Menacer comes complete 
with a six-game cartridge, with 
T2: The Arcade Game the onIy 
other Menacer-compatible game 
pianned as yet. 

Some of the games on the cart 
are good, while others are pretty 
awful, aithough they all serve to 
demonstrate the scope of the 
Menacer. 

The infra-red receiver collects the 
Information from the /Menacer. It is placed 
above the TV or mon¬ 

itor and the 

Pěst con- 

trol! If you 
clon't keep on 
eagle eye on 
these lot 
theyil devour 
you pizza in no 
time! 

This is by far the best game on the 
cartridge. Iťs basically a také off of 
ToeJam and Earl and the object is to 
throw killer tomatoes at the oppo- 

nents. Everything fromToeJam 
is incorporated, including the 
mad dentist and the creepy 
cupid. Hit the stár tomato and 
you’ll be given a continous fire of 
tomatoes to get rid of the enemy. 
Aithough the game is brilliant, it 
relles on the success of ToeJam 
and Earl too much and becomes 
tedious after a while. Again, 
using the Menacer pro- 
vides much greater 
accuracy and 
when gameplay 
becomes fast, 
it really wouid ’ - 
be hard to . 
keep up with- 
out its help! ’ ^ 

\\ must be 
over three 

feet from it at all 
times. 

Complications can arise if the 
Menacer is not kept the three feet 

distance, if the angle between the 
Menacer and receiver is too great, 
or if the Menacer is pointed directly 
towards it, rather than at the screen. 

The receiver plugs into the sec- 
ond controller port and must be dis- 
connected after use as many stan¬ 
dard games fail to run with it insert- 

jmmbE 
ifiuauRi 

The gun takés six AAA batteries to 
power it and these are not included 
in the package. The Menacer turn 
itself off automatically after 30 sec- 
onds if iťs not being ušed, so the 
battaries can be kept inside - there 
is no on/off switch. The batteries will 
normally last for at ieast 20 hours, 
so you won’t háve to make trek 
down to the 24-hour garage for more 
batteries on Christmas morning! 

Rojdy Aim Tomafoes is 
much tfie some as ToeJam 
and Earl. At Ieast you get 
a chance to get your own 
bock on the nnad dentist 
this time! 
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MENACER 
WINNERS 

The results to ^^Menáoer com- 
petition are here, and Menacers 

arejon their way to these lucky win- 
hers: Aodrek Royvter-- Derby,. 

cjhris Johnston Hants, Adam 
Stltr^an - Middx, J Frenchs- Essex, 

^ James Wifflam - Norwich, Ben; 
Hadden - Nottsl Paul Shotton 

Staffordshire, Michael Nícholson - 
Newcastle, Ben Hensor -- Susšex. 

The Menacer light gun is in the 
shqps now. ^digej i^íng, or gét 
youřorders Christnfas! 

fully materialise. The way that the 
aliens appear can be chosen. 
Normál has íhem appearing in an 
orderly pattern, whereas random 
allows them to appear at random. 
AIthough it sounds easy power is 
lost very quickly and recharging it 
takés ages. The Menacer must be 
poínted at the bottom of the screen 

All of the games seem to 
demonstrate the use of the 

Menacer rather than providing 
any reál gameplay. They do 

-^show that the Menacer is 
useful, though, and once 

youVe begun using it, yoďll 
realise its potential as an essential 
add-on - thaťs providing that iťs 

supported and there’s no reason 
that it shouldn’t be! Apart from the 
binocular piece, the Menacer is 
worth the £59.99 you’ll háve to Shell 

out for it, aithough the 
number of games that 
can be played using it 
remain to be seen. 

to wait for a power up, but by the 
time it appears you’ll probably háve 
been killed. This makes it almost 
unplayable, and it certainiy isn’t 
much fun. 

Perhaps the most pointless game out 
of the six. Aithough it starts off well, 
it soon becomes very monotonous 
and highiy annoying. Aliens appear in 
their pods and must be shot before 
they fully materialise. The way that 
the aliens appear can be chosen. 
Normál has them appearing in an 
orderly pattern, whereas random 
allows them to appear at random. 
Aithough it sounds easy, power is 
lost very quickly 

i 

and 
recharging it takés ages. The 
Menacer must be pointed at the bot¬ 
tom of the screen to wait for a power 
up, but by the time it 

appears you’ll 
probably háve been killed. This 

makes it almost 
unplayable, and 
it certainiy isn’t 
much fun. 

Bounce the bal) off the four 
walis in order to change all 
the tiles on the 
walis to a dif- 
f e r e n t 
c o I o u r. 
This is a 
really 
b a s i c 
game, 
exactly 
t h e 
s a m e 

asShuffIepuck, 
and not much more 
exciting. The action becomes faster 
after each level is completed, but iťs 
not exactly a riveting play. 

This doesn’t seem to \ 
make much use \ 

\ \ 

watch out as there’s lots of 
civilians as well as 

Every time a 
a life is lost. Iťs 

not just a matter of shoot every- 
thing in sight! If you don’t hlt any 

civilians, you get a points bonus, so 
iťs all worth it in the end. AIso, 
there’s no limit on your ammo, which 

encourages you to shoot every- 
0 thing, just for the saké of 

of the . / 

Menacer, you couid 
play this just as easily with 
a joypad. All that is required is to 
get behind the balí which is so big iťs 
hard to miss it! Iťs very boring, 
aithough it becomes more complex 
in the later stages - parts of the walí 
are missing. which means the balí 
can slip through, making life a lit- 
tle tougher! 

Good fun for about ten min- 
utes and, again, after that it 
becomes boring. You are an 
FBI agent in training for the 
big stuff. Shoot at the cut- 
outs, that pop up in the Win¬ 
dows and doors, around 
seven blocks of the city. Again 
the Menacer is useful and the 
target window allows accurate 
shooting every time. The action 
starts off very slowly, but becomes 
much quicker and you’ll háve to 

Také plače in a battle for 
survival! 

Tanks race 
^ past in the 

battle zone 
and they are all 

trying to kill 
^ you! To 

add to 
it all, there’s plenty of air- 
craft overhead blasting 
away at you. There’s no 
mercy - iťs shoot to kill! 

Missiles can be 
launched by pressing 
the A button, but these 
are very limited. When a 
level is completed, a full 

life is regained and, 
believe me, iťs needed 

because after each level is 
completed, there’s even more 

tanks and aeroplanes to destroy! 
The oniy thing to be doně is to keep 

a finger on the trigger and spray 
bullets right across the field, blow- 
ing up everything in sight! 

it starts off well, it soon becomes 
very monotonous and highiy 
annoying. Aliens appear in their 
pods and must be shot before they 

- -"j 
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BEESHU MAGNIFIER FOR GAME 
GEAR (WILL WORK IN 
C0NJUNCT10N WITH BEESHU 

GEAR MASTER) GG6788 
11.99 

lEESHU GEAR MASTER 
ICONVERTER (ENABLES USE OF 

■ImASTER SYSTEM CARTRiOGES 
!ON GAME GEAR)GG6064 

Í12.99 
ISEGA MASTER GEAR 
ICONVERTER (ENABLES USE OF 

'iMASTER SYSTEM GAMES ON 
GAME GEAR) GG8098 14.99 

^BLACK CARRY BAG FOR GAME 
GEAR WITH GAME AND 

, ACCESSORY COMPARTMENTS 

|,GG8097.9.99 

CARRYBAG |r~ - 
. FOR GAME j 

GEAR 
GG5860 

10.99 

SEGA 
.■4ňmpi. SUPER 

WIDE GEAR MAGNIFIER FOR 
GAME GEAR (ALSO ACTS 

AS SUN VISOR) 
GG8192 14.99 

STEREO EARPHONES FOR USE WITH 
GAMEBOY, GAME GEAR OR LYNX 
(ALSO FOR USE WITH PERSONÁL 

GAME GEAR SONIC 
1 BUMPER PACK WITH 

GAME GEAR WITH 
COLUMNS 
FAEEMEMBERSHIP 
EREfSEGA MAINS ADAPTOR 
FREE CARRY CASE 

GAME GEAR l 
SONIC 2 
PACK WITH COLUMNS GAME 
AND SONIC 2 GAME 
F/?E£ MEMBERSHIP 
Ff?EE MAINS ADAPTOR 

SONIC AND MAINS ADAPTOR 
AREE MEMBERSHIP 
F77EECOLUMNS GAME 
mEE SUPER MONACO GRAND 

^ PRIX GAME 
GAME GEAR PROTECTOR CARRY CASE GG6891 11.99 

LOGIC 3 MAINS ADAPTOR 
FOR GAME GEAR GG6899 ^__ 

SEGA BATTERY PACK FOR GAME 
GEAR (RECHARGEABLE FROM 
MAINS ADAPTOR) 

GG6733 .29.99 

SEGA TV ADAPTOR (TURNS 
GAME GEAR INTO HANDHELD 

TV) GG6067 54.M 

SEGA GEAR TO GEAR CABLE 
(LINKS TWO GAME GEARS) 

GG6735 5.99 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 
CUDDLY TOY 

GG8193 

12.99 

(U.S.) FOOTBALL. 
KLAX . 
LEADER BOARD ALIEN3 . 

CHAKAN. 
CHESS MASTER 

SEGA CAR ADAPTOR FOR GAME 
GEAR (PLUGS INTO CIGÁR LIGHTER 
FOR POWER) GG6734 ...13.99 

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR GAME GEAR GG6812 

LEMMINGS . 
MARBLE MADNESS 

CHUCK ROCK 
NINJA GAIDEN COLUMNS 
OUTRUNEUROPA . 
POPILS . 
PRINCE OF PERSIA 
PSYCHIC WORLD . 
SHINOBI. 

CRYSTAL WARRIORS . 
DEFENDERS OF OASIS. 
DONALD DUCK . 
EVANDER HOLYFIELD BOXING 
G-LOC. 
GEORGE FOREMAN BOXING 
INDIANA JONES 3 . 
JOE MONTANA 

SEGA MENACER LIGHT 
GUN FOR MEGADRIVE 
WITH SIX GAMES 
ARflFMEMBERSHIP 

GG8194 59.99 

WONDER BOY ... 
WONDERBOY- 
DRAGONS TRAP 
WOODYPOP. ^iTRtKER JOYPAD FOR 

MEGADRIVE (WITH RAPID FIRE 
AND STEREO HEADPHONE 
lOCKET) GG6789 16.99 

SLIOER 

IMEGADRIVE MENACER PACK 
IwiTH ONE JOYPAD, MENACER LIGHT GUN, 6 GAMES 
H^membership ' 

EXTRA TURBO 2 JOYPAD 
T £10 OFFANY MEGADRIVE JI 

GAME* ^ 

GAME GENIE FOR MEGADRIVg^HT 1 
(GAMeS ENHANCER, ALLOWi 

CHEAT CODES TO BE ENTEREQ 

FOR INfWrrE LIVES, CREDITSi 
ETC. BOOK OF CODES INCLUDED)^^ 

GG8100 »m__ 

STORAGE RACK FOR CARTRIDGES (STACKABLE) 

GGBM5 9.99 

CARRYBAG FOR MEGADRIvá~^^^£^ 
GG585Í 

TURBO TOUCH 360 TOUCH 
SENSITIVE UOYPAD-FGR 
MCQACRlVEiWITH AUTOPtRE) 

OQSm . MEGADRIVE SONIC PACK 
WITH 2 SEGA JOYPADS AND SONIC 
FFFE MEMBERSHIP 

£10 OFF ANY MEGADRIVE 
GAME* 

CLEANiNG 
pQp - 

ALL CONSOLES OR HAND- 

HELDS 
GG6065 .6.99 

MONITOR LEAD FOR MEGADRIVE 

TO PHILLIPS CM8833 MK 2 MONITOR 

GG6880.-.7.99 

MEGADRIVE STREETS OF RAGE 
WITH ONE JOYPAD, SONIC, STREETS OF 
RAGE 
jTHCEJ^EMBERSHIP 

EXTRA TURBO 2 .'OY^A»' 
L -V £10 OFF ANY 
MEGADRIVE GAME* 

QUICiÉiOY SO PROPAD FOR 
MEGADRIVE (WfTH SLQW 

MCnON AND TWO SPEEO 
AUTOWBg) QOÍ090 13.99 ai^UiDiaBlílEGADRIVE • CONNECTS TO 

^1^ SCART INPUT (GIVES MONITOR 

: ptt^ttJTY-PíCTqRE) .GG6745 9.99 

'‘iOBQlQBDYeREQiR MEGADRIVE RISKY WOODS 
ROAD RASH.... 

F22 INTERCEPTOR. 
FATAL LABYRINTH . 
FERRARI FORMULA ONE. 
GHOULS N GHOSTS . 
GOLDENAXE2 . 
GRANDSLAM TENNIS . 
GYNOUG . 
HOME ALONE . 
INDIANA JONES 3 . 
JAMES BOND - 007 .. 
JO MONTANA (US) FOOTBALL 3 . 
JOHN MADDEN '92. 

JOHN MADDEN '93 
.KID CHAMELEON .. 

^(RUSTY S FUN 
HíOUSE .. 
■lemmings . 
■yix ATTACK 
^BKM>PER. 
^K)TUS TURBO 
^^ALLENGE . 
■fmCKEY & DONALD 

^^^■PCKEY MOUŠE. 
ICE HOCKEY .. 

ICE HOCKEY '93 .. 
NINJA GAIDEN ... 

^ OLYMPIC GOLD .. 
■iplTFIGHTER . 

ROAD RASH 2.34.9* 
ROBOCOD (JAMES POND 2) ..  _30a9 
ROLLING THUNDER 2 .-... 
SENNÁ SUPER MONACO.3C.« 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2.-..M£9 
SIMPSONS ...._ 
SMASHTV..-....27a# 
SONIC 2.-.30.9# 
STEEL EMPIRE .-Sa# 
STREETS OF RAGE ..27.9# 
STREETS OF RAGE 2 .  .3*^ 
STRIDER .-.—.4!6.flS 
SUPER HANG ON .-17.4# 
SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX .. .14S9 
SUPER OFF ROAD RACER .22.» 
SWORD OF VERMILLION.  .24.» 
TERMINÁTOR ..30-9* 
TERMINATOn IIMCHACER LMWT GUN GAMQ 
TESTDRIVE2 .  JÍ39 
THUNDERFORCE 4 .-.30.9# 
TOE JAM AND EARl....23.9# 
TURRICAN .-.24.99 

688 ATTACK SUB . 
ALEX KIDD IN 
ENCHANTED CASTLE 

.34.99 

.30.99 

.27.99 

.30.99 

.27.99 

.30.99 

.30.99 

ACHJATICS WITH JAMES POND 
ARCH RIVALS.. 
BATWAN RETURNS .. 
eULLS VS LAKERS . 

.29.99 

iřcTiir.ř.32} [afcwíícuiy, ■'■•h 

[ttV-KoeBVW ťflísíiífiíi- Pieis''^r SíVse oy. 
fl6Í43rn?lííícLTÍo^*,v«( -.vflllítbiiiiy. w<: 
b churg a pru:ú« .Trii tiíTvťs i^iinoirt prlíií 

.30.99 

.30.99 DESERT STRIKE. 
DONALD DUCK - QUACKSHOT 30.99 
DOUBLE DRAGON .22.99 
DRAGON S FURY30.99 
ECCO (DOLPHIN)30.99 
EUROPEAN CLUB 
FOOTBALL30.99 
SVANOER 
HOLLYFIELD 
BOXING 
30.99 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN. 
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAM2 ON TELEPHONED ORDERS. 

(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS) C LC 

FOOT PCOAL FOfi MfiQADiM 
(WAMSrePS JfflřBTKlC RJÍW 
TD FOOT PEOMil;; S»U.FOP 
DRRHMG ANDK^Ma GAMES) 
008089 

.30.99 

.30.99 

.30.99 

.30.99 

.30.99 

Name. 

WORLD CLASS LEADEASOARD 
WORLD CURTTALIA 90.—. 
WRESTLEWAR .. 
WWF WRESTLEMAN4A. 

.Machine. Phone 

Enter membership number (if applicable) or 
Membership £6.99 UK. £8.99 EEC. £10.99 World 

ALL PRlCES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT 

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa Switch Issue No. 

C ředit card • 
expiry dáte_Signatuře_ | 

Cheques payable to: SPÉCI AL RESERVE }| 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH j 
Overseas OrdersSurcharge (EC or World): Software orders | 
please add £2.00 per item. Non-software items please add i 

25%. Hardware items supplied to UK maíniand oniy. 1^ 
Overseas orders musí be paid by credit card. ^ 

GAME GEAR EXTRAS GAME GEARS 

GAME GEAR GAMES 

MEGADRIVE EXTRAS 

MEGADRIVES 

MEGADRIVE GAMES 

We onIy supply members but you can order as you join. 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP: UK £6.99 EEC £8.99 WORLD £10.99 

The Speciál Reserve full colour 48 page dub magazine NRG is ^p( . - 
sent to all members bi-monthly. /V/?G features full reviews of new 
games plus mini-reviews, new products, Speciál Reserve charts, 

Release Schedule and hundreds of speciál offers. 

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS 

^ £30 worth of money-off coupons 
to savé even more money off our amazing prices 

A/f?G aiso contains competitions to win ££££s worth of prizes. 
d,ř>i,r.- ír. r;nír:! THE BIG COMPETITION ii, wliir.l, First Prize 

SUPER NES AND A MEGADRIVE. - 

We seli games and accessories, all at amazing prices, for Megadrive, Master System, 

Game Gear, Super NES, Gameboy, NES, Lynx, Amiga, Atari ST, IBM PC and CDTV. 

Best Service, Best Prices, Biggest Selection 
120,000 people háve joined Speciál Reserve, so don't delay, join today! 

for; cfin nhonr^ in vour orck^r or tj.rc íhír coi noori / 

M I AMIGA, 
6 SUPER NES s n : 6 

SPIDERMAN . 
STREETS OF RAGE . 
SUPER KICK OFF . 
SUPER MONACO GP. 

.22.99 

.20.99 

.24.99 

.19.99 
SUPER OFF ROAD RACER . .22.99 
TAZMANIA . .22.99 
TERMINÁTOR . 
WIMBLEDON TENNIS. 

.22.99 

.22.99 

CHAKAN . .. .30.99 
CHUCK ROCK. .30.99 
COLUMNS....-. .24.49 
CRUE BALL. .30.99 
D. ROBINSON BASKETBALL. .30.99 
□■6APATTACK .27.99 

.9.99 

10 M .JI i 

STORAGE RACK FOR 
CARTRIDGES (STACKABLE) 

GG6885 9.99 

0279 600204 We oniy stock official UK products 
GamfJ: Cjuí: \ 



THE REVIEWING SYSTEM 

mean that the game is a stratégy game - you 
háve to read the review comments to discover 
a game’s category. 

Just a quick rundown of the story behind the 
game. Usually a quick resumé of what the ínlay 
says - but not as boring. 

ProView We piek out the good and bad points for 
graphics, sound, gameplay and challenge. 
While a game may score highty on graphics 
and sound, it may severely lack in playability. If 
this is the čase, the scores will refiect it. The 
overail ProScore is calculated from our finál 
opinion of the game, taking into consideration 
every single factor - including price! This is 
not an average of any score. 

The reál meat of the review. Here you can find 
out what we think of every single element of 
the game. We’ll walk you through the game, 
taiking about the graphics, sound, how it 
piays, and interesting things you may 
encounter. This is the most informative part of 
the whole review. 

ProTips 
ProYo! Just a smáli slice of help that shouid make 

your first few minutes of play less frustrating 
and hopefully a lot more fun. 

A ProYo! is awarded to any game which 
receives a rating of 90% or over. Any game 
which does fall into this prestigious category 
shouid definitely be in your coilection. 

Master Gear All the info you’il need. The phone number 
given is of the main supplier in the UK and 
who the Pros got the game from. if the game’s 
on import oniy, iťll contain an importer’s 
phone number onIy. 
The Action/Strategy bar refiects how much 
stratigical element is in the game - it does not 

Every Master System review features a section 
which detaiis how the game piayed on the 
Game Gear through the Master Gear convertor. 
Are the graphics visible, etc. 

Imports 
If you want to get games on import, then there are a few 
points worth remembering which mostly concern the 
type of machine you own and the games that will run on 

Japanese machines will run all UK, USA and Asian 
cartridges, providing they don’t háve the notorious “PAL 
lock” on them. 

UK machines will play UK and USA carts without any 
probiems, but can’t play Japanese carts without an adap¬ 
tor. AIso, some Jap carts will oniy produce a picture 
through the AV Socket on the back of the Mega Drive. 
This means that they can oniy be piayed on a SCART TV 
or a monitor. 

The obvious disadvantages with import games 
become apparent when you try and play a Japanese RPG 
when you can’t speak the lingo! However, shoot-’em-ups, 
beat-’em-ups and platform games need very little in the 
way of instructions, so these shouid be okay. 

.rhristmďfj 

KINGSALMON 85% 
This brilliant fishing 

game simulátor has had 

all the Pros hooked. Whoever n 
says iťs unplayable, shouldn^^t te 

writing reviews! 

No matter how hard we try even the SegaPros ai^ 
faflible. Thq^t is why we want your help. If you d like 

to give your opinion of the lalest games, 4hen 
send US your details. Every month we’llj)ick out a 

handful of ProTalkers and send them a speciál 
ProTalker review pack. 

This means youll get the chance to play one of 
the latest games, and give usTOur views. Then. in 
the next issue. you ll get your (almost) unexpur* - 

gated ProTalk review printed alongside our reviews in 
SegaPro. If you fabecoming a ProTalker. send ypur 
. name, address and telephone number to ProTalk, > 

^egaPro, Paragon Publishing, Djjj-ham House, Mýr ,* 
\,Dld CHristchurch Road. Bournemouth BH1 Wh '' 



^ CSRIAEftSANpiE&O 5y7o 
Where In tFTe WofJd Is 

Carmen Sandiego? Can 

you fractci^r~xlown before she 

and her pals nip off wí fh fhe 

woflďs tr^surfiLiJ- 

^ ^ JAJMESJOKD JBléKT 947o 
Gulde Boňd through ^ V The deřtníHve gulde Jo 

these five tougb levets fbe Sonfc^an^Tcitls 

ín the game whích hos beerr combo gets tfie thurfíbs up from 

designed around scenarios from the Pros;rWe-go thrcHjgb 4he 

Timothy Dabon s Bond movdes. game act-by-act. 

J0HIC2 ^ 

The game tfiat mttlions 

af screeming kids háve 

been woífíng otl year makes it 

onto fbe MS scene and gets the 

ProYo treatment. 

RTF1GHTÍR^2 
Také on tFe worlďs 

I meanest street-wíse 

‘ghters ia^the pli. This Mega 

^rive game finally arnves onto 

8*bit ateneL-. - 

mM BUCKHQUÍSSAWT ^7o 

"■ w JIhe sequel to one of tbe 

fírst CD games, Heavy 

N^va^ makes it way to these 

shores. There are eleven fights in 

ihis combat extravaganza. 

.r gome^ 

1 Pí “ii IM mm 



Yeehdh! Bullseye! A well-placed shot from the nňissile launcher hits the T-1000 square in 

the řace and sends his molecules scattering for cover! Leťs see you patch that one up 

wilfi o few plasters and some TCP then, pal! 

The Terminátor 2 arcade game 

cost over three million doliars 

to produce and includes some 

footage from the film that was 

cut out of the release version. 

James Cameron (the writer 

and director of both 

Terminátor and Terminátor 2) 

provided the images and aiso 

had a big hand in the game’s 

develogment. 

Cons^ting of mainiy digi- 

tised images and cut from the 

film, this Op WolMype game 

was a major success in the 

arcades and with the launch 

of the Menacer light gun for 

the Mega Drive, Aréna 

scooped up the license and, 

after a lot of hard work, here 

is the console version. 

Playable with either joy- 

pads or the Menacer, one or 

two players také part in the 

battle to savé mankind and rid 

the earth of these evil 

machines once and for all. 

)"■ he opening sequence is 
copied from one of the T2 
trailers that was circulating in 
the cinemas at the end of 

^ 1991. The story follows a 
second terminátor; the T-1000, that 
has been sent back in time to kill 
John ConnoF when he is just 10 
years old. This new terminátor is 
made up of Polychromatic Alby (liq- 
uid metal to you and mel) and can 
change shape into anything it sam- 
ples by physical contact. Knowing the 
T-1000 is after him, the older version 
of Connor captures and re-pro- 
gramme^ a T-800 to go back in time 
and protéct his younger šelf. 

Played lifte the Op Wolf game of a 
few years ago, you (and a friend if 
youVe gót one) battle against the 

Cool down, bub! Drench the T-1000 

with liquid nitrogen and then shoot him 

to shatter him into tiny, frozen řragments! 

ly! An enemy T-SPO scatters itselř all over the plače after been hit by 

^can't say that l'd like to be the one who has to try and put him back 

Sega Pro CHRISTMAS 1992 Arnie got so much money for T2. 
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machine 
and whether youVe got the Menacer 
light gun attached. The game can be 
played by two players simultaneous- 
ly. using either the two joypads or 
one joypad and the Menacer, 
although the one player game is just 
as enjoyable. 

Launching into the game has you 
(the T-800) making your violent way 
to Skyneťs HQ so you can use the 
time displacement equipment and 
huri yourself back through time to 
protéct John Connor. Waves of T-800 
Endoskeletons charge towards you 
with guns and teeth blazing. You can 

either blast them to atoms with your 
plasma rifle or distribute their bod- 
ies around the neighbouring area 
with a missile. Your gun is aimed by 
a smáli cross-hair which is moved 
around the screen with the joypad or 
Menacer. The sight is a little jlifficult 
to use at first, but after a games 

řy Terminátore in the pre- 
./ sent and past to savé 

Connor’s life and therefore 
all of mankind. 
After the title screens háve 

made their appearance, the 
options screen pops up. 

The game automatically 
senses how many 

joypads you háve 
connected to 

Oh Dear! The T-1000 has been sent 

back through time and now you must do 

the same thing to savé Connor! 

Okay, I may not be the best shot in the 

World but I can hit them when it counts. 

Také that, Mr Hunter KillerI 

■ the fire button 
heid down for too long or you’ll 
use up all of your rapid-fíre 
charge within a few seconds. 

Mission over, time to také a breather 

and tot up the points. Arnie doesn't half 

look serious, doesn't he?! 

CUBERSM?! 

TOR OR«^ ; crítíT 
ofšosrssoo OM 

flCTlOňTEO 

♦ 

i 

The T-1000 becomes slightly miffed, because you escape in a SV/AT van, and so 

attempts to rom you off the road with a giant Tanker filled with liquid nityrogen. Shame 

that the old fogey with the von isn't in this bit, it woulďve greot fun to run him over! 
\ 

CHRISTAAAS 1992 Sega ...that he got a private Jet and... 
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lili 

Flyii^g ]|ut^fer Kilicrs aro a bit dunorous to your hoalth and, so, I recommend a large 

doscage o{ missile cxplosivc to the ongine ports to relive your worrying problém! 

mission COnVPLETE 

you won’t even think about it as it 
becorne almost second-nature. After 
all, your liíe deponds on it! 

When a Mcnacer is ušed, no such 
sight is needed so you are free to 
blast away at anything that moves 
without waiting for the sight to catch 
up with your movements. Power-ups 
are available throughout the game 
and allow give your gun a much- 
needed rapid fire re-charge, a shield 
or even a few more missiles. 

All of the backgrounds and termi¬ 
nátore are lovingly re-creaíed from 

the originál coin-op and even the 
samples of Arnie háve been convert- 
ed, but they are very seldom ušed 
through the game. The sjund is truly 
awesome! lve compl^od in the past 
about the lack of socnd effects in 
recent Sega gamps, but finally, 
someone has had ihe presence of 
mind to beef up the game with loads 
of explosions, samples and gun-fire. 

fn later íevels, you battle with 
Skyneťs defences so you can gain 
access to the Time Displacement 
Unit, protecting Sarah and John 
Connor from the onslaught of the T- 
1000 in a helicopter. First though, you 
must escape from Cyberdyne in a 
SWAT van. Inevitably, the finál con- 
frontation is with the T-1000 in the 
Steel Works. 

Level guardians play an important 
part of the game and come in all 
shapes and sizes. The first one you’ll 
encounter is -a ground-based Hunter 

Klller with is literally armed to the 
teeth! Missiles, plasma bolts and 
laser fire all light up the night sky 
as the streak towards your metal 
frame. 

Your life is measured by a bar at 
the bottom of the screen, along 
with your score, credits remaining, 
rapid-fire charge and the number of 
credits left. You can set the latter to a 
maximum of five, but these will soon 
be ušed up, especially in a two player 
game. 

The entire game follows the plot of 
the film very dosely and mimics the 
coin-op down to the finest detail. The 
addition of the Menacer adds a new 
dimension to the game and is proof 
that Sega developers are going to 
support the new add-on with quality 
games which is more than you can 
say for a certain company beginning 
with “N”! The Menacer shouid be 
released by the time you read this, so 
boogie down to your local shop and 
give it a test run because this game 
is so much bet^er with the gun. 

• Díno "He's a loon!" Boní 

WHAT'S ALL THIS THEN? 

This is for... guess who... Player 

one! Doh! I never woulďve known 

that if you hadn't told mel 

Shows how many of those vita! 

continues you hově left. They con 

be set in the options screen. v 
Okay, now toke your time. Whaťs 

this rcr? No? Wetl, iťs for the sec- 

ond players score! 

ifíTS 
OS 

Missile count. Use mese missiies 

sparingly, because there aren’t that 

many around in 2029! 

Your score. Very important ibis 

number. Iťs the one that you can 

brog about to your friends. 

Missile icon. Doesn't really do 

much except show you where you 

missile count is kept. 

^ i|V 

TERMINÁTOR 2 
THE ARCADE GAME 

I MĚNA £3W9 01)1 DEC 

CART SlZE.4Mbit / 
PLAYERS .2 
STAGES.9 
SKILL LEVELS.1 
FEATURES ...leamplay 
CONTACT 

Acclaím r (0962) 877788 
llENI 

ACTION 

STRATÉGY 

SUfHKS 
A Beautiful backdrops and sprítes are atmospheric. | ^ 

A Loads of things on the screen and it still moves 

SOIM 
A Plenty of ríp-roaring sound effects and samples." 

A Tunes add atmosphere and excHement. 

GAMEPUY i 
T Most of iie levels ore pretty much the same. )f |i( 

í tW( A But the tfvo-player option is a god-send. 

(HIlUElKi 
V A Eight levels of sHeer oction to blast ybur way through. 

A Then there's the finol confrontotion y ih the T-lOOO.', 

'1^: i 

PROSCORE 

% 
Brilliant game which is superb as a 
stand-alone game without the 

^ Menacer and can oniy benefit from 
the extra control method. 

;:.$T 2,000 WORD he saidl 
Sega Pro CHRISTMAS 1992 

pro D 



VIDEO C<^M6S-^ 
AMA2INGTENNIS.CALL 

BATMAN RETURNS.CALL 

BIO HAZZARD BATTLE.CALL 

CAPTAIN AMERICA.CALL 

CHAKEN FOREVER MAN.CALL 

FLINTSTONES.CALL 

GODS.CALL 

JOHN MADDEN 93.CALL 

LHXATTACKCHOPPER.£37 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE.CALL 

WORLD OF ILLUSION.CALL 

RISKY WOODS.CALL 

STEEL TALONS.CALL 

SUPER WWF WRESTLEMANIA.CALL 

TALESPIN.CALL 

TERMINÁTOR 2 ARCADE GAME.CALL 

TWISTED FLIPPER.£34 

UNIVERSALSOLDIER.CALL 

WINGSCOMMANDER.CALL 

YOUNGINDIANA JONES.CALL 

ALIEN3.£39 

AQUATIC GAMES.£29 

BLOCKOUT.£20 

BUCK ROGERS.£36 

CORPORATION (CYBER COP).£40 

DESERT STRIKE.£35 

EA HOCKEY.£32 

F22INTERCEPTOR.£32 

JOHN MADDEN 92.£32 

NHLPA HOCKEY 93.£35 

PGAGOLFTOUR.£35 

POPULOUS.£29 

PREDATOR 2.£36 

ROBOCOD.£32 

TAZ-MANIA.£36 

USA TEAM BASKETBALL.£37 

MANYOJHERSAVAILABLE 

SiiSSjO^^ 
MEGA TURBO JOYPAD.£15 

All games sent Ist class recorded delivery, free postage. 
Send cheque oř P.O. AHow 5 days cheque clearance. Callers welcome at shop. 

Bring this advert to qualify for these speciál príces. 

254 LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY, CR4 3HD 

TEL: 081 640 8692 or 081 646 8940 FAX 081 640 8692 
TRADE & EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

UK/USA SOFTWARE 
Alien 3.£35 
Aquatic Games.£27 
Atomic Runner.£33 
Batman Returns.£35 
Buck Rogers.£33 
Bulis vs Lakers.£37 
Callfornio Games.£27 
Captain America.£36 
Chester Cheetah.£35 
Chuck Rock.£34 
Corporation.£37 
Crue Ball/Twisted 
Flipper.£33 

DarkCastle.£19 
Desert Strike.£32 
Death Duel.£43 
Dragons Fůry.£33 
Dungeons & Dragons...£39 
Euro Club Soccer.£34 
F-22 Interceptor.£29 
Gadget Twins.£47 

' Galdhad.£35 
Ghouls'n Ghosts.£27 

^ Gods.£35 
Green Dog.£29 

; Hockey (EA/NHL).£29 
Hockey NHLPA'93.£35 

; Immortal.£31 
' Indiana Jones.£36 
' J Capridti Tennis.£34 
! John Madden '92.£27 
: John Madden'93.£37 
; Jordán vs Bird.£25 
j Krustys Fun House.£34 

I Lemmings.£35 
I LHX Attock Chopper.... £36 

Lotus Turbo Chollenge ..£37 
i PGATourGolf.£32 

Pitfigher.£33 
Populous.£27 
Predator2.£32 

’ RBI-Bdsebdll 4.£37 
Risky Woods.£35 

■ Road Rash.£29 
Rodd Rash 2.£36 
Robocod (J. Pond II) £27 
Side Pocket Pool.£34 
SmashTV.£32 
Speedball 2.£35 
Splatterhouse 2.£33 
Super High lmpact....£33 
Tailspin.£35 

TAKÉS ALL CARTS. ENGLISH TEXT + 
JOYPAD & POWER PACK PAL TV OR 

SCART VERSION 
Onir 

_£tO( 

T-2 Judgement Ddy ..£37 
T-2 Arcdde.£37 
T.M.N.Turtles.£37 
Top Gear 2.Call 
Winter Challenge.£29 
WonderBoy5.£35 
WWF Wrestlemania...£39 

JAP' SOFTWARE 
Alien Storm.£19 
Alisia Dragoon.£27 
Bod Omen.£27 
Bore Knuckie (S of Rage) .£19 
Bore Knuckie II (Streetsof 
RogeKlóM).Cdll 
F-1 CIrcus.£25 
Fighting Masters.£31 
Golden Axe II.£23 
Grey Lancer.£33 
E.S.W.A.T.£16 
Gynoug.£17 
Hellfire.£19 
Jewel Master.£15 
Kid Chameleon.£25 
MERCS.£23 
Metal Fang.£35 
Mickey Mouše COL ..£22 
Nlnja Gaiden.£35 
Olympic Gold.£27 
Pitfighter.£29 
Populous.£22 
Road Blasters.£23 
Steel Empire.£19 
Strider.£23 
Sonic.£23 
SONIC 2.£33 
Stormlord.£17 
Super Monaco GP2 . .£29 
Super Shinobi II.£39 
Thunder Force IV.£35 
Trouble Shooter.£27 
T\winkle Tale.£33 
Wonder Boy 3.£16 

World of illuslon.Call 

A-Cbv 
3»LUS 2 

MEGA-CD ROM 
(SCART/PAL) 

Only..£275 

CD 
Sol Feace.£35 
Earnest Evans.£35 
Prince of Persia.£39 
Thunder Storm FX.£39 
Wonderboy.£39 
Black Hole Assault.£39 
Ranma 3.£39 

Nlnja Force.£39 
Afterburner III.£43 
Finál Fight.£43 
SUPER SONIC.Call 

ACCESSeHĚEŠ 
SEGA JOYPAD.£13 
TURBO/SLO-MO' JOYPAD £14 
POWER SUPPLY For Mega 
Dnve/Garrie Geof.£9 

JAPAN£S£ 
ADAPTOR 

Allows use of Jap Games on o 

UK Mega Drive íop Quality 

Only.£8 

INTIRNATIONAL 
MAGAZINEŠ 

Mega Drive Beep (Jap) . . £5 

E.G.M. (USA) Mog.£3.25 

ELECTRIC BRAIN.£1.00 

OFFICE HOURS: MON TO SAT 9-5.30PM 

CLOSED THUR5DAY AM (STOCKTAKING) 
Tna 1 vz. 

EVCNINGS 5.30-1 OPM A 
ALL DAY SUNDAY 

STREETSOF RAGE II CALL 

10 ELIZABETH PLAČE, ST. HELIER, JERSEY TEL: 0534 601032 or 0534 56212 (EVENINGS) OROffi HOTLINĚ OPÍM 8AM-8PM 
PHONi fOR UST OF MOU GAMES AVAttABU A FOK DETAttS ON NEW UUASESl 

i 
STOCK SUBJECT TO AVAILABIUTY. PLEASBMLOW4 DAYS CLEARANCE ON CHEQUES. 

P&P ADD £1 PER TITLE, £6.50 FOR CONSOLES AND £5 FOR HANDHELDS 
JERSEY IS EXCLUSIVE OF VAT. TRADE ORDERS WELCOME. 

WOW!! 

ROAD RAfH II £31.00 

•€ 

PUNTSTONIS CAU 

MEGA DRIVE TOP FIVE 
1. NHLPA HOCKEY.30.50 

2. TAZ-MANIA.30.00 

3. ALIENS 3.30.50 
4. JOHN MADDEN 93.30.50 

5. ROAD RASH 2.31.00 

MEGA DRIVE 

MEGA DRIVE 

TliMINATOR II £32.S0 

ALIEN 3. . .USA 30.50 
AMERICAN GLADIATORS. .USA 30.50 
AQUABATICS. .UK 24.00 

BATMAN. .USA 27.50 
BULLSVS LAKERS. .USA 31.50 
CADASH.. .JAP 25.00 

CAPTAIN AMERICA. .USA 30.50 
CHAMPIONSHIP PRO AM. .USA 30.50 
CHUCK ROCK... .USA 30.00 
CORPORATION. .USA 30.47 
CREW BALL. .USA 30.00 
CRUDE BUSTER. .USA 29.50 
DAVE ROBINSON BASKETBALL. .USA 25.94 
DEATH DUEL. .USA 32.00 
DESERT STRIKE. .USA 27.50 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS. .USA 38.50 
EA ICE HOCKEY. .UK 24.95 
EUROPEAN CUP SOCCER.. .UK 31.00 
EVANDER HOLYFIELD BOXING. .USA 30.00 

F-15 STRIKE EAGLE2. .USA 30.50 
F1 CIRCUS,, JAP 23.80 

GADGET TWINS USA CALL 

GALAHAD.. .USA 30.00 
GAMES CONVERTOR .JAP 6.50 

GODS. .USA 30.50 
GREEN DOG. .USA 29,50 

HELLFIRE. .JAP 17.00 
HIT THE ICE. .USA CALL 
INDIANA JONES/LAST. .USA 30.00 
JENNIFERCAPRIATI TENNIS. .USA 30.50 

JOE MONTANA 93. .USA 30.00 
JOHN MADDEN 92. .USA 23.70 
JOHN MADDEN 93. .USA 30.50 

KRUSTYS FUN HOUSE:. .-.USA 30.50 
LEMMINGS. .JAP 30,00 
LHXATTACKCHOPPER. .UK 30,50 

LOTUS TURBO. .USA CALL 
NHLPA HOCKEY 93... ....USA 30 50 
PGA GOLF. .USA 27.50 
PGAGOLF il. .USA CALL 
PREDATOR 2... ...USA 30.50 
RAMPART. .USA 30.00 
RBI4. .USA 31.50 
ROAD RASH. .. .USA 26.00 
ROAD RASH 2.. ...USA . 31.00 
SIDE POCKET... ...USA ■■ 30.00 
SONIC 11. ....UK 31.00 
SPLAHERHOUSEII. '.J.'. ..USA 39.00 
STEEL TALONS...■■ ::í.■;.,,í.'....-.V..USA ■ .30.50 

TERMINÁTOR. 

TERMINÁTOR II... 
TWINKLETALE... 

WARRIOROF ROME II. 

WORLD OF ILLUSION... 

OET YOUR XAAAS ORDRRS NOW!!! PRIE GIPT WRAPPING 

GAME GEAR 

STREETSOF RAGE II_L*....i.-.^.USA '■ CALL ' 

STRIDER 2.   USA 30.00 
SUPER FANTASY ZONE..  JAP 27.00 
TAILSPIN.. „.USA 30.00 

TAZMANIA.,...USA 30,00 
TEAM USA BASKETBALL _.USA 29.50 

.USA 29.55 
.USA 32.50 
.JAP 26.50 

.USA 33.00 

..JAP 30.00 

ALIENS 3.USA 21,00 
BATMAN RETURNS. JAP 19.50 
CHUCK ROCK „ USA 21.00 
DONALD DUCK _ JAP 18.00 
LEMMINGS... . USA 21.00 
NINJA GAIDEN UK 21,00 
PRINCE OF PERSIA „ _ USA 21.00 
ROBIN HOOD USA 21.55 
SONIC II. ^ USA 22.00 
SPIDERMAN.. „ USA 21.50 
STREETS OF RAGE USA 21.00 
SUPER KlCKOFF „ USA 21.00 
SUPER MONACO 2 „ „ JAP 17.50 
SUPER SMASHTV „ . „ . ^ USA 21.00 
TAZ-MANIA.. _ USA 21.50 
TERMINÁTOR.      UK 21.50 
WIMBLEDON TENNIS ..    „„...USA 21.50 

rOKOKŘ^FORM 
I Name- 

> AdcJress . . .___ 
I 
I j-^--- 
I_Tel:_ 

j Visa/Access No 

j□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ 
j Exp Dáte / 
I Item Cost ,- 
I 

i 
I- 
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Some people really enjoy this 

sport, but for me, the idea of 

sitting on a cold, damp river 

bank at Sam on a Sunday 

morning with nothing for com- 

pany except a Thermos flask 

filis me with intense dread. 

Aii this pottering around is 

now no ionger needed with 

the release of King Saimon. 

You can spend a fuii day fish- 

ing in the comfort and warmth 

of your own home. Compete in 

tournaments against profes- 

sionai fishermen in a variety 

of different waters, but all 

with the same goai in mind: 

catch loads of fish! A combi- 

nation of skilis is required for 

such a task. You1i need a 

keen eye, cunning and a fair 

idea of how fish react to being 

captured. A iarge amount of 

patience wouidn’t go amiss as 

weli. 

King Saimon opens up with 
a simple title page and 
some pretty funky music. 
The options are all in 
Japanese, but that isn’t too 

much of a problém at this stage 
because there are oniy two to choose 
from! The top option is start a new 
game and the lower is to continue an 
old game. 

After this, the name entry screen 
makes its entry. For some bizarre 
reason (due to the fact that the game 
was programmed in Germany, appar- 
ently) there are no Japanese charac- 
ters on the name entry screen, onIy 
English ones. Humm! Does this 
mean that the rest of the game’s in 
English? I hope so! 

After youVe entered you’re name, 
youVe thrown straight into a competi- 
tion (no practise mode here!) and the 
hunt is on! The 
larger map 

Move over Bobby Charlton, youVe just met your match! 2l pounds of row sushi just 

waiting to be sold to the fishmonger (I can't stand fish!). The bigger the fish, the more 

applause you get on this screen and you stand more chance of winning the compo. 

Land Ahoy! Iťs 7am in the morning and 

the compo has just started. Time to send 

out the tackle, sit back and then freezel 
the darkest shade being the deepest. 
This must be kept in mind when 
you’re trying to catch a fish because 

there’s no point try- 
ing to catch a fish 

to navigate your way around the 
competition and to find the best spot 
where the fish are likely to be. 
When you think youVe 
found a likely spot, press 
button A and the game will 
either switch to a detailed 
map of that section of water or you’ll 
be told (in Japanese) that there aren’t 
any fish around. So, iťs off to find 
another spot. 

When you eventually find some 
fish, your boat will be shown on a 
Iarge scale map of the water, com- 
plete with other boats. The 
water depth is show by 
shades of blue with 

which is swimming 50 feet below 
your lure! 

The tack that you use can be 
changed at 

IVe got a nibble and all IVe got to do now is strike and then reel him in! All 

very well in theory, but it doesnT work out like that in the reál worid. 

DDATID 
rlmwlli a nibble and 

the fisherman 
appears of the 

^ Iarge map 
screen, keep 
pressing up 

and button B to snare the fish., 

We all know that Animal Liberationists are a bit freaky... Sega CHRISTAAAS 1992 



tle blighters M 
fight back! 

YouVe got 
until the clock 
on the screen 
reaches 3pm to catch 
as many fish as you can and, hope- 
fully, they’ll weigh far more than your 
opponenťs catches. Succeed, and 
you’ll go to the next match in different 
water and more cunning fish. Fail, 
and iťs back to pond one. 

Graphics 

Now this is the difficuit bit! Having got 
the fish on the line, youVe got to weor 
him out before you can lana him. Íany stage of the game, 

together with the type 
\ of lure you are 
1^ using. Different 
má waters require a 
H different type of 
W lure set at a differ- 
^ ent depth and the 

best way to dis- 
cover the right set- 

ťings is trial and error. ^ 
When you eventually get a fish 

on the end of your line, the screen ^ 
changes to show are pretty sim- 

^ ple. but still enhance the game and 
the life-or-death struggie when you 

snag a fish. There’s very 
in then 

^ oniy interested in fish, not the land- 

Trouble! Screens like this sonríetimes po 
up when your playing a fish and signil 
a problém. 

a pietu re of the 
fish swimming away from 
you together with two 
gauges (one for the 
depth of the fish and another 
for the amount of line played out) and 
a smáli picture of you in your boat. 
Now iťs a test of skill and cunning. 
You must wear the fish out before 

you can haul it onto your 
boat and belive me, 

some of the lit- 

Choose your weapon! These lures are 
bait for different fish, but as iťs all in 
Japanese, there's some guesswork! 

scape! Sound is 
good but sparse aithough the 
music is pretty funky (I wonder 

why it doesn’t scare away the fish?!). 
Overall, a fun game for all would- 

be fisher-persons out there and you 
don’t háve to get up at unfeasibly 
early times of the morning! 

• Díno "Gosh, iťs so bíg!" Boni 

KING SALMON 

HOÍ-B £39.99 IliPORI 

CART SlZE.4Mbit 
PLAYERS .1 
STAGES.n/a 
SKILL LEVELS.1 
FEATURES.n/a 
CONTACT 

Dream Machines 2 © (0429) 869459 

A Nice and simple graphics on the map screens. 

A Detaíled fish and Físhermon are well onimated. 

A Great musk that doesn^t score away the fish! 

▼ Good spot effects, bot not neariy enough of them. 

A It may seem boríng, but iťs great fun to play. 

T Options are unreadabie becouse of Japonese text. 

A Catchíng your fírst fish will give you a reál buzz. 

A And so is the next one and then the next one efc. 

Brilliant fun even if it does look a bit 

naff. It will surely inspire a few 

competitions in homes throughout the 

rHPI5;TMA.<; l 0Q9 L^L:_I 



Okay, how about a quick bít of 

trivia? Whích game has been 

translated ínto over 15 lan- 

guages, has sold over 15 mil- 

lion copies and is rated as the 

most played game in the 

entire worid? Give up? Well, 

iťs the infamous Trivial 
Pursuit 

Simple in concept, but 

fřéntfíshly difficult to master, 

this game of knowledge of all 

things useless has captured 

the minds of many board game 

addicts throughout the globe. 

The board is in the shape of a 

spoked wheel and there are 

thousands questions to be 

answered in the quest for síx 

coloured pieces of pie. This 

game has kept many people 

up ‘tíli the early hours of the 

morning, trying to remember 

who scored the most goals in 

the 1966 World Cup! 

Now, Domark háve taken 

the bull by the horns and con- 

verted ít onto the good ole 

Master System. Complete with 

a refema oiiled Russell, iťs 

sure to be a h%:Christmas hit. 

Or so Domarí^hgpww. 

he game opens with a 
ornáte title screen and then 

W prompts you to select the 
language that you want to 

’ ■ play the game in. You can 
choose from English, French, 
German or Spanish. This couid be 
very useful if you want to brush up on/ 
a few words or phrases, aithough K' 
imagine it was included to allow eas^^ 
export of the game to the respective|| 
countries. j 

The game then asks how many 
players will be taking part. Up to six 
players can participate in the game, 
but they all háve to be human as the 
Computer cannot join you in your pur¬ 
suit for all things trivial. 

If youVe never played the game 
(where háve you been for the past 
few years?), the object is to move . 
your piece around the spoked wheel, 
answering questions as you go and 
collecting coloured pieces of 'pie. 
These can oniy be gained by landíng 
on the speciál space which is situat-^ 
ed at the end of each spoke on the 

the centre and a multitude of 
j'^^'stions await you. Throw the dice and 

select the subject you wish to answer. 

PROTIP 

After sucessfuly answering a"§)?ience & Nátuře question,|i’'s time to 
move on and get the first elu^ve wedge! Throwing a fout* from here 
wouid be perfect, but sinc^hen did dice listen to anyone? 

ers’ nameV^nd losen 
what colour piece theyYe ^|B| 
going to play, the board is 
presented to you. It is around 
twice the size of the screen and. 
so, onIy a part of it can be displayed 
at once. The board scroll^ ;smoothly 
around the screen so alHhe players 
positions can be shown. A quick roli 
of the dice later and tipe first 
player is on their way. 
depending on which way 
you wish to go, therďs usu-, ' 
ally a choice^^three^cliffeT-' 
ent squaresjn which to land 
on depending wether or not you 
like the caffl^ory. These 
History, Science 

Humm. Gross? God oniy knows this one! 
There are a few more obscure 
questions similar to this one. » wheel. There is one for 

" each category and once 
youVe collect all six of 
them, you must make your »way to the hub of the 
wheel and answer one 
more question correctly to 

Win the game. There, sim¬ 
ple isn’t it! 

After youVe entered the play- 

Nature, 
Geography, Literatuře, Entertainment 
and Sports i Leisure. Some^oMhe 
questois ín^the Entertainment séc- 
tion require you to listen to a 

CHRISTMAS 1992 The Wolrd Trival Pursuit champoinshi^^ield every year. 



ř r . dances around with joý when 
^ you get one right. The sound 

and music is basic, but is Ímore than adequate 
for the game. 

Knowledge is 
the key to Trívial 

k Pursuit, as is a 
^ taste for com- 

pletely use- 

mation, but 

^ lies all over 
the UK this 

Christmas. Especially if they haven’t 
aiready got the board game version. 

• Díno "Pass!" Boní. 

CART SlZE.4Mbit 
PLAYERS .6 
STAGES.n/a 
SKILL LEVEL$....n/a 
FEATURES.... •••versus 
CONTACT 

Domark r (071) 7802222 

so keeping the volume high on the 
TV is a must. Most of the other ques- 
tions are quite hard, but if you play in 

teams, iťll make it a lot easier for 
everyone. 

The game doesn’t 
m/r ^ require you to input an 
iiiiif *1 iSiiii answer to a question 
_ li ke so many other 
1^ Computer board 

_ games. All it displays Is 
the answer and then 
asks you if you got it 

right. This may be okay 
when you play with a 

fc; group of friends, but it does 
make a rather boring game if 

you want to play on your own. 
Other questions use pictures to 

illustrate the problém but most of 
them are just plain and simple trivial 
pursuit questions. 

The questions are put tp 
you by the Question 

Master, Russell, 
who is a duck 
who wears 

A Large, colourful board and pieces are pieasíng. 

A Wonderful animation on Russell, the Question Master. 

A The tunes and sound effects are very good. 

▼ But then again, thaťs not what the gamc's obout. After a preHy difficult question (it was something to do with binory numbers to infinity!), 
I cheated and won the game. Well, if you can't beat therď^and you can't join / 
them...CHEAT! _/' 

A Brill fun for teams or toods of single phiyers. 

▼ But piaying on your own is very tedious. 

A Thousands of questions to answer. 

▼ Couid be very tough for younger ploycrs. 

A challenging and fun game for all the 
famíly. Shame about the lack of single 
player action, though. 

WlŤb cares! Listen, just give me a few querstions about cařfine dependancy and the / 

problems of overwork with no thanks in Jounalism and Til beat every one hands down! 

An goes on for obout 3 weeks non stop! 

IDXT NAMd&l 



enemy population, which make the 
game so frustratingly niggiy. At times 
you feel like banging your head 
against the wall! AIthough iťs much 
harder, it doesn’t make the game any 
less playable, in fact it a!l adds to the 
challenge! Many familiar faces are 
found in this version of 

Taz-mania and thankfully little of 
the detail is lost in converting the 
game from the Mega Drive. 

If Taz doesn’t get you going, noth- 
ing will. You’ll be hard pushed to find 
a more packed and more fun adven- 
ture game on the GG, and with 
recent releases such as Chuck Rock, 
this is really saying something. Taz- 
Mania is not to be missed! 

• Sam "iíttle devíl'' Hickman 

here is little to be said about 
Taz-mania that hasn’t been 
said before, but that was on a the Mega Drive. Now it has 
hit the Game Gear, iťs a dif- 

ferent story altogether. Taz is still the 
same old devil, but when you power 
up you immediately know you couid 
be in tor something different altogeth¬ 
er! 

Level one places you straight into 
the rocky desert. A huge boulder 
looms over Taz as he whiris on to the 
screen and you soon realise that the 
boulder isn’t just going to go away! It 
follows you as youYe making your 
way through the desert. You’ll háve to 
use some pretty swift tactics to get 
away from it, as just one little touch 
from it will kill you! 

Once youVe completed level one 
(easy after youVe made it over the 
canyon) the action gets _ 
much faster. AIthough this 
may háve been a game of 
medium difficulty on the 
MD, it seems to be much 
harder on the GG. This is 
largely down to an increased 

Taz fever tias hit Sega CifyTn a 

big way. You can’t walk into 

any respectabie games shop 

without seeing the devii plas- 

tered ali over the piace, but 

until now there was just one 

problém. AIthough Taz was 

reieased on the MD some 

months ago, Gear owners háve 

had to wait until now for their 

share of the furry fiend! Who 

cares now, though, Taz is here 

and he’s here to stay on what 

seems to be one of the hottest 

titles to hit the Game Gear all 

year! He’s still after the lost 

Seabird Egg and nothing is 

going to get in his way, not 

even the crabs, bombs and 

other nasties set to destroy 

him. In fact, this geezer is so 

serious about his quest he will 

eat anything and everything 

that comes between him and 

his egg! Due to this unfortu- 

nate hábit, Taz needs you to 

help him, and who couid 

refuse someone as loveable (!) 

as that? 

Taz gets ready for a super-spin! Spinning is really necessary in this game - if Taz just 
lumbers along he will eat everything in sight! 

ÍMMEGEArW 
TAZ^MANIÁ 

SEGA# m #001 NOW 
» iuwlli keep your 
energy up in the first level by 
spinning for oniy a short time. 
Do this when the cannon balí is 
near you and it will ensure a 
quick getaway. You will then 
háve enough energy to leap 
across the canyon. 

CART SlZE.2Mbit 
PLAYERS ...1 
STAGES.7 
SKILL LEVELS.1 
FEATURES.n/a 
CONTACT 

AMS Games r (081) 4502166 

A Briilíant variety of sprites and backgroonds. 

A Toz moves really well ■“ vory smooth and lumberíng! 

▲ Different tunes for each level. 

▼ Tinny Sound is a bit distractíng. 

▲ Fast action in each of the seven ievels. 

T Too many enemies make it frustrating! 

▲ Some ievels are easier than others. 

T First level is far too tough for beginners! 

You really (an't go wrong with this 
game! Definitely one to add to your 
(ollection, whatever type of game- 
player you are! 

Taz-Mania has been a huge success on the Mega Drive. Sega CHRISTMAS 1992 
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STAGES. 
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ACTIOlM 

STRi 

euMCS m 0 
A Brillíant animatíon of sprites^nAb^cts. 

A Plenty of enemies and powef-ups to keep you going. 

1 li Klk SOUND 
A Tuně actuolly has a rhythm, more than most GG carts! 

T Stays the same throughout and becomes monotonous. 

UlinAf 70% 
A Loads of levels wíth different routes to choose. 

▼ Too much "uim and kill" for my liking. 

auímiiii S5% 
▼ There are oniy a few different types of viltains. 

T Even the numerous levels can't make up for that! 

PROSCORE 

% 
This may appeal to the beginners 
market, but serious gameplayers will 
definitely be disappointed. 

i-' 
»■ ' 

f une into Batman j 
Returns GG and J* ■ 

^ you’ll be in for a 
« short story. 

Screens fly by your eyes 
telling you of a poor girl asking for 
Batman’s help. There’s far too many 
of these, but at least they give you 
the chance to read the text! The story 
is fairiy serious up to now, but the girl 
falling off the building really spoils it. 
She looks like a complete blob and 
she comes down to earth with a dis- 
appointing thud. 

There are no options in the game. 
However, at the beginning of each 
stage there is a choice of two routes 
- giving the game more content. It 
doesn’t matter which routě you také 
as neither is easier or harder than the 
other and onIy contain different maps 
and baddies. 

PivTIP 
It 

When killíng 
the level 
g u a rd í a n s, 
watch them 
very dosely. 
They all háve 
sequences of 

moves and when about three 
you know what they are, you 
can go right up to the guardlan 
and blast him until he is obliter- 
ated! 

-v 

H-: 1 

fJ íi'" * 

• when ycxjVe scaling walis and need to 
jump on to plotforms obove, press up 
and iump. Keep firing at the same Hrne 

and this should get rid of the enemies 
on the platform. 

There are plenty of baddies that 
. are out to get you, but they aren’t 
hard to dispose of. Because of this, 
the game is disappointing on the 
challenge side. All of the levels are 
fairiy short and iťs just a matter of 
knowing where to go. Once you know 
this you can go straight for the level 
guardians. They make the 
same sequence of 
moves every time. 
So, once youVe 
figured them out, 
theyVe history! 

AIthough there 

V. ^ 
.y- 

\ vm 

\'S^S 

ííCMfTF 
_ ... . 

F .F l f IVT -. 

On each level, there's different routes 
you can také. TheyVe all pretty short, 
though, so it doen't really matter which 

one you choose. 

mWs 

š.y 

are many different backgrounds, 
making it seem like there’s loads of 
variety, gameplay is quite limited. 
Each level has three stages with a 
guardian at the end. who will fire 
weapons at you. As long as you can 
get the timing right, youTI be able to 
beat all of these with no problém - 
run in, fire at them and then run away 
again! 

The action in this game really 
reminds me of ESWAT. In fact, if it 
wasn’t for the different characters the 
games wouid be almost identical. 

There are six levels in all, and 
gameplay is fairiy easy throughout, 
making a boring play. The graphics 
and sound are both of a very high 
standard, which makes it all the more 
disappointing - it seems such a 
Waste. Recently there háve been so 
many other good releases on the GG 
and Batman unfortunately does not 
measure up at all. 

• Sam "mee-ow" 7’ 
Hickman 

f 

Gotham City has lived to see 

another day, but not without 

the aid of our masked hero, 

Batman! Single handedly, he 

saved the entire population 

from a fate worse than death 

and justice prevailed, yet 

again. That was that as far as 

Batman was concerned. 

He was just about to go and 

také a well deserved rest, 

when he realised that all was 

not well in Gotham. A girl was 

trapped on the top of an 

extremely high building and 

there was no-one to help. 

Batman, being that sort of 

person, couldn’t leave her to 

rot in her own juice. So, he 

decided it was time to put on 

his hero costume one last 

time and rescue her. 

Unfortunately, she falls to her 

death and poor Batman gets 

the blame. So, armed with 

oniy goodwill, justice and his 

speciál weapons he is out to 

prove his innocence and find 

' the reál culprit! 

CHRISTMAS 1992 SegaPro Batman Returns was co-written by Frank MfflTwho wrote the DarÍ<S<night^^urr^ grophic novel which resurrected Batman 

O 
> 
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eorge Foreman gíves you 
a sly grin - he knows 

9 CSyS youVe in for and he 
aiso knows you haven’t 
been keeping up your 

training too well recently! This bloke 
is an absolute hulk and if this 
doesn’t make you quake in your 
boots, nothing will! 
Choose to play against the Comput¬ 
er (you will aiways be George 
Foreman against the Computer) or 
battle it out with a friend. In this 
mode you both choose which boxer 
you want to be (you can both select 
the same boxer) but there’s no tour- 
nament to play in, these are just sin¬ 
gle challenges. There is a slow 
gameplay option which gives you 
more time to sort yourself out and a 
fast gameplay option which is 
packed with more action. 

If you’ve been watching the 

spate of boxing thaťs recently 

been tm the television, then 

you might háve got a taste for 

blood! Mega Drive owners can 

piay Evander Holyfielďs 
Boxing \o their hearťs deiight. 

But what about Master System 

owners? 

George Foremaďs KO 
Boxing has arrived, and iťs 

out to pack a punch! Battle it 

out tournament-style against 

some of the best boxers in the 

World without getting so much 

as a scratch on your body! 

Alternatively, use two-player 

mode to paste those so-called 

friends of yours - much safer 

than getting invoived in a 

real-iife fight! 

Puniness has no plače in 

this game, but even if you are 

one of those stick-like peo- 

ple, be George for an after- 

noon and show everyone how 

hard you can be when you’re 

really pushed! 

These two are mere weaklings in comparison to George! They still pack a mean punch, 
though, and if you're caught off your guard, you'll be on the deek oefore you know it! A catchy but untidy theme tuně 

awaits when you get into a match for 
reál. The bell rings and then iťs 
down to business! Get right in there 
straight away for a few hard 
jabs. if you let the 
opposition get to jffjpSSjm 
you in the begin- 
ning, youYe fin- 
ishedl The box- 
ers move quite 
slowly, which 
means that quite 

sluggish punches are thrown. By the 
time these reach your opponent, 
he’s aiready blocked your attack and 
punched you in the stomach! 

Another annoying point regarding 

CHRISTMAS 1992 Robin Givens is rumoured to be after a reconciiiotíon with Mike Tyson! 

PROTIP I Try and get 
your opponent 

up against the 
ropes and then 
punch the lite 
out of him! He 
will be power- 
less to stop 
you! 



movement 
is that the Computer 

BBImBl seems to háve an unfair 
advantage. Computer 

I opponents can move all 
_1 over the ring, ducking 

HPBPiJ* and weaving, while you 
háve to be content with 

WBHBÍÍÍ^: moving backwards and 
forwards across the 

hffĚĚĚĚjfgi^ ferent punches you 
can pack, left hook 

and right hook. They are equally as 
strong, but a single punch doesn’t 
seem to háve much effect on your 
opponent. To punch him out of the 
game takés about 200 attempts, 
which makes the game largely unre- 
alistic. Even after using the power 
punch your opponent will find energy 
from somewhere to piek himself up 
again. 

The bouts last for a maximum of 
ten rounds, so make sure you háve 
plenty of finger-pounding stamina left 
for those later rounds. After a couple 
of matches, you may find that the 
pain in your fingers is too much to 
bear! 

Difficuity depends on the mode 
you choose. If you choose a slow 
option, then matches are much easi- 
er. The fast option is harder and you 
may find that you’ll get a reál 
pasting, but with oniy five 
levels, the gameplay is 
challenging! 

The graphics detail, in 
and out of the ring, 
Works perfectly for 
this type of game. All 
of the boxers look sig- 
nificantly different, so 
there’s enough variety 
to hold your attention 
and they all move quite 
smoothly, apart from 

This is what happens if you mess wit h the best! It didnT také much to knock this oppo¬ 
nent outt. He wos decked in his very first round! 

George disploys his tougher thon tough 
toctics and reminds you what will probably 
happen if you step in the ring with him! , 

Good job iťs onIy a game! 

their feet which seem to be štuek to 
the floor! 

This is the best boxing game 
available for the Master System. 

^ However, since the oniy other 
choice is Heavy Weight 
Champ (the same game!), 
there’s not much of a choice 
at all reallyl 

• Sam "musdes" Híckman 

fOREMAN 

EjUTTOM 

GEORGE F0REMAN'S 
KO BOXING 

ACCIAIM nm OUT DEC 

CART SIZE.ZMbit 
PLAYERS .2 max 
STAGES.5 
SKILL LEVELS.2 
FEATURES.n/a 
CONTACT 

Acciaim ' (0962) 877788 

▲ Matches get extra tough in later stages. 

T The ia(k of levels and variety make it shallow. 

There ísnM a new element in this 
game, so you may be disappointed. 
However, if you haven't seen it 
before it^s worth a try. 

GHRISTMAS 1992 Sega Pro George Foremon is now 43 



George Foreman fever has hit 

the Master System and iťs 

aiso about to hit the Game 

Gear! The review for the 

Master System can be seen in 

this very issue, but for those 

of you who need a recap, the 

story’s pretty straight-for- 

ward. George Foreman is the 

Jdest and toughest fighter in 

the boxing worid! At 43, he’$ 

been in the business for ooh, 

donkey’s years. He can teach 

the young *uns a thing or two. 

Just to be on the safe side 

though, he’s arranged a tour- 

nament for the heavyweight 

boxing title. There’s no way 

he’s going to let this one slip 

by. If you thought Foreman 

was past it, think again, 

because he’s out to prove 

exactly who rules the ring. 

Later this year he may get a 

chance to prove it! 

Pow! There he is, old 
George standing in the ring 
looking all hard and mean. 
Choose which boxer you 
want to be, and thaťs it! No 
time for training, youYe 

plunged straight into the ring. 
When you play against the Com¬ 

puter, you’ll immediately notice an 
unfair advantage it has over you. This 
is particularly annoying especially if 

the opponent is George! 
While you can 

dodge 
oniy very siightly, 
the Computer can 
make fuii ducks 
and manages to 
dodge even the 

squarest punches. 
Even with this 

advantage, the com> 
puter is still fairiy easy 

^^^^to beat in the early stages, but 
the action becomes tough later on. 
As in the Master System version, 
there are onIy five levels in all, so iťs 
a good job that the difficulty level is 
set quite high! 

Action is fairiy slow throughout and 

Iťs a draw on points after the řirst 
round, but George likes to lull his oppo¬ 
nent into o falše sense of security! 

• Wipeout! It didn't také much to knock 
this boxer out, so now he's crying in 
shame on the floor! 

bit ridiculous, but at least it ensures a 
longer play. 

YouYe aIso limited to a right or left 
hook, and unfortunately, you háve no 
control over the angle of the punch. 
This is another area where the Com¬ 
puter has an unfair advantage. - it 
can choose where to hit you! 
However, once you build up enough 
energy, you can play the power 
punch, which shouid do your oppo¬ 
nent a considerable amount of dam- 
age! 

All of the characters look superb 
on the GG, they are just the right size 
and move really well, aithough at 
times they seem to be a bit štuek to 
the floor. Tunes are few, but what is 
provided is excellent, just right for the 
atmosphere! 

If youYe looking for a boxing game, 
then this couid be for you. One big 
warning though. If youVe aiready got 
Heavy Weight Champ, then don’t buy 
this. They are both EXACTLY the 
same! 

• Sam "left hook" Híckmon 

The fight is on! George is holding b 
a bit and his opponent gets readv f 
punch straight to the stomach. On c 
is George getting a bit old for this? 

just when you thought you’d knocked 
the opponent out - he gets up! This 
is really amazing, especially when 
the punches thrown knock him right 
off his feet! This makes the game a 

CHRISTMAS 1992 A programme feoturing the life and times of Mike Tyson is to be broodcast on NBC in the near řuture. 

t:UTTOM 

opponent has 
^ ^ .. oniy a little bit 

of energy left, 
and then go 

punch. Even if 
he gets up from this he will 
háve hardly any energy! A few 
more puches will ensure he is 
put out of the game. 

GEORGE FOREMAN S 

KO BOXING 
FiYINGEOGE £24.99 *001 

CART SIZE.....2Mbit 
PLAYERS .1 
STAGES.5 
SKILL LEVELS.2 
FEATURES.n/a 
CONTACT 

A«laim <rj (0962) 877788 

DEN] 

A Fiiled with bríllíant sprítes and anímatíon. 

▼ There isnY any variety and all bouts look the 

A Tuně and sound effects add atmosphere to gameplay. 

▼ Wouid be better if there was more than one tuně. GEORGE FOREMAN'S 

A Lots of action all the way. There'$ plenty of punch! 

V Punching stoogies can become boring after a while. 

A Last levels are really tough to beat. 

V First levels compensate by being too easy. 

If you're looking for o boxing game, 
then this couid be the one. Not that 
you've got much choice, Heavyweight 
Champ is the same game. 
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Pinball mactiines háve aiways 

been a popular form of arcade 

machine. Ever since the early 

days of Space Inyaders and 

Asteríods, pinball machines 

háve sat proudly next to thelr 

video-screen cousins tempt- 

ing players to insert thelr 

hard-earned money into them 

and guide a rather large balí 

bearing around a table of 

bumpers, targets and flashing 

lights. 

Things háve moved on a bit 

since then and pinball is now 

making a come-back. As the 

machines themselves cost 

anywhere between £1000 - 

£5000, a console version has 

been eagerly awaited. And so 

Sega, or shouid I say Tengen, 

created Dragon^s Fůry and, 

now, EA háve released thelr 

version of this classic past- 

tlme. 

Crue Balí was provisionaily 

titled Twisted Flipper, but 

since then EA háve secured 

the permission to use some of 

the hits from the band Motley 

Crue and so the name was 

changed. Was it just a clever 

marketing ploy or a genuine 

attempt to jazz up the game? 

We shall soon see. 

wouldn’t know him if he came up to 
me and spát in my face! There is aiso 
a neat little intro. If you leave the 
game running without starting, a cus- 
tomised van pulis up outside a 
peaceful Street. A man goes into his 
house and after a lot of lights turning 
on and off, one of the Motley Crue 
tracks blasts out of the house waking 

The options screen is sádly missing some 
vital elements, but is sHlI equippea with 
player selections and a music test. 

If it ušed to be calied Twisted Flipper... Sega CHRISTMAS1992 

ven the most talented pro- 
grammer has difficulty con- 
verting “physical” games 
(such as Pinball) to any Com¬ 
puter formát, let alone con- 

Dragoďs Fůry proved that it 
be doně and still make for a 

and enjoyable game. This 
effort looks a lot simpler than 
Dragon’s Fůry, but that doesn’t make 
it any worse. Does it? 

The game starts with what is 
undoubtedly the Motley Crue mascot, 
but as Tm not into their, music, I 

This is the table for level 2. Even so, it 
looks excatly the same as level one! Iťs 
mode up of three screens, each with a 
set of flippers and targets. The balí 
bounces around like a mad thing, so 
you've got to be quick on the flippers! 

Bonus stage ahoy! Having completed all 
the necessary actions for the bonus 
stage, your balí is launched into the 
bonus screen. 

1 ! 
1 raODQ ' ' nCIDG 1 

l^r--^ • ■ ^ 

1 
Targets are placed all over the table, 
some of them in really difficult places! 
This lot will initiate the bonus screen 
sequence. 



the 
■ originais, 
■ but even so, theyVe 
■ atmospheric and 
■ verylively. 
■ In addition to the 
g levels, there’s aiso a 
I secret bonus stage 
I that allows you to 
I earn extra points and 
I balls. This consists of 
[ a vehicle that has a 
I set of pinball flippers 

at the front. Balls, 
which are shot 
towards you, must be 
returned to destroy 
various creatures and 

Points are monsters. 
then awarded for the 
amount of híts made 
and if you get a perfect 
record, a massive 

bonus is achieved. Věry useful for 
racking up that mind-blowing high 
score! 

The graphics which make up the 
table are a bit basic and come no 
where near the standard of Dragoďs 
Fůry, but are still suffice for what is 
basically a game of skill and not of 
looks. The spot FX are clear and 
crisp, but, as is the čase with so 
many games lately, I couldn’t help 
wishing for a lot more of them. 

If you enjoy pinball and fancy a 
change from the gothic/fantasy 
theme of Dragon’s Fůry, then give 
this one a go. It may offer nothing 
new, but still makes a refreshing 
change to killing aliens or leaping 
around on platforma. 

• Díno "l'm twísted, man!" Boni. 

Table one is pretty simple to look ot, but 
is a bugger to get past! The balí flies 
every which way but loose. Oiity a 
quicK mind and fast reflexes on the flip- 
per Controls will savé your balls! 

aim to each table and you must com- 
plete all of the tasks before you can 
progress to the next level. These 
aims range from killing a certain 
number of creatures to hitting targets 
in a pre-determined order. 

The balls are launched onto the 
table with a set of rollers that spin it 
until it shoots up the table. Set the 
setting just right and a huge bonus is 
just waiting to be collected. Up to 
four players can také part and there’s 
even an option on the title screen to 
listen to the Motley Crue music. I 
can’t comment on iťs faithfulness to 

Bonus stage. Loose three balls oř let one 
of those slceletons reach the left edge of 
the screen and iťs back to the table! 

up the whole Street and prompting a 
plea for silence! 

There are nine levels, or “vol- 
umes”, as they are called in the 
game, and each table is around 
three screens high and filjed with all 
sorts of targets, bonus traps and 
weird creatures. There is a definite 

CART SlZE.4Mbit 
PLAYERS ....4 
STAGES..10 
SKILL LEVELS.1 
FEATURES ..n/a 
CONTACr 

Electronic Arts (0753) 549442 
UlfNJ 

A Large, bold tabies and targets are super. 

▼ But they coofďve been more colowful. 

Set the balí 
release speed 
to around 400 
to get the one 
míllion bonus 
every time! A Motley Crue fans will love the stusk. 

▼ If you've nem heard of them, S's very «i«[og€. 

A Frontic boy-lowKhmg tKtiofl. ;■ 

A Loods of ways to rsá up thut d tóne best stert. 

A Ten tobles to tonquer and master. 

▼ The lotk of (oetáwes tnáes this pretty A\Ml 

Not as good as Dragon's Fůry, but 
still worth a peep if you^re that inter- 
ested in owning two pinball games. 

CHRISTMASl 992 Sega ' was the music was by Twisted Sister? 
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The crowd roars wíth approval 

as a perfectly piaced klek 

turns your opponents nose into 

red gristle. Adrenalin pumps 

around your body as you see 

hím piek up a very Sharp look- 

ing knife and seream a battle- 

ery as he lunges towards you, 

knife aimed at your heart. A 

quick slde-step and punch 

later, the guy’s in a crumpled 

heap on the floor. The oniy 

inhabítant in his own private 

universe of pain. 

The crowd sereams blood- 

lust: they want more of the 

same and so the next vletím 

steps into the makeshift ring 

in the cold dark, but mostly 

smeily car park. This ís the 

World of illegal fíghting. The 

money is good, the fame wel- 

come, but the unprepared 

fighter can lose more than his 

príde. Your life’s on the líne 

and you want to get paid well 

for the spectacle. After all, 

iťs the oniy one you’ve got. 

CCMTEST tSWON. 

I came, I saw, I kicked his butt! After youVe won a fight, boriuses are awarded for 
bruitaiity, knock-outs and geneially bveing one mean dude! YouVe then hoisted up on 
a forklift truck for all your ardent fans to see. Pinally, all you Master System 
owněrs out thefě can relive all 
of your pent-up frustraticns 
on your console (!) with the 
arrival of this ooin-op conver- 

sion. Pitfighter sees you taking the 
role of one of three fighters who are 
in the game for just one thing; 
money! You must beat your way 
through 10 fights after which you will 
then challenge the reigning Champion 
in a battle to the death. If you win, 
then the accolade of Pitfighter 
Supreme will be yours. 

The game begins with the well- 
used logo and some very naff music. 
Press button two and yuu’ll drop into 
the options sereen that allows you 
change the difficulty level, set one or 
two player mode etc. 

Starting the game brings up the 
character select sereen. The Mega 
Drive digitised pictures were accept- 

able, but the 
Master 

Chotces, choices! There are fhree charc'. 
ters to choose from and each háve tbeir 
speciál moves and tactics. 

Did you spill my pint, mate! The two 
fearsome warriors face off for a fight to 
the death. Your move, bud! 

and abilities. In two player mode, 
players can choose to play the same 
or different characters. This can be 
very confusing, so iťs best to toss a 
coin to decide who gets the first piek 
of the characters. 

After youVe chosen your player, 
youVe thrown into the ring with 
another fighter who’s looking to beat 
the hell out of you. There are crates, 
knifes and shurikens scattered on 
the floor and some of the crates con- 
tain Power Pills. The weapons can 
be picked up and ušed to cause a bit 
of grief for your opponent. The Power 
Pills boost your strength and let you 
knock your opponent around for a 
limited time without fear of being 
hurt. The sprites move with surpris- 
ing speed, but they are very smáli 
and lack the polish of those in other 
MS games. 

The backgrounds are equallý lack- 
lustre and the sound is appalling. I 
know the MS isn’t too hot when it 
comes to sound, but since when 
does a punch sound like a little beep! 

After each fight, you are awarded 
money (which is your score, inciden- 

l'm 'ard as rock, pal! A pretly meaty 

chop, but what a shame obout the dress 
sense, eh?! 

System 
piccies are crude to 

say the least. For all of you who are 
now shouting “but tha Master System 
is nowhere near as powerful!”, think 
again. Iťs come up with some pretty 
good graphics in the past and these 
are very poor. 

All three characters are present, 
each with their own speciál moves 

The all important 
score ís displayed 
here for all to see! 

■r 

■ KO-s. 

Time is short in this 
game so you'd better 
watch this clock! 

When this bar 
disappears youVe 
won the fight. 

Your character is 
shown here along 
with his stamina. 

Stamina Bar. When 
this disappears, get 
ready to die, bud! 

Your opponent is 
shown here with 
her stamina bar. 

Jean^Claude Van DammeV film, AWOL, is all about ill^al fighting. SegoPi=^ CHRISTAAAS 1992 
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Gear and 
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The sprites i 
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bit weak, bu 
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ame Gear. 

PIT-FIGHTER 

D0MK*m9.*0yiDEC 
5 

CART SlZE.2Mbit 
PLAYERS . 2 
STAGES.;.10 
SKILL LEVELS.3 
FEATURES...i...versus 
CONTACT 

Domark (081)7802222 

tFancy a quick 
iin r& m\ close up of my 

řoot? Doing baltle 

HlCTION 

Grabbing a crate and throwing it on 
your opponent is a sure woy or putting 
nim on tbe deek. For a while, dt least! 

IVe mode it! The lost bottle ensues and this time there's no prisorters. The warrior is a ^ rve moae in i ne lasr oame ensues ana mis Time mere s no pns 
touch cookie, but then again, cookies don't hit back, do they? 

tally) for winning the bout aneJ a 
bonus for each opponent knocked 
out. The graphics show you being lift- 
ed up on a fork lift truck to the adula- 
tion of the watching crowd. 

After you win three fights, you are 
challenged to a grudge match. You 

must knock down a duplicate of your 
character three tjmes.i)efore he does 
the same to you. If you succeed, you 
are awarded some extra dosh for 
your trouble. 

The opponents are very easy to 
beat on the easiest level, but the 
game makes for a good challenge on 

▼ Ployoing on easy level Is just too, well, easy! 

A The other settings make up for this, though. 

UIMUMi m 
A Beofing up o friend is a great laugh. 

▼ Figbting can get repetitive after a while. 

PROSCORE 

T'S% 
A Waste of what could háve been an 

exrellent game, but the numerous 

two player options make it worth 

lookíng at. 

CHRISTMAS 1992 Sega Tae-Kwon-Do translates to "The ort of punching and kieking". 
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Arriving at Columbo you1l find tthe criminals háve just escaped your clutches. If I were 
you, l'd stay here for a while and forget all obout solving the cose - hově o holidoy! 

armen Sandiego has been 
kicking around for a fair old 
time. After making several 
appearances on Computer 
Systems and one appear- 

ance on the Mega Drive, she’s 
becoming quite an experienced 
criminal! 
The title graphics are very classy 
aithough there’s not much action - a 
theme which tends to run through 
the whole game. There’s a password 
selection available on the óptions 
screen, which is great for those 
ongoing sagas. 

Before starting your adventure, a 
code riame must be input - any 
name will do. After entering it, you’ll 

WHERE IN 
THE WORLD IS 

Famous detectives indude Sherlock Holmes, Inspector Gadget and Harry 

Crumb. 

Hold on to your vatnaMes, 

Carmen Sandiego is back! Sbe 

has escaped the clutches of 

the police, once again, and is 

; • hiding somewhere in this big 

jbuge^orld! Iťs up to you, as 

'a prívatei detective, to track 

her and her cronies down! 

Carmen and her gang can’t 

keep their hands off national 

treasures and háve left clues 

^ to their whereabouts all over 

the plače. Find them before 

therďs no vaHmbles left! 

The quest dovers many dis- 

tant lands which can be 

expiored and there’s many 

we|rd and wonderful charac- 

tersJQ be met aiong the way. 

Ohf^u hacl better get that 

Geogiraphy book out if you 

want to do this properly. 

Carmen Sandiego is based on 

facts ani aims to be the sec- 

ond dimeiion. in edutain- 

ment! 

pro 



Monday, 3 

smi 

iw uusy |cr3ciiiiiy: 

then be informed of your mission. 
There’s no go-get-‘em action, but 
then iťs not really aimed at that sec- 
tion of gameplayers. The whole 
game is out to teach you facts about 
the World and aims to get you think- 
ing in a strategie manner. This has 

stages if you 

know where 
the suspect is 
going to be. 

can t cope with this and you II 
end up wasting time going 
back on yourself! 

W library, but she couid háve aiready left 
and gone somewhere else. 

got loads of potential, for the learning 
sector of the market, but I can’t really 
see it working on the Mega Drive, as 
most gamesters won’t be too inter- 
ested. 

On your travels, you’ll be given 
very obvious clues about where to 
find the gangs of baddies and then 
iťs down to you to catch up with 
them! The čase has to be completed 
within time limits so you can’t just 
keep on visiting different places 
indefinitely! If you miss your chance, 

Carmen and the gang will move 
on! 

Once you háve a good 
idea of who the criminals 
are, you must get a war- 
rant for their arrest. 

Then, hopefully, you’ll bag 
the gang and return the 

treasure to its rightful bwners! 
When you complete a čase 
correctly, your rank might go 
up. If not then don’t worry, 
there*s hundreds of other 
cases to complete! As your 
rank inereases, the cases get 
harder and harder, but iťs not 
too much of a problém, as by 
then you are able to suss out 
what Carmen is up to and 
catch her pretty quickly! 

AIthough the graphics are 
quite classy throughout, theý 
are completely let down by the 
poor animation sequences 
and bad quality shots of 
Carmen’s ^ng. The whole 
game ha? been ported 

straight 

i 

CARMEN SANDIE60 
The noforious one her- 
self! Will never go out 
without her rubies and 
thrives on glamour. 

m KATHERINE DRIB 
This motoreyele racer 
and mountain climber 
has a tattoo of an eagle 

p on her bicep. 

^ IHOR IHOROVICH 
^ strange fixation 

for Russia and likes to 
play croquet in his 
spáre time! 

Ušed to be a pro gam- 
bler and hockey player, 
but now li ves the low 
life in the VILE gang. 

DAZZIE ANNIE NONKER 
^ I This tennis playing 

f % yogurt bar owner has a 
JÍ tattoo and drives a 
V Bughatti limousine. 

from the PC with¬ 
out any changes 
at all and !t really 
shows. The graph- 
ical llnks between clues and places 
are very disjointed and there is little 
animation at all. 

Throughout the čase,- clues 
given as to whether ygu’re on 
right track. These spoí! the diffieuŘy 
of the game, even for the younger 
player. AIthough iťs a very good 
attempt at combining educational 
elements into a Mega Drive game, 
iťs not deep enough to be a great 
learning source. A game tbat is try- 
ing to break into such a hew market 
really shouid be outstanding, not just 
medioere. As for sound, apart from 
the title tuně and some seriously 
spooky outbursts wUfen you catph 
crimináís, there isn’t any! TÍiis fnakes 
things very stilted and long-term 
interest couid be a problém. 

Considering that this is the sec- 
ond in the Carmen Sandiego sagá, 
you wouid havf thought that EA 
wouid háve le^ned their lesson by 
now. These ty|:&s of games do not 
belong on the Mega Drive; At £39.99 
iťs fun, but you might be disappoint- 
ed, even if you Were lo|king for a 
learninq experiencé^ 

WHERE IN 

THE WORLD IS 

CARMEN 

SANDIEGO? 

f lO^táMKlO tY IIKTPOMIC lap.wi 

■:THl; 

£A# £39.99 •Oyi NOW 
CART SlZE.4Mbit 
PLAYERS .1 
STAGES.1 
SKILL LEVELS.1 
FEATURES ...password 
CONTACT 
Electronic Arts (0753)549442 

DDN] 

▲ Some very classy sereens with lots of variety. 

▼ Aflimated sequences are embarrassingly terrible. 

A Varying music for different countries. 

T Music doesn't add to the atmosphere of the game. 

▼ There's little action to be found. 

T Catching the criminals is disappointing. 

A May provide a challenge to very young ployers. 

▼ Too easy and uninvolved for most adventurers. 

PROSCORE 

59% 
A good attempt at providing some- 
thing different on the Mega Drive, 
but fails miserably. 

If you Ve really interested, check out ''Where in Time is Carmen Sandiego?" for onother taste in edutainment! CHRISTMAS 1992 41 



Bond has been captured by 

Professor Gravemar while 

snooping around his 

Caribbean island. After a brief 

straggie and some very un- 

convincing fighting, Bond is 

brought before is deadly 

enemy... 

“Ah, Mr Bond. We’ve been 

expecting you.” 

^‘Don’t they all.” Thought 

Bond. 

“Shortly, i will activate my 

brand new cloning device and 

regenerate all of your old 

friends. They will protéct me 

while I iaunch my satellites 

into orbit. Once in plače, they 

will hold the whoie worid to 

ransom.” Jibbed Professor 

Gravemar, smiling far too 

much to be saně. 

“So, you’ve kidnapped 

Professor Jones and his 

daughter to become human 

shields and thus protecting 

you and your vile pian.”, 

snapped Bond. 

“My dear Mr Bond", said 

Professor Gravemar soothing- 

ly, “Oddjob, Yoyo, Jaws and 

even the Voodo Doctor will be 

paying you a little visit in the 

very near future. I hope you 

will make them welcome. 

And, in čase you’re hoping to 

rescue them, be warned that 

the whoie of this island is cut 

off from civilisation. You’re 

very much on your own, Mr 

Bond...” 

not too bad tor a hand-drawn image, 
so we’ll forgive them. 

The options screen is next on the 
agenda and allows you to change the 
bunon assignments, difficulty level 
and even turn the music off. Probably 
a good idea after a few games as the 
rnubic can get on the old nerveš after 
a wriile. Don’t get me wrong, though. 
l ve heard a lot worse. 

The gamo is a varicint to Rolling 
Ihaíidtír, but with hosiages (theyVe 

all ieggy blondes wearing mini- 
^ skiíTs!). A certain number of them 
B niust be rescued before you can 
J make your way to the exit 

and defeat the level 
guardian before the whoie 
plače goes up in smoke. 

Bond is animated well 
and runs, leaps and sum- 
mer-saults smoothly 

^B around the screen. He 
^H^B wears a black Tuxedo - 

no doubt he’s had to leave 
the local casino in a bit of 

^ spaghet- 
ti in America, rio-one has 

]H been able to produce a 
Bond film since L/cenoe to 
Kill was reíeased in ttie 

summer of 1989. Not put oft by tnis 
lack of materiál tor game designers, 
Domark háve jurriped in at the deep 
end and produced an originál Bond 
game, with a twist in tfie story ttiat 
includes all the old favounte hencti- 
men. 

The game opens with ttie tamil- 
iar 007 logo sliding down the m 
screen and then the title eoieen í 
fades in, showing a very 
poor picture of Tímotriy ^ ^2 
Dalton. Tm sure that a 
digítísed picture wouldrťt 
háve been too ditficult to 
attain, because the ^H^B 
artisťs drawing makes the 
newest Bond look like he’s 
had extensive plastic surgery 
before sitting under the hot 
sun for a few days! Still, iťs 

a hurry - and is carrying his Walther 
PPk which is put to very good use 
through the game. 

Each level is set on a difterent part 
of the island and a map of the afore 
mentioned island is shown before 
starting each. The first stage takés 
plače on a luxury cruise ship which, 
for some reason, has been kitted out 
with more missiles and guns than the 
entire US army! These don’t fire at 
you, but the numerous guards will. 
Kill one with a well placed shot and 
he may drop a spáre magazine clip 
for your gun. These are automatically 
picked up by Bond as he passes 
over them, allowing you to keep your 
eyes on the rest of the screen. 

Backgrounds vary from very 

This level brings new meontng ic the phiase "Look betore you leop"! With no upporent 
fear ot heights, Jairies leops off Itie íret HiOoiiTed pluttoi iri mio iresh oír. Theie uie loads 
of |umps liíce this in the guM.e sc gei usea řo them, bonci. 

The bst butílfc with Giuvemoi ib srucked sOfnewhui in hib tovui, us he uses this flying 
conrroption ro keep well uwuv from /ou. The pmcei ut the bortom couses o hell of o lot 
of darnoge, so watch out and keep shootingi 

CHRISTMAS 1992 é was a 



simple to intricate, but all are well 
drawn and interact with the game’s 
themes. Sound FX are a bit on the 
sparse side, but are atmospheric and 
clear: the gun shot effect is one of 
the nicest IVe ever heard. 

What a shame it is, then, when the 
game is at its very best, frustrating 
and difficult. There is no “easy” set- 
ting and all the other choices will 
leave you tearing you hair out. 
Jumps sometimes háve to be pixel- 
perfect and if you want to shoot a 
guard who’s behind you, then forget 
it. By the time youVe turned around 
and Bond has put the gun in his 
other hand, yoú lying on the ground 
with a bullet in your head! Then 
again, the finál battle with Prof 
Gravemar is exciting and this effort 
by Domark must rate as the best 
Bond game to dáte. 

• Díno "Pussy Gaiore!" Boni. 

You can run, but you can't bidel Bond 
goes for broke in tbe depths of 
Grovemars lob. Where's the Martini? 

The option screen in all of its blue 
glory. Change the difficulty to your 

requirements and off you go! 

YouVe dead. YouVe dog meat pal! 
Bond kilis Gravemar and saves the 
(Hoorrab for our team!). 

CHRISTMAS 1992 Sega The current Jomev 

The graphics are okay and 
very much like Rolling Thuncer. I 
loved the animation of the sprites 
(except for when Bond jumps) and 
the backgrounds are very well 
drawn. The sound FX are good, 
but the title music is a bit off- 
putting. Altogether a very good 
game which is let down by being 
far too difficult due to the lack of 
continues. 

JAMES BOND 
- THE DUEL 

DOWOSMOOUIii 

CART SlZS._8Mbit 
PLAYER.1 
STAGES.5 
SKIU LEVELS.3 
FEATURES.n/a 
CONTACT 

iDomilrk O (071) 7802222 
DO^ 

Name: Míke Jung 
Age: 12 
From: Christchurch, Dorset. 
Likes: Surfing, Video-games 
Mates: School (Doesn’t every- 
one?!) 
Redeeming Features: Has two 
beautiful sísters! 

A features detoSedl backgrooads ond sprites. 

A Smooth anímatiéi on Bond and guards. 

A Good spot effects throughout. 

A Okay music, but moy get on your nerveš after a whiie. 

A |||scuing bloiďlimbos has its merits. 

Oniy fcmr ieveis to conquer to reoch the end. 

But you v/Oďt compiete it in a hurry. 

t 1 t { i 
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6AME GEAR 
This is probably the most difficult version to 
play, because the console has to be kept still. 
So, try placing it on a fiat surface, with your 
left thumb on the D-pad, and your fingers 
around the top of the čase. For speed events, 
slide your index finger over the two fire but- 
tons pressing both alternately and this shouid 
result in more effective times and maybe even 
a few medals! 

Olympíc Gold is an excelle^t 
game, but iťs not easy to keeb 

breakíng those records! |jí 
you're fínding ít hard, here^s I 
few tips that shouid help you 

whatever formát you^re 
playíng it on. 

Swimming: The triek to fast times is to build up 
a steady rhythm so that you stay just in the 
lead on the first three lengths.Then, part way 
down the finál length use a fast button tech- 
nique for a burst of speed. The amount of 
speed will depend on energy left, but this is 
the key to success! 

Diving: Watch the demonstrations carefully 
and také tips from these. At first stick to simple 
dives, as a 10 from these is as good as a 10 
from more complicated dives! 

For events where you 
need to press button 
C, hold the D-pad with 
the lead facing towards 
you. This will then 
leave you to hammer 
the C button with your 
free hand! 

100m and hurdles: 
Use the button tech- 
niques deseribed in the 
manual, and in hurdles 
use the but- 

jPiay with your feet? Biindfold? Hangíng from a tree with one hand behind your back? Whichever way 
lyou play your favourite games we want to know about it! 
As a little incentive, weVe got loads of US Gold goodies to give away to anyone who sends us a wacky picture^^^^^^^B^^^ 
of them playing their console! 

If you fancy yourself as a bit of a David Bailey then send your entries to the address below and you couid be the owner of these stylish goodies! 

Photo Olympiád, SegaPro, 124 Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth, Dorset BH1 INF. 

We vyant your pictynes. Oniy the v/il! be pí irted, 

pertj to givc owoyl 

Simply send 
inyour 
phofos along 
Wifhyour 
address (and 
SAE if you^d 
likethem 
retumed) as 
soonos 
possíbfe and 

i m m 
! 1 1 
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Beat Sega at their own game. 

IN ASSOCIATIOH ¥ílfH 

the video chocka with iiiats and 
tips, Gheals & codes, for ail 

game-playeis! 

Video £8.99 

IWOOLWORTHSI 
IT’S RIGHT UP YOUR STREET. 

All items subject to availability 



lengthy intro/story which surprisingly, 
is spoken in English with 
Japanese sub-titles. The 
graphics are beautiful 
and the quality of both 
the CD speech and 
sound-track are 
superb. After the 
intro is over and 
doně with, you are 
presented with the 
titie screen, which 
has a wealth of 
options from which 
to choose. You can jT\7 
launch into the actual "sp 
game, play a tournament 
or league, fight with your 
friends, play an exhibition match 

BDATID 
a ImVIIi Arobotfor the 

entire main 
game. His fíre- 
ball secret 
weapon is 
devastating - 

as long as you can hit someone 
with it! 

46 Sega Pro CHRISTAAASl 992 

The year is 2640 and, with the 

deveiopments in technology 

háve been siowly growing 

over the decades, man has 

constructed space- 

ships that can carry peopie to 

far off planets to start a new 

iife. With its growing popuia- 

tion, Earth’s resources can no 

ionger cope with the demands 

of its billions of inhabitants. 

Brave men and women travei 

the stars in search of vital 

minerals that wiii breath new 

iife into the first galactic 

empire. 

Mission 0627 - After many 

weeks of travei, a convoy of 

mining ships finally reach the 

outer rings of Saturn. Slowiy, 

they park themselves in orbit 

allow the mining crews to 

descend onto the pianeťs sur- 

face in robotic bodies, but 

before they can begin, several 

high-speed blips appear on 

one of the ships scanners. 

With a thump, a gigantic 

robot lands on the huli of the 

ship and a few punches later, 

the ship explodes into a super 

báli of gas. 

The rest of the convoy meet 

the same fate within millisec- 

onds. The 

but, 

that will do all 

lack Hole Assault is the 
sequel to one of the very 

.. first games on the Mega- 
i. *1^ CD, Heavy Nova. The last 
- —— * game was very hot when 

it came to the music, sound effects 
and graphics, but totally collapsed as 
a product in its gameplay. Hopefully, 
this latest effort from Micronet will 
change things. For those of you who 
háve never seen Heavy Nova, iťs 
simply a one-on-one beat-’em-up 
which uses robots instead of peopie! 
Each robot has its own set of speciál 
moves and a hidden secret weapon. 
You fight the Computer in a series of 
bouts which get progressively harder 
or, if you fancy a change, you couid 
grab a friend and kick the living day- 
lights out of them! 

The game boots up with a very 

If you fancy beating the hell out of a 
friend, you can even choose the 
same robot! 

pro 

Heavy Nova was one of the first Mega-CD games. 



sound effects and change 
the button assignments. 

The actual game is just a 
series of fights between 
graphically superb robots. They ^ 
blast into the air, wlth the aid of 
back-backs, punch, kick and 
shoot their way to glory, accom- 
panied by some wonderful music and 
sound effects. Backgrounds range 
from a barren moon, to the flaming 
firescape of Saturn. Each stage 
comes complete wíth a little animat- 
ed intro which shows you the planet 
youYe about to win back from the evil 
robots, together with the robot youYe 
about to fight. You can choose from 
oniy two robots in the actual game. 
They offer different moves and spe¬ 
ciál weapons to blast your opponents 
with, but look very much alike. 

The game is far too easy to com¬ 
plete, even 

on normál 
mode (I 
finished 
it in less 

^ t h a n 

BLACKHOLE 
ASSAULT 

CD ACCESS..Fakt 
PLAYERS .Jih 
STAGES...1<Í+ 
SKILL LEVELS.......I2 
FEArURESi..versiisi 
CON1ACT ' j I 
Rrazy Koitsoles(0422) 342901 

Easy or Normál. In Easy mode, you 
can’t complete the game properly, so 
iťs wise just to stick with the Normál 
mode. Other options 
allow you to play 
the music or 

using any of the 
robots from the 

name into the battery 

watch the on-screen 

Japanese). 
options 

screen allows 
you to set the diffi- y / v 
culty to either / 

Jj ; ‘ hour!), 
’ A. but iťs the other 

play modes 
that make up a 

“ / r laf'96r bulk of 
■jj the game and 

d i • ^ savé it from being 
Ě 1 - / another Mega- 

M i / CD let down. 
/ " The League and 
^ Tournament modes 
_ ‘ are more 01 

less the 
^ same 

^ \ allow- 
T .1 i n g 

; you to 
f g r a b 

a few 
i^ip friends 

';^Ífit'í'jÍí6íarf^í slog it 

A Beautíful sprites and baekdrops are awesome.'/ 

A Greot animated intro sequence sets the scend^'. 

A Tunes are worth lísteníng to on their owrtl 

▼ Good effects, but not qulte enough of them. 

T Beating up robots can get really boring. 

A But not when you hově o tournament going. 

between 
yourselves. You 

can then savé the resulting win/lose 
figures to the Mega-CD’s battery- 
back-up RAM, thus enabling continu- 
ation at a later dáte. This provides 
hours of fun and everyone here at 
SegaPro is eager to start beating the 
hell out of each other. 

If you liked Heavy Nova, then také 
a butchers at this, you’ll either love it 
or hatě it. 

Diifo "BstfIeTech" Boni 

Metal bashíng fun for everyone, as 
long as you like your games easy. 

CHRISTMAS1992 S«faPr# 



LíiImI ImIow ar* our r«<ominMd«d ganiM of Ih* put aronths. TlMy 
ar* i* no ord*r of groatnoss, thoy ar* |ul ivhat w* boHov* ovory 
SioaPm worth hit rall shoold hav* sun. (If yoo ha¥*ii't sua th* 
ortaal gamo, Ihit pag* will hoip yoo blaff yoor way tbroogb tboM i*' 
doptb gamlag difcusions.) _ 

fms«mk mí 
Get those golfing 

get 
because this 

thaťs 
to make 

you up in your 
seatl This is a cross between golf and a 
pinball game which guarantees the action 
of both put together! You’ll be tearing your 
hatr out at the erazy routes your bal! can 
také, but iťll leave you begging for more! 
Hw Pm nli: ^Vilt Mir b oifÉMttMMMi 

iwgyyiy ibir 

This ís a stunner of 
a game. Tiki, the 
New Zeaiand hero, 
goes of 

kiwi friends, who 
háve been 
kidnapped by a horrible fat walrusl All five 
levels are packed with wacky graphics and 
despite its cartoony appearance, iťs 
packed full of chaílenging gameplayl 
Ikt Pros tát ^ mkmiám mfmám á • pMf 
fMMNrtll Hw Wtfif 

This a most 
exceiient blast-‘em- 
up wiii 
keep you hanging 
on the edge of your 
seat! Join Ripley in 
her quest to rid the aliens from the prison 
camp, and watch out, there’s danger 
everywhere! These aliens mean business 
and oniy you can stop them! 
1b fáé *A |m4 d - raniM^!«%[ k 

This a riveting 
thriller! 

Your to 
retrieve the powerful 

from MíjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM 

the evil forces before 
they use it for their own means! Brilliant 
animation graphics and action combine to 
make this a completely addictive play! 
IbfiTM tát 'Iht fcMt ip «1b fliMlir 

SyHMEVERT 

IBMMMGS ^ 

PfibciAby: Sifi 
ProRcvItwids SípdPiroAf 4 
ProScon: 90% 

The game thaťs 
been on 
every formát it has 
now been released 
for the Mega Drive. 
Guide your dim- 
witted friends to safety, through hazardous 
terrain and specialíy laid traps and puzzles. 
There’s over 180 stages from difficulty 
settings that are realíy easy to mayhem 
levels which are frantic and testing. 
1b Prof Miá 'If ywf Mí ploy 0, ywKre bishii 

^xm 
ProdiKiR Modicopt' . íjJJwT 
ProRtvÍtwté$«gHPro#13 
ProScoTK 92% ^ 
Evil háve 
infiltrated Earth and 

are 
to stop 

them. What can 
they do? A brave 
warrior must drive the forces away and in 
return will achieve immortality. Spooky 
stuff, eh? Not onIy is it spooky, iťs aiso 
absolutely brilliant! 
1b Pros sold: 'No moNor wbro yoo fot it fraiv 
Godt b yoor Mogo |í|hÍ 

PredicíR BodrobcAifi. 
ProRovlwrodtSoyPrifU 
PreSroroe 92% 
This is the ultimate 
in ice hockey! With l||Í . 
all the high speed % 
action of previous v. _ 
hockey games, f=^, 
combined with new ^^■biuuoii^^B 
moves, teams and graphics, this is 
determined to out do all the others. Plus, it 
has an exceiient gore factor and some 
brilliant fights! 
iwm FIBt SMB mB prtVNt Min Of ORIiiTBMBOBI 

for oiy wttiig goMottor oot tbroT 

ProRoi4iwtéSipfri#14 
ProSroro; $9% 

people, except for 
two innocent giris which he tortures in front 
of you. You both dle in a gory fight for 
justice. Now, humans can bring back the 
dead, and the offending soldier is out on 
the rampage again and you must stop him. 
1b Pros tát k itm fát fwt, dwoM koop yoo 

oogrotMdl for wooks oo omL' 

ifc. iro » Z m. Am M ^ rmiwmiOTRM^Bnwi^ 
ProSoro 90% ^ 
Unga Bungal Chuck ||HU|M|||||||H||||m 

a lovesick 
caveman search 
of his true love. This 
one converts really 
well onto the Game 
Gear. The graphics are awesome and 
animation is exceiient! So, are you going to 
help Chuck out or what? 
He needs it, because there’s enough 
baddies out there to drive even the 
smoothest Neanderthal around the bend! 
lOO mo OSO* rfOOOHy nOI ■OH ■■ 001 roo UOHO 

Gooroooli' 

rronoiiovoKsogviwi# 

ProSoiro 92% 

Hasta ia Vista baby! 
Yes, he’s back and ^iWMBS^^H 
he’s bad! Destroy 
the nuclear reactor 
and savé Sarah BHbBBBBHB 
from a fatal rendezvous with the 
Terminatorl Loads and loads of action, 
guns and grenades, combined 
with stunning graphics and *JĚM 
chaílenging gameplay. This is a . 
really tough game which shouid r 
háve you addicted in no timel « 
Tko Proi siM: ' Oto of tb fiitst ^ 

-* Lift aLa ^ JB«|BR piBnini ■BM iB fffir bb im mmb 

sir 

A K<9 from outer QjV^BPBBI 
space has crash 
landed on our planet 
and is befriended by ||H||N|B|M 
a smáli boy who MgjiHSéJB 
saw the crash. All is 
happy until the boy’s father forbids the 
dog to come in the house. So Wonder 
Dog sets off back to his ship, gets 
armed with a load of speciál powers 
and embarks on the search for his 
lost friend! A brilliant trip through a 
wacky worid of eutesy graphics and 
challenge. 

o. ..Mb^MiiMofibvsnrfiw 

SofoProiU 

PTOScme 92% 
A brilliant and 
realistic trip into the 
World of the pilot! 

Make your way around the 
sights of America blasting 
anything that dares get in 
your way! This has some 
very im pres sivé 
sequences, and boasts 
reál arcade action! This Is 
a must for ail Mega>GD 
owners! 



The essentiol 
guide to all 
Sega games 
available this 
Xmas is out 
now at all 
reputable 
newsagents. 
Wlth over 220 
pages, 150 
reviews and 
5,000 screen 
shots, Iťs the 
most compre- 
henslve read 
you'll findl 

The Complete A-Z of Sega Games is an essential buyer's guide to games. 
Crammed between its covers are reviews of virtualiy every Mega Drive, 
Master System and Game Gear title released from the inception of each 
consoie. But iťs more than that: 

• Big. Not Just larger-than-A4, but packed with over 150 reviews squeezed into 
more than 220 pages. 

• Collectable. Perfect bound, glossy, full colour, fact-packed - all the 
ingredients necessary to ensure iťs referred to again and again. 

• Authoritative. Every game review occupies at least a page, so you know 
exactly what the game is about, how it plays and what it looks like. 
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Just over a year ago, the first 

Sonic game appeared on the 

Mega Drive and took the 

whole console worid by storm. 

Within weeks, you weren’t 

cooi uniess you’d completed 

the first act of Green Hili Zone 

in under 24 seconds or fin- 

ished the game with ali seven 

Chaos Emeraids without using 

a continue. 

Just over a year iater, Sonic 

2 has blasted onto screens 

woridwide and, this time, 

Sonic has a little heip from a 

slightly foxy character call 

Miles “Taiis” Perhour. The 

sequei can either be piayed as 

a two piayer versus game or 

as a single piayer platform 

game and offeis more delights 

as Sonic attempts to halt the 

evil Dr Robotnik’s plans, yet 

again. 

cated with a few more loops and 
rings added tor good measure. Make 
a speciál point of entering the secret 
stage as often as you can because 
the later zones are rather short of 
lamposts so the more emeraids you 
collect on this zone, the easier it will 
be to become Super Sonic later on in 
the game. 

As in the first Sonic, this level 
serves as a cushion to introduce 
new players to the game while still 
afiowing experienced players to 
explore and discover many hidden 
surprises. 

Sonic chases Robotnik into a dis- 
used, but still fuhctional, Chemical 
plant and boy, is this big! The two 
acts cover around 600 screens 
and the maze of pipes, passage- 
ways and runways ís quite bewil- 
dering. 

Aai 
Pretty much a taster of whaťs to 
come with copious quantities of 
Mobieus loops, spring boards and 
bizarre robots. 
There are three chances to enter the 
speciál stage on this level, so theo- 
retically, you couid háve three out of 
seven Chaos Emeraids by the time 
you leave this act! With a little prac- 
tise, it is possible to complete this act 
in under 25 seconds, but you won’t 
see much of the sights along the 
way! 

The first level guardian takés the form 
of Robotnik in a large buggy with a 
cone-shaped drill at the end. A few 
quick jumps later, and he’s history Aai 

As above, really. The first act is dupli- man 



repeats of this process shouid see 
you clear for the next zone. 

taken! 

CHEMICAL PLANT ZONE 

When you hit the first 
one, spin for all your might 
and as you také off into orbit 
after your brief, but exciting 
ride, push left and you’II 
enter a secret room with an 
extra life just waiting to be 

ROBOTNIK 
The level guardian is Robotnik in a 
flying pump which sucks up Chemi¬ 
cals from underneath you and 
attempts to drop them on your head! 
All of the platforms, apart from . the 
one in the middle,_ systematically 
rotate, so standing on them is a quite 
routě to oblívion. "Attack Robotnik 
when he’s filling up with Chemicals 
and then avoid the Chemical gloop 
which is aimed at your head. A few 

AQUAnC RUIN ZONI 
fwo Ads 

No, this has nothing to do with a 
certain Fishy secret agent, but is 
so called because the levels, 
which are in ruins, are partly 
underwater. 

AQl 
Také it easy for the first few screens 
of this act, as a wrongly timed jump 
wíll send you plummeting into very 
deep water indeed. If you get 
dropped into the drink, aiways give 
Sonic a gulp of air whenever you 
can, because you can’t make the 
entire stretch of water without some 
air. 
The top routě is by far the best, as it 
avoids all the water and pitfalls which 

SC^B f90t99 % 

99 

R0B01NIK 
When you reach the end of Act 2, 
two pillars wil! rise up on either side 
of the screen with Robotnik flying in 
another one of his contraptions 
above you. He’ll hit one of the pillars 
which will send an arrow flying into 
the opposite pillar. Jump on this and 
then onto Robotnik to wear him 
down and eventually send him run- 
ning for the solitude of the next 
stage! 

16 Page Pull-Out Sega 

EMERALD HILL ZONE 

Despite this, there’s really one or 
two distinctly different ways to 
complete the acts, each having no 
reál advantages over the other 
one. Best advice is to follow your 
nose and if in doubt, keep on 
heading to the right (Doh! Talk 
about teaching your grandmother 
to suck eggs!) 

AQl 
If you hatě roller coasters or if you 
háve a queasy stomach, then I sug- 
gest you také a few motion sickness 
pills before playing this act! Many of 
the runways dip and curve so much 
that they shouid be installed in fair- 
grounds all over the country! There 
are two distinct routes for this act, but 
neither one has any advantage over 
the other. Best advice is to use the 
pipes if you’re not too hot at precision 
jumping or use the convention 
“ground” routě if you’re quite at home 
with pixel perfect jumps. 

accompa- 
ny it. This pian of attack does háve 
its downfalls however; there . are 
some pretty tričky jumps to navigate 
the blue špiky one over, so a steady 
hand on the joypad is a must.; 

Aa2 
Act 2 combines all of the water haz¬ 
arde of Act 1 together with a few 
marine robots and monsters thrown 
in for good measure. Worst of these 
are the dhlling penguins (!) which 
burst out of the background.when. 
you lease expect it. Spin as much as 
you can along the level and évery- 
thing will be hunky-dory for the next ■ 
encounter with Robotnik. 

Aa2 
If you thought the last act was bad,, 
you’ve seen nothing yet pal! There 
are two huge roller-coaster dips on 
this level and Sonic gathers a fair bit 
of speed if you spin him down rather 
than run down. 



you to panic, when 
you notice that youVe oniy got 30 
seconds to finish the level! 

Sega f - l ó Page Pull-Uut 50NIC 

CA5lfl€!i 
1W« JUlS 

A great zone for all you lovers of 
the originál “Spring Yard Zone” in 
the first Sonic. Jazzed up no end, 
it features pinball flippers, gam- 
bling machines and even the odd 
prize or two. 

AQl 
This is really just a question of 
bouncing around a bit until you can 
reach a clear run to the end of the 
act. The gambling machines are 
great for a giggie and sometimes 

even give 
you a bunch of rings, but don’t get 
too many ideas of gambling your life 
away because, sooner or later, the 
machine is going to bring up three 
Robotniks which mean you’ll lose 
around 150 rings from your total! 
Také it easy, don’t let the starry sights 
distract you and you’ll be fine. There’s 
no reál way to get lost on this stage, 
so keep heading towards the right 
and you’ll be okay. 

Aa2 
More bumpers, more fruit machines 
and even more ways to give Sonic 
and Tails a reál stinker of a 
headache! Some parts of the pinball 
section of the level are onIy designed 
to make you waste time, thus causing 

ROB01NIK 
The level guardian, however, is a little 
more tričky than before. You’re 
trapped in a giant pinball machine 

MTSnc CMOÍ ZONi 
fwro JUIb 

Has be called the most difficult 
level of them all, but iťs the most 
straight-forward after the Emerald 
Hill Zone. 

AQl 
A few nasty surprises await Sonic, 
but if you get štuek and there seems 
to be a dead end, háve a quick look 
around for a vine shaped like a hook. 
dumping onto these will open secret 
doors and lead to previously undls- 
covered parts of the level. There are 
a few traps laid around which háve 
been made to look like shallow pits 
which lead off on another routě, but 
are really spiked pits that cannot be 
jumped out of. 

and Robotnik’s up 
to his old trieks, yet again. When you 
reach the floor at the bottom, rev up 
Sonic and then jump off the walis 
allowing yourself to be heid up by the 
bumpers. Fall back down and you’ll 
hopefully land smack bang on top of 
Robotnik’s head! It takés a bit of 
practise, 
doesn’t? 

but then again, what 



Hill Top zone has a whole range of loops, chutes and jumps. Some of them, like this 
one, require you to spin around them in order to brealc through the ground to the rest of 

the level the caves 

The level-guardian is a piece of 
íwaddle! Robotnik’s back in one of 
his crazy contraptions, but this time 
he’s equipped with twin drills which 
he uses to bore into the ceiling with. 
As he does this, the debris from all 
this drilling will rain down on Sonic, 
but you oniy need to dodge the sta- 
lactites (cones!) and not all of the 

SONIC 16 Page Pull-Out Sega 

AOl 
youVe played your 

there’s every possibility that youVe 
now turned into Super Sonic (for an 
explanation of his capabilities, see 
the Super Sonic section at the end of 
this review) and so you can literally 
fly through this act without even 
pausing for breath. Watch out for the 
fire-flies though as you can onIy kill 
them safely when theyVe not glowing 
like a caffine addict! 

cards 

ROBOTNHC 

debris. After he’s finished drilling, 
he’ll try to run you down so jump 
onto his head and repeat until he 
makes and exit stage right. 

mu TOÍ^ 
IWo JUla 

Bears a striking resemblance 
to the originál Green Hill 
Zone, but with about twice as 
many hilis as iťs predeces- 
sor. 

Aa2 
If you haven’t aiready got Super 
Sonic, then youYe going to háve a 
tough time finding lamposts on this 
act. The few that are around are 
štuek in some very tričky places and 
need a bit of logica! thinking and a 
lot of luck to reach! If you can’t be 
bothered with them, iťs best to wait 
for the next act to collect the last few 
Chaos Emeraids. 

ROBOTNIK 
The level guardian is a bit hot, but is 
aiso pretty easy. When he appears, 
jump and bounce on him right away, 

then jump 

'1 a 

H As before, také things nice and 
Wk slow and don’t rush yourself into 

making foolish mistakes. The 
/ stage is partly filled with lava, 
/ but if you fall into it, don’t panic 

p and Waste a life. Quickly grab a 
ring while youYe invincible and you 

can make another attempt to escape 
disaster. 

^ A fair amount of cable-cars 
are found on these two acts 
and all of them will disinte- 

grate when you reach the end 
of the wire holding them up, so 

jump of as soon as iťs safe to do so. 

across to 
the other platform to avoid the fire- 
balls. Repeat until Robotnik 
scarpers. 



Possibly th( 
largest of the two 
acts, but quite 
easy to find 
your way 
around. Keep 
an eye out for 

own and 
b for 
ht before 

lííKSťií^ ■ 

OiL OCiAN ZONS 
IW0 JUls 

“Huge” is the oniy word that can 
be ušed to describe these two 
stages. It must háve been a mas- 
sivé headache putting them 
together from scratch! 

! most diffi- 
|f the two to 

Dur way 
Heading to 

j favourable, 
len the act 

by going 
I icompletely 
^ '^rection. As (zones, the 

les all lead 
láce in the 

D on going 
I eye out for 
)uses which 
(!) at you. 

MK 
ju reach the 

be con- 
a rather 

botník who 
Jan ocean- 
is time. Hit 

' times, as 
soon as he 
rears his 
ugly head 
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out of 
the oil and then 

make a hasty 
retreat to one of 

the platforma. 
A claw-like snake will 

then make a bee-line for 
you tiny blue body, so stand in a 

corner and jump over it when iťs 
about to hit you. After that, a laser 
gun pokes out of the water and is just 
as easy to avoid. Jump over the first 
shot, duck under the next and then 
jump over the third. Hit him again as 
he surfaces and then jump straight 
back onto the platform - Sonic 
doesn’t like the taste of oil that much! 

AQl 
Easy peasy this one. You don’t even 
háve to worry about falling off (Well, 
you do but thaťs onIy if you start 
jumping around on the wings of the 
plane!). Sit back, relax, collect loads 
of rings and just dodge or spin attack 
everything that can’t be avoided. 
There, I told you it wouid be simple, 
didn’t I?! 

SCůnE 4998e0 
TÍHE 0 t9 
fíiNGS 99 

ROBOINK? 
There’s no level-guardian to this level 
so just enjoy the ride to the end of 
the stage. 

ZKYCHASIJCPNi. 
OÍm Jlicff 

This complete zone is pretty easy, 
but is a refreshing break from the 
mánie action of the iast few 
stages. Sonic is picked up by Tails 
who is fiying a bi-piane and you 
perch quite happily at the top. You 
can fall off and can control the 
plane with your movements. 

METROPOLIS ZONE 



SeOEE 484QS0 
TIME 2-48 
8l$ÍSS 99 

SCDfiE 4 84 OSO 
TIME 3 -12 
fllŇeS 99 

m Aa3 
W The toughest 
f creatures on this 

zone are the . 
Praying Manis ^ 

ones. Robotnik will appear in one of 
his flying machines which has eight 
decoy Robotniks floating around it. 
Hit him from below and then burst 
the decoy Robotnik. After youVe 
killed all eight decoys, he’ll bring out 
a rather powerful laser and try to fry 
you alive. One hit is all it takés to kill 
him now, but time it right and wait for 
a safe opening before you risk life 
and spike! 

rym mm 

There are loads of ways to die on 
these two stages and most of 
them are concerned with falling to 
earth from a great height! 

zóiiE 
11h«* Ads 

This is the oniy zone which has 
three acts and theyTe all massive! 
Don’t be fooled by the seemingly 
laid-back nátuře of these leveis, 
there’s a lot to be discovered and 
the oniy way is to explore. 

AQl 
Act one introduces you two two new 
forms of transportation! The first is a 
Steel mesh cylinder which revolves 
slowly (like those ones you ušed to 
get at fairs until loads of kids got bits 
of their bodies chopped off!) and 
makes you run upside-down. The 
second is the nut and bolt . All you 
háve to do to climb a few platforms in 
relative safety is jump onto the nut 
and run right to 
make it 

go up and run left to make it go 
down. Beware of the proximity mineš 
that are normally štuek next to them, 
though. One hit from those and you’ll 
be thrown off the nut and will háve to 
find another way around. 

which chuck their claws at you and 
guess what? This act is littered with 
them and an ample splattering of 
proximity mineš, spikes, bouncing 
chimneys and even the odd 
piston or ten. Slow right 
down, také it very easy 
and carefully and 
Sonic shouid get 
through in one 
piece. 

ROBOTNIK 
The level 
guardian is 
a bit differ- . 
ent from / 
the pre- / 
v i o u s / 

Aa2 
The next act provides another form 

of transport in the shape of the 
^ “bouncing chimney”! This curi- 

ous form of levitation propels 
you upwards by bouncing 

Sonic off the walls of the 
chimney, slowly pushing 
him upwards. Quite a 
novel idea if you ask 
me, but it must hurt 
the old bones a bit! 

AQl 
If you haven’t yet turned into Super 
Sonic, this zone is your best bet to 
collect the last couple of Chaos 
Emeraids needed to make Sonic go 
yellow with anger! Keep towards the 
top of the ship where the chances of 

r 



falling off are very sparse, but watch 
out for the robot chickens! 

cause any difficulty to anyone except 
the most in-experienced player. 

R0B01NÍK2 
After he’s defeated, Robotnik jumps 
into a glant (and beautifully animat- 
ed) robot version of himself. Alla ED- 
209, he’ll try to stomp you into the 
ground, so a quick jump into his belly 
wlll persuade him to také off. A circle 
will appear around Sonic as Robotnik 
tries to target the roboťs guns. Stand 
still for about a second and then 
move to the right just as he falls onto 
the screen. A few repeats of this 
sequence later, and Robotnik’s histo- 
ry! Yeehah! 

Aai 

Not really a level in itself, but two 
level guardians. After you defeat 
the ceíling laser, Robotnik flies 
away in a hidden ship and with the 
help of Tails and the bi-plane, 
Sonic grabs hold of the side of the 
plane and hitches a ride to the 
finál show-down with the egg- 
shaped meanie! 

ROBOTNIK 1 
The first defence that he’ll throw at 
you is a metal Sonic which can oniy 
be hurt by jumping on its forehead. 
The sequence of moves is simple to 

remember and so there’s no rea- 
son why this 

ROBOTNIK 
At the end of the level you’11 find 
yourself trapped by two lasers. Three 
smáli spiked platforms wlll try to stab 
you with . their spikes. 

game, you can only complete the 
game properly when you háve col- 
lected all seven Chaos Emeraids. It 
isn’t quite as easy to get them as the 
last time, though. Instead of just col- 
lecting over 50 rings and then jump¬ 
ing through the glant ring at the end 
of the level, you must now collect 50 
rings and pass a re-start lampost. If 
you háve the rings, a spinning halo 
will appear above the post. Jump into 
it and you’re transported into the spe¬ 
ciál stage. 
This takés the form of a roller-coaster 

SCORE SÍS4SÚ 
TIME 0 :06 
RINGS 99 

\ť-. : 1 J 
i 1 

SCDRE S164S0 
TIME i :03 
RINGS 99 

4^ 

SCORE S16460 
TIME 1:32 
RINGS 99 
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eriy, the more time 
you’ll spend trying 
to complete each 
speciál stage. If, 

the other 
hand, youYe just 
interested in 
getting to the 
end then you 
can leave 
these stages 

in 
the knowledge that you^^ 
efforts will still be rewarded. 

• Dkio "ftaked-out" Boní 

run in which you must collect a given 
number of rings before a certain 
point is reached. Fail to do so and 
youYe given a few bonus points for 
your trouble and thaťs all. Make it to 
the end of each stage and you’ll be 
rewarded with one of the chaos 
emeraids. Collect all seven and a 
rather amusing and appealing 
change will occur. 
This sounds a lot simpler than it 
actually is. The later 
rolier-coasters are very 
difficuit and háve mineš 
placed all over them. 
Sonic can avoid these 
by jumping, but that cuts 
down the time he has to 
collect the target 
amount of rings. 
Iťs all reaiiy a trade off EB9||||^| 
between timing and ■■■■jS 
greed. The more you 
want to finish the 
game prop- 

SUPER SONIC 
- THE PROPER ENDING 
Collect all seven Chaos 
Emeraids and Sonic will I 
transform in Super Sonic. I 
He1i turn yellow and as long I 
as you háve a ring in your I 

become I 

SONIC THE 
HEDGEHOG 2 
SEGA*m«0yiN0W 

possession 
completely invulnerable and 
will háve permanent speed- 
up boots on! The ending is 
aiso slightly different (as in 
the last game) and lets you 
see the climax of a years 
hard work by around 30 
people in Japan working on 
the game. Congrats to them 

CART SlZE.8Mbit 
PLAYERS .2 
STAGES.20 
SKILL LEVELS.1 
FEATURES.... •••versus 
CONTACT 

Sega M071) 727807 
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A Beoutiful sprites and stunning aniinafion. 

A Detaiied bockgrounds and loads of paraiiax 

A Loads of sound effect and tunes blast your ears. 

A But the tunes are still as cotchy as the originál one: 

A Constant rip‘rooring action enthrals the tnind. 

A Speciál stage provides comic relief in vs mode. 

A Very tričky to complete for the first time. 

A And even trickier to complete with all the emeraids 

Worthy sequel to o classic game. All 

that remain to be sald is "When will 

we get to see Sonic 3, Sega?!". 

SONIC 



ower up and you’ll be in for 
shcxík! Talls is being kid- 

napped by Robotnik, and no 
matter how fast Sonic runs, 

BM be is powerless to stop the 
kidnap! This makes things very com- 
píicated, as now you háve to go out 
and resGue yoyr furry friend! It aiso 
means that Talis does not appear in 
this game until the very end, which 
leaves you feeling a bit conned, since 
the furry fox is the novelty behind 
Sonic The Hedgehog 2. 

Although the generál formát and 
idea behind Sonic 2 is the same as in 
the first, there are quite a lot of 
changes in the game. Soniďs char- 
acter is drawn slightly bigger than 
before and all the zones are named 
differently, although they play similar 
to those in the first version. 

The first level leaves you in the 
underground plant zone. Everything 
seems to be red, the background is 
red and the fiery waters, you may fall 

Everyone who’s ever heard of 
Sega seems to háve been car- 
ried away in the hype of Sonic 
The Hedgehog 2. Sonic along 
with Taíls, is piastered over 
every games mag and is seen 
in every games shop across 
the country. What most peo- 
pie seem to forget is that 
there is aiso a Master System 
version to be seen as well! 

Sonic has hit this consoie 
in a big way and after the suc- 
cess of Sonic in his first out- 
ing, how couid this possibly 
faii? Unfortunately, Sonic 
does not appear with his 
friend Tails in this version, 
which may come as a surprise 
as the game has been ntailcet- 
ed everywhere with the two 
together. 

In this version, you alone 
must rescue Tails from the 
evil Robotnik, who is bigger 
and badder than ever! There’s 
no way he will release Tails 
until Sonic brings him the six 
Chaos emeraids that are scat- 
tered over South Island. Don’t 
forget that there^s aiso many 
fluffy anImaťS ijves át stake 
here, as Robotnik has aiso 
captured all the islanďs 
wiidlife, so there’s no time for 
any messing about! 

into, are 
aiso red. As you whízz through the 
level, jumpíng in runaway rail carts 
that are strewn all over the plače, 
you’lf see much that is familiar. The 
action may be slightly faster, but 
style of graphics and gameplay 
are all very similar to the first 
version. There doesn’t seem to 

MM 
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be as many televisions to collect as 
in Sonic, but this doesnl really affect 
the gameplay, as the amount of tele¬ 
visions to cotleet in Sonic was phe- 
nornénal. This made it a bit too easy 

The beginning of (evel ©ne is just o matter of running witfiout stopping until the end! 
There are bts of secret possages, but you con byposs these to sově time! 

You1l need spring power to get over 
these obstocles. Otnerwise, there's no 
way out! 

a t 
times, so 

maybe this is a change for the better. 
The level one boss is easy to get 

rid of once you know Robotnik’s 
sequence of moves - if you don’t 
suss him out he’ll get you every time! 
He throws cannon-balis at you which 
you must dodge. They, then, fall on 
to the crab monster that is just wait- 
ing to get his hands on you - fortu- 
nately after about five or six cannon- 
balis, he’s just about had it and 
you’re free to release the captured 
animals! 

Level two begins in the Sky High 
Zone. This is the level where Sonic 
flies his legendary hang glideii 
There’s loads of springs in this zone 
and there’s aiso loads of rings. After 
bouncing off a few springs and col- 
leeting a couple of lives (there are 
loads to be found in this level), you’ll 

At the end of zone two, loads of flea- 
like animals jump into the clouds. You 

l^ill mam kw crunninn mami 

find your hang glider. Iťs quite hard 
to control as you háve to remember 
to press the D-pad left instead of 
Instinctively pressing it up and you 
aIso háve to wait for gusts of wind to 
carry you up into the air! 

This level is very spectapular, 
there’s thunderstorms with lightning 
and lots of leaves flying about all 
over the plače. Again, iťs quite easy 
to complete, which is more than can 
be sald for the Aqua Lake Zone! 

Iťs here that all your nightmares 
begin (and probably end!) You'll be 
reminded of those days getting 
through the Labyrinth zone on Sonic. 
The action has more emphasis on 
pools of water, that you can jump 
in and out of, 
rather than 
basing the 
whole level 
u n d e rwate r, 
aithough by zone 
three, the game is 
mainiy played 
u n d e r w a t e r. 
Instead of gasping 
for the air bubbles, 
air is supplied if 
you get into an air 
bubble allowing you 
to breathe underwa- 
ter. The bubble is hard 
to control which makes it 
quite useless in some parts 
of the game, aithough iťs 

iíre:e:h híl,LoS 
ZONE .1^ 

LooR betore 
■ you leap 

whilst on the 
Sky High 

^ : t zone! This 
* ^ level is full of 

spikes that 
will kill Sonic instantly. 
However, in most cases they 
can be avoided if you také your 
time to look around the level. 



Grab hold of that glider and fly, fly fly! Despite how easy ihis looks, iťs actually quite 
difficulř. Keep pressing left to keep the glider up, or you1l plunge onto the spikes and 
die! 

useful when youYe 
just about to run out 
of air! 

The last three 
zones oniy háve 
one stage each, 
whereas the others 
aíl háve three 
stages to them . 

I This finishes the 
I game off very 
I quickly: In aíl 
I these levets, 
I Sonic has a fly- 
i wheel as his 

This aabby monster is ihe fínst level boss you'li meet and as long os vou can keep 
jumping over the cannonbalis, you shouid dispose of him pretty quickly. If you don't, iťs 
instant death! 

ing lots of goodies! 
in each of these stages, you’II háve 

to face Robotnik, but iťs in the 
Crystal Egg Zone that youTI face your 
finál challengel You shouid háve 
found the six crystals by now. If you 

^ háve them, it wiil help you kiíl 
^ Robotnik much more easily. 

f ^ AIthough the graphics are 
M. WjĚĚĚBm ^i^^olutely brilliant in Sonic 2, 

B|||/ theyYe not that dissimilar to the 
^ originál. Óf course, the back- 

grounds are diferent, as are the 
tUB robo enemies, but it seems like 

they háve just been substituted for 
speciál weapon, which is a sort of the originals, Without comparing 
CD spinning disc that makes Sonic Sonic to his first appearance, you 
move much faster! There’s a myriád could definltely say that the graphics 
of tubes which suck you up at really and sound are outstanding. The 
high speed and drop you off at parts sound continues from where originál 
of the level you never knew existed! left off, with catchy tunes for each 
All of the levels are huge, again hav- zone - all the tunes háve you hum- 
ing lots of secret passages contain- ming away as you play and they do 
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SONIC 2 FACTS 

STRAXEGY 

eUHM 
▲ Bdfiíoflt variety, ín backgroufKis and content, 

▲ Detoli t$ a Master System masterpiere! 

A Tbe sotmd fits tn weli wíth tbe zane themes! 

▼ Eacli level hes its own tuně and dl ore oddictivel 

GMlilUT 
A Leveis oře huge, wíth lots of setre! {sassoges. 

▼ Tails doesn't appear, which ts very dst^ointing. 

this to the point 
of ínsanity - you may wake up in the 
morning finding yourself humming 
the theme tuně of a Sonic zone! 

Sonic is very hard to slag off, but if 
one thing is wrong, then it has to be 
the difřiculty level! The generál con- 
sensus around the Office is that 
Sonic 2 is not that difficult - one of 
the niggies about the originál. The 
difficulty level shouid háve been 
raised slightly higher to ensure a bet- 
ter challenge, which is one thing 
lacking throughout the game. 

The other disappointing thing 
is that Tails makes no appear- 
ance at alt - which is a reál dis- 
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auuiiiK 
A Level bosses oře tough, ontif you know íbe secret! 

T Gameplay con be o bít too eosy ín tfie early leveis. 

PROSCÓRE 

93% 
Bríllíant as a game in íts own ríght. 
Iťs better and bigger than the origi¬ 
nál, but a bit disappointing as a fol- 
low up. 

appointment to all MS owners. 
A lot óf people háve slammed 

Sonic 2 for being too much like the 
originál and iťs hard to look at the 
game objectively due to the massive 
hype surrounding it. Sonic 2 may 
háve the same formát as the originál 
game, but there are lots of particu- 
lars that are dlfferent, such as Sonic 
taking to the alrways and him spin- 
ning on a CD! 

If Sonic 2 was very different from 
the originál then many may complain 
that he had lost his character! Saying 
that, though, if you are one of the few 
people that dídn’t enjoy Sonic, then 
stay away from this, because you 

definitely won’t enjoy it! For 
the rest of us though, Sonic 

continue to entertain 
and amaze us for a good 
while yet! 

• Somantha "superspín" 

Híckmon 

Sonic the Hedgehog sold 4 million copies 
woridwide and merchandising deals in 
Japan are worth a staggering amount of 
money. Everything from Pyjamas to chewing 
gum is marketed with the Sonic logo. Iťs 
hugely successful and coming to Europe! 

Sonic 2 is expected to outdo Sonic sales 
by a substantial margin. Minoru Kanari is 
the man in charge of the entire Sonic pro- 
ject, but other top bods involved in the Sonic 
project are oniy known by their last name. if 
at all. Getting photographs of the program- 
mers is completely out of the question and 
this is due to other games market competi- 
tors. If Sega were to make it known who exactly their programmers were. 
rivals wouid go to any lengths to put a proverbial spanner in the works! This 
shows that aithough Sonic may be the cutest. toughest animal to hit the 
console worid. the worid he comes from is far from cute! 

The originál developer of Sonic (who remains anonymous) is very close 
indeed to his furry friend. He explains that he has a ■‘father-son relationship" 
with the hedgehog and that if he had a reál son. this is how he wouid feel. 
Hmmm. iťs all a bit creepy if you ask me. 



Nothing released since the 
end of 1991 quite matched up 
to the slickness of Sonic The 
Hedgehog. Since it was 
released, gamepiayers háve 
heard about nothing else and 
every other game has been 
compared to it. Unfortunately, 
most games failed miserably 
and Sonic has stayed in a vir- 
tually unbroken number one 
position ín most game charts. 
So, why is this game so leg- 
endary and can it ever be 
beaten? Well you all know the 
answer to that - I don’t even 
need to say it! Yes, Sonic 2 is 
bere, and iťs on the Game 
Gear too! This game was made 
to beat all other games into 
the ground, but for those of 
you who still háve your 
doubts, read on, this could be 
just what you need to change 
your mind! 

^/isions of the I P ^ 
J game ^ 

creep into your mind as 
you get ready to play 
Sonic The Hedgehog 2. 

You wait in anticipa- 
tion as the title 
screens run past you wjjH 
and then it hits you! 

Taiis isn’t going to 
be in this game! He’s [ 

Robotnik and now L 

^ to go and rescue 
him. You may 

is a rip off and 
1 agree com- 
pletely: Sonic 
2 was market- 
ed on the strength of Taiis and 

B when you realise he’s not in it, 
W you might feel disappointed. 

Don’t let this spoii things, though, 
there’s much more fun in store yet! 

After youVe seen Robotnik steal 

your friend you know that you must 
do your rightful duty (as any špiky 
blue hedgehog wouid) and you must 

go after him. Your Pquest will begin in 
the Underground 
Plant Zone.These 
first levels aren’t very 
difficult, but at least 
you get a chance to 
see a bit of the game 
before things really 
get tough! The ene- 
mies you’ll bump into 

^B ^ are much the same 
^ ^ originál 
l IflH Sonic, aithough they 

^look much meaner. 
Your first encounter 

with Robotnik shouid be an easy 
affair and rescuing all the bunnies 
shouldn’t be too difficult. 

After youVe taken care of 
Robotnik off for a while, you’ll go on 

to the Sky Hlgh Zone. Everything is 
very bright and garish here, and after 
bouncing off the many springs to be 
found In this zone, you’ll find a new 
toy! Sonic has a hang glider! ^ 
Aithough this sounds 
excellent, iťs quite 
hard to control “4| 
and you’ll prob- 
abiy háve a 
few misguided 
attempts 
before you IPBnWpptiBiW 
make It through ^ 
the large amounts .ji 
of spikes to be found 
in this level. 

The Aqua Lake Zone aiso has 
a new toy - a gigantic air bubble. 
Again it is quite hard to control, but 
Iťs certalniy easler than searching for 
air. There are subtie differences 
from the first Sonic - Sonic* is much 
faster for one thing, and everything is 

why does Robotnik insist on 
helping Sonic out so much? Iťs 
really confusing and gives you 
the impression that things were 

rushed. He aIso stamps on level 
quardians once you've killed 
tnem - very puzzling! 

_sa L' •' 



Sonic gets to grips with his hong glider - quite 
hard to control, out brilliant fun! 

slightiy more slick than 
in the fírst version. 

The last three zones, 
námely Green Hill, Scrambled 
Egg and Crystal Egg, are where 
the challenge really begins. There 
_ are more enemies and the 
|BB||||K^ action is much faster. 
r——These levels are 

basically mazes 

^ 
.action is 

based around 
WK tubes that 

ř" '■ and drop you off 
at various points 

around the levels. 
Finding all six of the 

chaos emeraids will definitely help 
you defeat Robotnik, who gets 
meaner each time he’s defeated! 

AIthough everything is basically 
the same as Sonic, this doesn’t 
detract from the gameplay, which is 
every bit as riveting. 

Get reody for a superspin ottack! There's lots 
that is familiar in this ganf\e, but iťs brilliant all 
the satne! 

The graphics 
háve aiso out doně them- 
selves in the sense that 
they are much more ■ 
detailed and polished I 
than in the first version. I 

It seems li ke a lot of I 
people had written Sonic I 
2 off before it was even I 
released, but even I 
though the gameplay and | 
style of the game is very I 
similar to the first game, I 
it wouid be very hard to I 
find another that is up to I 
this standard and despite | 
the disappointing lack of I 
Tails, I wouid still recom- I 
mend this to any šelf 
respecting game gear 

Springs are probably the nfKJst annoying objects 
you'll encounter ancí if you don't watch out, 
they'll really mess your game up. 

Later levels in Sonic can get 
really tričky, but iťs generally 
quite easy all the woy through. 

Unfortunately, the golden-tortoises make 
life harder for you oy popping up unex- 
pectedly all over the plače 
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A Soníc"s sprite is bígger than in his first appearance. 

A A very good variety of hackgrounds and content. 

A Tunes are very catchy and different for each ievel. 

▼ They hecome to famílar and are wierd. 

When you get 
« lil your hang glid- 

er on Sky High 
■ Zone, make 

a I o S sure you don’t 
. lose it straight 

away by wait- 
ing for the gusts of wind to carry 
you away. If you lose it, you’ll fall 
straight to the floor immediately! 

A There's oodles of variety ond lots to collect. 

T Disappointing lack of Tails, which iets it down. 

A A tad more chailenging than the originál Sonic. 

▼ But the first few levels are still a hit too easy. 

A brilliant follow up to the originál 
even if there aren^t many changes. 
Though gameplay is similar, it"s 
slightiy superior. 



Hype, hype and even more hype! 
Sonic 2 is here and, not to be out- 

^ ^ doně by anyone else, SegaPro offers 
the chance to win 20 Sonic T- 

: ^irts! These excellent items of 
clothing are a must for any Sega 

|ÉH games fan, and, aithough they can 
be bought in C&A, Optionai Extras, 

f HMV and Virgin for between £8.99 - 
£12.99, we’rB giving them 

away ASmUTELY FREE OF 
CHARGE! Well, sort of. If you 
fancy yourself in one of 

these wacky T-shirts (there’s 
^ two different styies) then iťs very sim- 

ple. All you háve to do is fiii in the 
form beiow and answer these 

three simpie questions. 

There are ten of each V 
style to be won, so get V 
those entries in, and you M 
couid look as stylish as ^ 
Dino and Sam do (not!) 
Send all entries, on this form or 
a postcard, to: 
T-hee, SegaPro, 124 Old ^ 
&irístchurch Road, Durhai^ 
House, Boum§fnouth, ^ 
DorsetBHlINR ^ 

Name... 

Address 

Postcode .Tel no. 

ANSWERS 

SegaPro CHRISTMAS 1992 

1) Who is Soníc's buddy in Sonic 2? 

2) How many ievels are there on the 

originál Sonic? 

(any Sega version - please statě) 

3) What is the name of the baddy in 

the Sonic qames? 
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WIN 
AU 

THIS! 

Simply dial 0891 224735 and 
everything pictured above 
couid be yours. Answer the 
three multiple choice 
questions and if youYe the 
lucky person to be randomly 
selected with the correct 
answers, a complete Mega 
Drive systém and 
accessories is yours! 

Simply ring the number below the game you wouid like to own, answer the 
questions correctly and if youYe the first to be randomly selected with the 
correct answers, the game is yours. 

0891 224737 0891 224738 

WN 
SONIC 2 

ON THE SEGA MS! 

;alls cost 36p a minuté cheap rate and 48p a minuté aí all other hrneš. Ptease get permission from the person who pays the phone bili before cafling. Winriers to these competrtions will be announced ín a future issue of SegaPro. 
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HOME GROWN PRODUCTIONS LTD RO.BOX 193 HAYES MIDDLESEX 

AKIMBO 
MEGA DRIVE 

CALL FOR PRĚE GAMES 
LIST - INCLUDES 44 
NEW SEGA TITLES! 

MEGA DRIVE 
Alien 3. ..34.99 SONIC 2. .36.99 
Batman Returns. ..34.99 Speedball 2. .31.99 _ 
Chuck Rock. ..34.99 Tailspin. .34.99 GAME GEAR 
CORPORATION. ..34.99 Taz Mania. .34.99 Alien 3. .24.99 

Euro Club Soccer... ..34.99 Terminátor. .36.99 Alien Syndrome.. .24.99 

Ex-Mutants. ..CALL TERMINÁTOR 2.. .34.99 CHUCK ROCK... .23.99 

Dragon's Fůry. ..34.99 MD inci Sonic. ...120.00 Indiana Jones. .24.99 

John Madden 93.... ..34.99 Menacer. .54.99 Lemmings. .24.99 

Lemmings. ..34.99 MASTER SYSTEM Prince of Persia.. .24.99 

MICKEY AND DONALD ..34.99 Alien 3. .29.99 SONIC 2. .26.99 

NHLPA Hockey 93.. ..36.99 Lemmings. .26.99 Streets of Rage.. .24.99 

Risky Woods. ..34.99 SONIC 2. .26.99 Terminátor. .24.99 

P&P Software £ 1 Consoles £5 Alt UK official carts Tazmania. .Call 

Please make cheques payable to AKIMBO, Richmond Road, 
• v... i Bognor Regis, West Sussex P021 IDP 

j Tel: 0243 869316 Fax 0243 829364 Mon to Fri 9am to 6pm 

iMi jaldSímfeiisjřáncS cáASEáír®© 

WE WOULD LIKE TO WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS 

IN THE UK AND EUROPE A MERRY XAAAS AND A 

HAPPY NEW YEAR. THANK YOU FOR YOUR 

SUPPORT AND CUSTOM OVER THE PAST YEAR. 

SALES HOTLINE 
081 201 0535 

Please see our main advert on page 85 

SONIC 2 
SPECIÁL OFFER 

£35.00 

UŠED MEGA DRIVE GAMES 
AlienStorm.17.99 
Alisia Dragoon.17.99 
Arrow Flash.17.99 
Battle Squadron.17.99 
Bart vs Space Mutants.21.00 
Bulis vs Lakers.21.00 
Bonanza Bros.17.99 
Block Out.17.99 

Chuck Rock.21.00 
De-Cap Attack.17.99 
DickTracy.17.99 
Donald Duck.17.99 
Evander Holyfield.23.00 
Fire Mustang.17.99 
Fantasia.17,99 
Gain Ground.17.99 
Ghostbusters.  17.99 
Golden Axe.17.99 
Gynoug.17.99 
Green Dog.21.00 
Hell Fire.17.99 
Jordán Bird.  26.00 
Kid Chameleon.21.00 

Mario Lemioux Hockey.17.99 
Monster Loir (Wonder Boy 3).17.99 
Moon Wolker.17.99 

Olympic Gold.17.99 
Pit Fighter.21.00 

Paper Boy.17.99 

Phelios.17.99 
Road Rash.21.00 

Rambo lli.17.99 
Robocod (James Pond 11).21.00 
Sonic.17.99 

Splatterhouse 11.23.00 
Strider.17.99 

Super Hang On.17.99 

Ayrton Senná Monaco GP.25.00 

Super Basketball.17.99 

Terminátor.23.00 
Terminátor II.25.00 

Task Force Harrier.17.99 
Thunderforce lil.17.99 

Valis lil. 
Zero Wing, 

MAIL 

CHEQUES 

P.S.I 
P.S.I PO BOX 50, HARLOW, ESSEX CM17 ODZ 24 hr$/ANSWER PHONE 0279 427203 



TAZMANIA 
SEGA #£39.99 

Once upon a tíme, gíant seabírd eggs were 

common. These days, a Tasmanian Devít couid 

starve iookíng for one. Luckiiy, our hero, Taz, 

knows where there's a nést. The prohlem ís, 

he has to get past some seríous ohstacles to 

reach lunch! 

when they hit Taz he loses ener^ 
Luckily, anything he eats tops it up" 
again! Clearing enemies is easy;;^ 
Taz can either spin into them or, after 
eating chilli, breathe fire on ’em. 
Bosses pop up sporadically and 
grabbing an invincibility power up 
makes them easy meat. Just don’t 
eat the bombs! 
Fantastic cartoon graphics and 
sound make Taz-Mania extremely 
appealing. Even on its hard difficulty 
setting, iťs a bit easy, but will still 
keep you going ’til you finish it. The 
neat visuals make up for limited 
gameplay, but don’t disguise a fairiy 
standard platform game. 
OVERALL 89% 

Turn on and Taz zips across and 
chomps on the S in Sega. Controlling 
the hungry one in this seven level, 
horizontál scroller involves spinning, 
jumping and breathing fire on ene¬ 
mies. You begin 
your journey in 
the Badlands, f 
dodging quick- ( 
sand and Rock ^ 
Monsters then J 
hit the Factory, / 
Iceland, Mine í 
and Taztec 
Ruins. 

Each zone has its 
own enemies and 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 
SEGA • £39.99 

Dr Ivor Rohotník has gone mad and hegun 

kídnappíng animals and turníng them into 

míndless rohots (just líke the Cahínet)! Oniy 

one anímal has escaped the evíi scíentísťs 

clutches: a cooi hlue hedgehog called Sonic 

and iťs up to him to free his mateš and heat 

Rohotnikl 

There might be a sequel, but you 
can’t beat the first game. You control 
Sonic through seven zones divided 
into three stages, confronting 
Robotnik at the end of every third 

stage. You hurtle along collect- 
ing enough gold hngs to 

rack up the 
points and také 
you into the 

secret zones at 
the end of each 
level where you’re 

after Chaos 
Emeraids - grab all 

6 and you’ll be 
awarded with a dif- 
ferent game ending. 

As well as pick- 
ing up rings, 
Sonic can free 

animals on the way 
by spinning into 

R obotn i k’s 

robots. Power ups 
such as shields and power sneakers 
hide in the TVs found on each level. 

Sonic kicks. Bold backgrounds 
and sprites leap of the screen sup- 
ported by an upbeat soundtrack. 
AIthough the gameplay is limited, 
there are so many nice touches that 
you can forgive it. The action is 
incredibly fast and even if it isn’t the 
toughest game in the worid, iťs still 
one of the best Sega háve ever pro- 
duced. 
OVERALL 94% 

l^0R€ 
TIME 0:23j 
RINGS 42 

Sega CHRISTMAS 1992 



CASTLE OF ILLUSION 
SEGA #£39.99 
What do you do when your best gírl ís 
snatched by evíl Mizrabei and ímprísoned ín 
the Castle of lllusion? If you're Míckey 
Mouše, you set off and colíect the seven 
Gems of the Raínbow. Oniy wíth these can 
you defeat Mizrabei and rescue Mínnie. So 
get to ít, bíg ears! 

JAMES POND II 
- CODENAME ROBOCOD 
EliaRONIC ARTS • £39.99 
The name's Pond, James Pond, speciál agent 
for F.I.5.H. That evil no-good Dr. Maybe is 
back, scheming again and this time he's taken 
over Santa's main toy factory, disguising 
bombs as fluffy penguins throughout the 
building. OnIy one fish can stop him and, clad 
in his Robosuit, Pond swims into action... 

Cartoon quality presentation screens 
precede options offering skill setting 
and button functions in this smart five 
level horizontál scroller. 

Mickey’s Controls are limited to 
bum-bouncing the many enemies he 
meets or lobbing apples at them 
once youVe collected enough. The 
Castle contains long and varied lev- 
els split into sub-stages, each with its 
own graphic theme, from forests to a 
library and even ancient ruins. Points 
are racked up by killing enemies and 
collecting diamonds and other items. 
The power ups are few, from extra 

lives to energy 
I, r m stars for 

your 
power 

^ bar. 

^ each 
i » level 

i ^ and 
youMi 

hook up 

Back in a 
m a s si ve , 
horizontally 
s c r o 11 i n g 

sequel, 

game 
P■I■■#É^^^ opens 

outside 
Santa’s 
factory 

and 
must progress 

from room to room clearing enemies, 
penguins and grabbing the many 
items available. Ponďs suit allows 
you to stretch up to reach high plat¬ 
forma as well as bounce Into ene¬ 
mies, most of whom disappear after 
two hits. 

Flashing barber’s poles mark 
exits and reaching the right ones 
send you into bonus rounds. Every 
area or level consists of three stages 
and a boss and Ponďs energy Is 
measured by three batteries, with 
more on each level. With 79 separate 
stages behind 13 doors, each with 
their own theme, Robocod is vast! 

The weird graphics show incredi- 
ble attentlon to detail: from giant 
Penguin bars to inverted play areas. 
Funfair tunes bop you along and 
EA’s obsession with quality has real- 
ly paid off. Stunning gameplay, mas- 
slve play areas, full of surprises and 
unmissable. 
OVERAU 91% 

with a boss. 
A graphic killer when it came out, 

this still looks stunning. Nifty parallax 
backgrounds and cartoon sprites 
make it a reál joy to play. Add buck- 
ets of gameplay, classic tunes and 
plenty of puzzles and youVe got a 
classic! 
OVERALL 92% 

Mickey Mouše and Donald Duck are property of the Walt Disney Corporation. CHRISTMAS 1992 Sega 

FAESS Síňfif BUTTOM 

©THE C>OMP««V 

Lush presentation screens lead you 
into one of the most attractive plat- 
formers on the Mega Drive. Guiding 
Donald as he runs around Indiana 
Jones’ style through this nine level 
horizontál scroller collecting clues 
to each level, you face off against 
Pete’s gang armed with a gun that 
fires sink-plungers! 

Iťs not all shoot and run. 
Progressing from country to coun- 
try takés brain power, too. Donald 
can perform various tasks, from 
wall-climbing to sliding along the 
ground, and all his abilities are test- 
ed during the levels. Finish 1 stage 
and recover your trophy from the 

use of it. Hitting start 
allows you to access your inventory, 
selecting weapons or items. 

Slow and strategie, Quackshot 
looks great and plays better. The 
animation and backgrounds are 
amazing, and involved gameplay 
means you won’t get bored. Even 
the music is good. Challenging, 
despite heaps of continues. You 
could do a lot worse than this. 
OVERALL 93% 



gameplay and varied graphic con- 
tent, you’d be hard pressed to beat it. 
OVEKAU,tf% 

I MASTiR GiAR 
AIthough the Gear’s got its own ver- 

the sprites may be smáli, but 
: ’ this one sounds great and runs 

faster. Collision detection couid be 
better, but if you own both machines, 
Iťll savé you money. 

THE LUCKY DIME CAPER 
SEGA • £32.99 ^ 
Typícai, you give your nephews 3^4 
Lucky Dímes and they get themselves M 
kídnapped by Magíca De Spěli. SheS 
íntends to use the dímes to becomeM 
rích and has stashed Huey, DeweyV^ 
and Louíe in 3 different countries. 
Oniy Donald Duck can rescue his 
nephews and their dímes from the 
clutches of Magíca... 

THE SIMPSONS: 
BART Vs THE SPACE MUTAHTS 
řlYiNG mc^ m £29.99 
Hídeous space alíens hově ínvaded 
Spríngfíeid and are poísed to také 

over the planet. Áll they need to 
do ís complete their super 
weapon and onIy Bart 

Simpson knows about 
—them! He has to con- 
"T I j: vince his famíly they 

exíst and stop the alíens at 
the same tíme! 

extremely 
colourful 
and there 

tral Mickey through the seven 
unusual levels in this horizontally 
scrolling cute ’em up. 

Select which worid you begin in 
and then make your way through, 
bum-bouncing enemies or lobbing 
items at them. Mickey begins with 
three energy stars which can be 
renewed by eating bonus ‘cake’ dur- 
ing the levels. Points are scored by 

killing enemies and coliecting 
coins. Each of the levels is 
guarded by a Master of 

lllusion, but Mickey’s 
bum sees them off! 

'A Graphicaliy, 

*^*^*^®y on the 

looks a treat. The 
’ colourful, well-ani- 

^ mated sprites and 
backgrounds were 

^ stunning when the 
BHm game was released, but 

háve lately been bettered 
by other MS titles. 

•4 The music is on the 
cute side, but fits 

y perfectly. Overall, for 

are loads of nice touches. The game¬ 
play can’t be faulted, with plenty to do 
and various goals to achieve. Iťs a 
tough game, so don’t be put off by its 
five levels. This one eats shorts! 
OVfí^ALl 90.:. 

S t o r y 
screens telí all, 
and you then select 
which country and 
nephew you wish to 
begin with. Visit North 
America, Mexico and 
the Andes to free Donalďs 
nephews, then go after Magica her- 
seif. 

As Donald, youVe armed with a 
hammer which can be swapped for 
flying discs. Také one hit, though, 
and you lose your weapon and can 
oniy bum-bounce the myriád ene¬ 
mies after you. Get hit twice and you 
lose a life. Power ups are either stars 
- three speed up your weapon, five 
render you ternporarily invincible - 
extra lives or alternate weapons. 
Points are scored for battering ene¬ 
mies and coliecting the gems they 
release. 

Signiflcantíy different and tougher 
than the Gear version, the heavy 
Controls and occasionally repetitive 

An animated intro opens this option- 
free game as you control Bart 
through five horizontally scrolling lev¬ 
els. Armed with X-ray specs to identi¬ 
ty alíens posing as humans, Bart has 
to journey through Springfield getting 
rld of objects the aliens need for their 
weapon. You begin on the streets, 
visíting the mail, Krustyland, the 
museum and the power plant, enlist- 
ing other Simpsons’ help as you go. 

Bart can perform normál and 
power jumps as well as use various 
items on the way, from paint to sllng- 
shots. Recover the nuclear Isotopes 
before the aliens and the Simpsons 
Win! 

Cartoon-quality graphics are 
almost perfectly reproduced and 
even the music tries hard to match. 

With a dedlcated version for the 
Game Gear featuring bigger sprites 
on the shelves, this one isn’t worth 
picking up. 

The peace of Věra City ís shattered 
when Mínníe Mouše ís kíd- . 
napped by the wícked 
wítch Mízrabel! The oniy s.-- ] 
way Mickey Mouše can ^^ ^ ^ 
rescue his true love ís by 
coliecting the seven Gems of the 
Raínbow from the Castle of lllusion 
and convíncíng Mízrabel to swap 
Mínníe for them - no problém! f r; 
Cute intros and a simple practice 

; CHRISTMAS 1992 
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An animated intro leads to options 
offering a choice of time and energy 
Jev^éls in this classic beat-the-clock, 
14 level, multi-directional scroller. 

You control 
the prince, 
searching the 
dúngeons tor 
exits, hitting 
pressure pads 
to open doors, ^ 
fightíng guards 
and dodging 
traps. The ^ 
prince can pC 
ciimb and descend, | ^ 
leap gaps, edge past J.. 
spikes and tence. You start 
with three energy points, 4 V 
increasing them by } ^ 
drinking various 5»ié:i 
potions found on ^ 
each level. Die 
mid-stage and 
you’II re-start it, 
all you lose is time! Escape the dun- 
geons and face the Vizier himself! 

The backgrounds are simple, but 
the sprites are marvy. The huge 
range of moves open to the prince 
beat anything else on the MS and 

gameplay are still here, but 
this is a superior Master System 
game. Quality graphics and sound 
tor the MS, heaps of challenge — 
what more couid you ask for? 
OVE^94% 

look stunning. An 
option for an in- 

game tuně 
woulďve helped, 

^ as the effects are 
minimal. The main 

moan is the 
fussy control 

f/r systém. That, 
and a number of 

program bugs, 

Aiy|$till OiAR 
Why bother when the Gear has its 
own version? Smáli graphics and 
dodgy collision detection mean you’d 
be better off with the Gear version. 

PRINCE OF PERSIA 
DOMA! ■ 
With the Sultán awoy, his Grand 
Vizier seizes power and intends to 
marry the Sultan's daughter. The oniy 
^son sfanding in his way is the 
princess' boyfr^d. Unfortunately; 
he^s been tossed into the dúngeons 
and in 60 minutes, the Vizier marries 
his bird! 

detract from what Is otherwise 
a fantastic platformer, highiy recom- 
mended by the Pros. 
OVERALL 93% 

MASTEROEAP 
With an Almost identicahversion on 
the Game Gear - the onIy difference 
with this one are the sprite sizes and 
running speed - for a bigger, 
smoother picture, you’re as well 
grabbing the smáli screen Prince. 

§ Mickey Mouše and Donald Duck are property of the Walt Disney Corporation. CHRISTMAS 1992 Sega 
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CASTLE OF ILLUSION 
SEGA # £24.99 
A quíet pícnic for Míckey and Minníe 
is ruined when the wicked witch 
Mizrabel kidnaps Minnie! The oniy 
way Míckey can rescue his babě and 
prevent Mizrabel from stealíng her 
beauty is by collectíng the seven 
Gems of the Raínbow. He's got to get 
them out of the Castle of lllusíon fírst! 

PRINCE OF PERSIA 
DOMARK# £29.99 
With the evil Grand Vizier poísed to 
overthrow the Sultán and marry the 
princess, ít seems onIy one person 
can savé the land. The would-be 
Prince Of Persia, however, has been 
thrown ínto the dungeons and before 
he can rescue the príncess, he must 
rescue himself! 

Cinematic presentation screens 
lead into options offering a choice 
of reduced time and energy instead 
of difficulty settings in this 14 level, 

multi-directional 
scroller. 

Guiding the prince 
through the dun¬ 
geons to eventually 
release the princess 
is tričky stuff. 
Fending off guards 
with your sword, you’ll 

í j háve to leap gaps, 
/ I dodge spikes and 
/ J climb up and ledges. 
/ ^ Hidden pressure pads 
/ $ open grates and the 

^ íi doors, and with 
^ 'i the minutes ticking by, 

iťs a race against the 
clock to solve the puz- 
zles and get out! 

ř The smáli, well defined 

sprites look as good on the Gear as 
on any telly and the fantastic range 
of moves available to the prince are 
all perřectly reproduced. The back- 
grounds, aithough a little bare, savé 
for flickering torches and the 
sounds, are minimal, but with more 
gameplay and challenge than the 
Gear has so far seen, you can 
ignore the faults. One of the year’s 
best games, by far. 

OVERALL 92% 

Disney’s 
best-known character looks well slick 
in this beautifully presented, 6 level 
horizontál scroller. Select either prac- 
tice or normál modes and control 
Mickey as he goes from level to level. 
As well as jumping gaps to clear 
enemies, Mickey can bum-bounce 
them or piek up and throw objects at 
them. Points and energy are 
inereased by collecting coins and 
other items, while extra lives are 
awarded for every 10,000 points. 

Just keep an eye on your time - 
each round is against the clock and, 
with weird levels like the 
Enchanted Forest, 
Toyland, Dessert Factory, 
Library, Clock Tower and 
Castle to cover, time is 
of the essence. 

Castle of lllusion 
looks almost as 
good on 
t h e 
Gear as 
it does 
on the 
Mega 
Drive. 

Sega CHRISTMAS 1992 



pro REVIEW 

A lot of the elements are retained 
and the cute, cartoony graphics are 
fantastic. The gameplay’s solid, the 
soundtrack’s excellent and if you 
missed it the first time you deserve a 
slap behind the knees! 
OYEjtíVLL 93% 

CHUCK ROCK 
SEGA •£24.99 
That evil Neanderthal, Gary Gritter, 
has kídnapped Chuck Rock^s wífe, 
Ophelia. Caveman Chuck wíli go to 
ony lengths to rescue his lady from 
Gritter, climbing mountains, traversing 
jungles and icy wastelands and belly- 
butting anything that gets in his way. 
Stand bacíc, 'cos Chuck's in townl 

Slick sprite animation combats the 
less interesting backgrounds, and 
Chuck is well defined. An in-game 
tuně wouid háve helped, as wouid 
difficulty select, aithough the curve is 
fairiy good. Animal hopping ups the 
playability, but this is still a sparse 
game on the whole. Fun to p1ay, but 
a bit limited. 
OVERALL 9(^0 

THE LUCKY DIME CAPER 
SEGA • £24.99 
Huey, Dewey, Louie and their Lucky 
Dimes are kidnapped by wicked 
Magica De Spěli, who v/ants to use 
the coins to become the richest person 
in the woiid! Oniy Donald can rescue 

his nephews and their 
lucky coins, but his search 

Magica will také 
him halfway round the 

Cinematic opening 
screens lead you 
into this seven 
level horizontál 
quacker, control- 
ling Donald as he 
goes after 
Magica. You can 
begin in America, 

A thumping Yock’ 
soundtrack opens 
this five level hori¬ 
zontál scroller, 

. along with a 
choice of 
new game 
or pass- 
Word re- 
e n t r y . 
Ch uck’s 
m o v e s 

are a 

limited, ranging from jumping and 
belly-butting to picking up rocks and 
lobbing them at enemies. 

The opposition come in the form of 
prehistorie creatures, some of whom 
Chuck can eniist to get him across 
wilder terrain. A quick butt usually 
convinces ’em! Alternatively, Chuck 
can use larger rocks to jump from 
platform to platform. Chuck’s ener- 
gy levels run down 
whenever 
he’s hit, but 
items lying 
around the 
levels top it 
up again 
a n d 
i n c r e a s e 
your score. 

gameplay can be limited, this is 
ineredibly playable, even with a 
slightly heavy control systém. The 
long stages, re-jigged for the Gear, 
and varied graphics will knock you 
out. 
OVERALL 93% 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 
SEGA • £29.99 
He's smáli, špiky, blue and quick and 
he don't také no stick from evil Dr. 
Robotnik. When the fat scientist dude 
imprisons Sonic's woodland friends 
and decides to turn them into robots, 
iťs time for Sonic to kick butt! 

ends and Robotnik every three 
rounds. And remember, iťs all 
against the clock! Grab more than 70 
rings and you’ll enter the pinball- 
style speciál stage, grabbing points 
and continues, while every 100 rings 
earns an extra life. 

There are enemies galore to 
avoid, but power ups like high speed 
sneakers and invincibility - found in 
TVs - help out. On the way, Sonic 
can collect six Chaos Emeraids to 
reveal the reál game ending! 

Sonic on the smáli sereen loses 
nothing in translation. The graphics 
are amazing, the tunes will hook 
you immediately, and the 
gameplay is 
top notch. 
If you don’t 
know Sonic, 
you 
don’t 
know 

Great presentation and warp speed 
sum up Sonic on the Gear. Identical - 
pretty much - to the Master System 
version with six zones of high speed 
horizontál split into three stages per 
level, controlling Sonic, you must zip 
along collecting rings and spinning or 
bouncing into enemies to reach level 

Sega 
’cos they 
don’t get 
much better than 
this. 
OVERALL 96% 

HOW THEY RATE 
CASTIfOFILLUSION SONIC CHUCKROCK lUCKYDlMECAPERPRINCEOFPERSW 

Mexico or South America, bladdering 
enemies with your hammer or bum- 
bouncing them a la MIckey Mouše. 

Donald can onIy také two hits 
before losing a life, so collecting 
energy stars is a priority. These, and 
gems which inerease your score, are 
released by killing enemies or hide 

within the levels. Rescue the 
nephews and progress to the Andes, 
Hawaii, Egypt and the South Pole 
before finally meeting Magica. Power 
ups, such as lethal flying dises make 
enemies and bosses a breeze. 

Slicker animation and funkier 
tunes put this slightly ahead of 
Castle Of lllusion. Aithough the 

Levels ó 6 5 7 13 

Skill Levels 2 0 0 0 1 

Lives 3 3 3 3 Infinite 

Continues 0 2 0 Infinite Infinite 

Scrolling Horizontál Horizontál Horizontál Horizontál Multi 

Team / / / 

Speciál features none none password none posswor 

eUHKS 94 9S 90 90 93 

sown 90 90 70 90 75 

mam n 09 09 93 93 

OUUBm M 07 00 07 93 

noscoK 93 90 90 93 93 

CHRISTMAS 1992 Sega^r Mickey Mouše and Donald Duck are property of the Walt Disney Corporation. 



irs WHAT 
YOUR SUPER 
NES HAS BEEN 
WAITING FOR... 

gnflfholi crožyi 

looneyJjUISŽI 

OWNERS 

• Massíve íssue; larger-than-A4 

• 100% colour 

• Every offícíal game revíewed 

• The very latest hínts & Hps 

• Exciusive news and previews 

In short, the complete solutíon for your Super 

NES. 

The second íssue of SuperPro is on sále from 

December 17th at all good newsagents. Príced 

£2.25, the Christmas speciál features a fabulous 

book (The Complete A-Z of Super NES gomes) - 

olone worth £2.99. 

Guorontee your copy; reserve SuperPro ot your 

locol newsogent now. In cose you hově diffículty 

obtoíning SuperPro - iťs ossured to fly off the 

shelves fost - coll Porogon Publishíng on 0202 

299900. 
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MEGA DRIVE SPECIÁL OFFERS 

ARROW FLASH (UK).£23.99 

ALISIA DRAGOON (USA)..£29.00 

ALIEN STORM (UK).£23.99 

COLUMNS (UK).£24.00 

HELLFIRE (JAP).£20.00 

JEWEL MASTER (UK).£23.00 

JOE MONTANA 1+2 (UK). £25.00 

KLAX (JAP).£20.00 

MARBLE MADNESS (UK) .£27.00 

MERCS (UK).£25.00 
IMMORTAL (UK).£27.00 

TOE JAM+EARL (UK).£28.00 

ROAD RASH (UK).£27.00 

ROBOCOP (UK).£27.00 
SUPER MONACO (UK).... £25.00 

PITFIGHTER (USA).£30.00 

WRESTLE WAR (JAP).£22.00 

WONDERBOY 3 (JAP).£20.00 

WORLD CUP 92 (JAP).... £25.00 

SPIDERMAN (UK).£27.00 

NEW MEGADRIVE GAMES 

ALIENS 3 (UK).£32.99 
ARCHRIVALS (UK).£31.99 
AQUABATICS (UK).£28.99 
BATMAN RETURNS (UK). £32.99 
CRUEBALL (UK).£32.99 
ECCO (UK).CALL 
HOMEALONE (UK).CALL 
JOE MONTANA 3 (UK).£32.99 
GREENDOG (UK).£32.99 
LEMMINGS (UK).£32.99 
EAHOCKEY 93 (UK).£32.99 
ROAD RASH 2 (UK).£32.99 
PREDATOR2 (UK).£31.99 
EMPIRE OF STEEL .£32.99 
SMASHT.V. (UK).£28.99 
SPEEDBALL2 (UK).£29.99 
CORPORATION (UK).CALL 
EURO CLUB SOCCER.£32.99 
EV. HOLYFIELD BOXING...£27.99 

SENNÁ MONACO G.P.£28.99 
TAZMANIA (UK).£31.99 
JOHN MADDEN 93.CALL 

TERMINÁTOR 2 (UK).£28.99 
SONIC 2 (UK).£32.99 
WWF (UK).£31.99 
THUNDER FORCE 4 (UK) ...CALL 
XENON 2 (UK) .£28.99 
ROLLING THUNDER 2.CALL 
MICKEY + DONALD .£33.99 
TAILSPIN (UK).CALL 
DRAGONS FŮRY.£35.00 
TURBO OUTRUN .£28.00 

■ '44111 ygrwiwr” 
ŠOHě€ Am ADAnOm 
(9K VmiON) QNIY 

£114.99 

GAMEGEAR TITLES 

SONIC 2 (UK).£24.00 
OUTRUN .£21.00 
OUTRUN EUROPA .£21.00 
LEMMINGS.£23.00 
TERMINÁTOR.£22.00 
ALIENS 3 .£23.00 
NINJAGAIDEN .£21.00 
DONALD DUCK.£23.00 
WONDERBOY .£16.00 
MICKEY MOUŠE .£20.00 
SPACEHARRIER .£19.00 
SUPER MONACO.£16.00 
HALLEY WARS.£20.00 
WOODYPOP.£15.00 
INDIANA JONES.CALL 
STREETS OF RAGE.CALL 
SMASHT.V..CALL 
OLYMPIC GOLD .£23.00 
PAPERBOY .£22.00 

MARBLE MADNESS.CALL 

PLgASE NOTĚ ALL-MACHINES 
GAffiíYAQWEYEAR 

GUARAreee. weare not 
ASSDDín'E©4N ANYWAY WITH 

UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT 
OTBTRlBUnORDF CARLISLE. 

Pgp ON MAeHřNES^RE FREE. 
fep-©N GAMES=KfflMAL POST 

FREE, RECORDSaXl, 
REGÍSTEHEPTOST £2. ROYAL 

' MAIL SPEC»L etyVEHY E2^ 
=r.r-'- _ _ 

Please make all cheques/PO's to 

cp.fr.vs- ^‘UW. 
Sega products are subject to availabillty. 

Uf MD,PRO>^ 

TEUEPh 

MD, PROVINCIAL HOUSE, 69 SOUTH RARADE,SUTTON COU)FIELD, 

WESTA^DLANDSB72 1QU 

TEUEPHONE: 021 378 5465 FAX NO: 021 355 0962 
CALLBEFOREORDERING, TO RESERVE/CONfíRM AVAÍ 

NEW MEGA DRIVE GAMES FOR SÁLE 

0962 Wjk 
AVAllABIUrm^ 

UK GAMES 
ALIEN 3.£38.00 

SIMPSONS.£37.00 

TERMINÁTOR.£38.00 

EURO CLUB SOCCER.£38.00 

SONIC 2.£37.50 

;LHX.£38.00 

iSMASHlV.£34.00 

ISTREETSOFRAGE.£43.00 

SPECIÁL XMAS BARGAINS 

I WESUPPIY ALL U.K GAMES 
; MEGA DRIVE-OFFICIAL UK+ S0NIC1 OR 

i OLYMPIC GOLD ONLY £123.00! (inc. courier) 

THE NOJ 
MEGA DEAL! 

STRICTLY LIMITED 
QUANTITIES. 

óm 
£35 + £2 p+p 

ISHIDO + 
FANTASM SOLDIER 

+ GYNOUG 

+ £2IFJAP. 
CONVERTOR REQ. 

CHEQUES MADE 
PAYABLE TO 

DAVID COLLINS 

+S0NIC10R OLYMPIC GOLD 

+ ANYST0CKEDJAPANESE GAME AND 

CONVERTOR FOR ONLY €144.00 (inc. courier) 

(PLEASE ADD 5% FOR CREDIT CARD ORDER) 

JAPANESE/UK CONVERTOR.£8.00 

+1JAPANESEGAME.£4.50 

+ 2JAPANESEGAMES.FREE! 

MEGADEALS. 

FREE LOCALDELIVERY SERVICE 

NOV. DRAW 
WINNER 

R.AVENT OF BRISTOL* 

WHOCHOSE ALISIA 

DRA(K)0N 

i 

IMPORT GAMES 
U.S GAMES 
PREDAT0R2-£37.00 

SIDE POCKET-£37.00 

SUPER HIGHIMPACT--£38.00 

CYBERCOPICORP.)-£39.00 

TEAMU.S.A.BASKEIBALL-£38.50 

TAZMANIA-£37.00 

CARMEN SAN DIEGO-£36.00 

JOHN MADDEN '92-£30.00 

EAHOCKEY-£30.00 

STARFLIGHT--£32.00 

CENTURIAN-£31.50 

GREENDOG-£34.00 

ISHIDO-£13.00 

ALISIA DRAGOON-£26.00 

DECAPATTACK-£23.00 

CALIBRE50-£21.00 

JAPANESE GAMES 
HELLFIRE-£23.00 

WHIPRUSH- £21.00 

GYNOUG-£21.00 

SUPER MONACO GPI-£25.50 

FANTASM SOLDIER-£28.00 

.MEGA PRICES 

FREE POST+PACK. FOR GAMES 
24 HRANSWERING SERVICE 9.30-6.00 MON-FRI 9.00 -1.00 SAT-SUN 

No 1 FOR SERVICE...NO 1 FOR NEW GAMES 

Mail Order/Shop addresi 
I Coitsole Concepti 

The Villagi 
^ New<astle-u-Lym4 

HHr: Sfa«s ST5 1QI 
\ccess 1 (0782) 712751 

1 SHOP HOUR 

] Sat/Weekdays 9.00 - 5.30pi 

Thursdays 9.00 - 1 .OOpi 

mmmi imf) mm xmas pack 
• THE IDEÁL XMAS PRESSIE 
• SEGACONSaE —^ 
•4 STANDARD JOYPAD 
4 SONIC HEOGEHOG GAME ^ 
•^GAMEOFYOUR 

CH01CEUPT0E35 ^ 
m DUSTCOVER j 
«1 PAIR STEREO HEADPHONES^^^^^ . 
w 1 EXTRA JOYPAD WITH AUTOFiRE 4 
C 1 DELUXE CARRY CASE (NORMÁL 

SRP Cl 8.99) 

TURBO EXPRESS COLOUR HANDHELD 
(USA) CONSOLE 

INCLUDES HANDHELD CONSOLE, PlAYS ALL USA GAMES AND JAP PC 

ENGINE GAMES WITH CONVERTOR CARTRIDGE 

ONLY l)7S ♦ m 
JAP CONVERTOR £25 

TURBOCHIPGAMES IN STOCKINCLUDE: SPLATTERHOUSE, FALCON., 

PARASOL STARS, JACKIE CHÁN, DEVIL CRUSH, YO BRO. 

WE ALSO SELI EXTRA JOYPADS, MULTIPAD ADAPTOR 
AND CARRY CASES 

SNES SCART USA PACK 
« SNES SCART CONSOLE 
• 1 STANDARD JOYPAD ^ 
• 1 AUTOFIRE XDYPAD ^ 
t STREETFIGHTER II 
ě 1 SCART LEAD 
• 1 UK POWER SUPPLY 
• RUNSJAP/USA 

GAMES 

AMAZING TURBO DUO CD ROM SYSTEM 
• NEW TURBO DUO CD ROM (USA) 

. • SCART LEAD & POWER SUPPLY 
• 3GAMES0NCD(B0NKSADV, 

YSI& II, GATE THUNDER 
vJ tTWO GAMES ON TURBO CARD B(B0NKS REVENGE & NINJA SPIRIT) 

• PLAYS USACARDS + CDROMS. 

ONLY £350 + P&P 

í.lAíSPftHAÍíEDtm: 
SNESSCARTUSA.1PAD.£130 
SNES USA SCART, 2 PADS + 
MARIOWORLD.CALL 
TURBOGRAFX USA SCART + GAME ..£165 
ATARILYNX ll + ANY GAME.£99 
GAME GEAR + SONIC + PSU + 6ALAGA 90..£140 
MEGADRIVE CONSOLE + PSU 
+1 JOYPADS, + SONIC 
HEDGEHOG.....£120 
NEOGEO + 2X4BUnON 
JOYSTICKS + PSU + ANYGAME 
UPTO£70.£380+P&P 

GUNFORCE.CALL 
PRINCE OF PERSIA.CALL 
CHUCK ROCK. CALL 
ONTHEBALL.CALL 
ROADRUNNER.CALL 
NHLPAICE HOCKEY.CALL 
MICKEY MOUŠE (JAP).CALL 
COSMO GANG (JAP).CALL 
STAR WARS.CALL 
SPIDERMAN.CALL 
OUT OF THIS WORLD.CALL 

GALAHAD.38.00 
CHUCK ROCK.38.00 
EAICE HOCKEY 93.38.00 
AQUATIC GAMES.35.00 
TEAM USA BASKETBALL.38.00 
RAMPARTS.CALL 
DRAGONS FŮRY.38.00 
LHXAnACKCHOPPER..CALL 
BATMAN RETURNS.CALL 
SONIC HEDGEHOG II.CALL 
STREETS OF RAGE II.CALL 
MICKEY+ D0NALDS WORLD OF 
ILLUSION.CALL 
WWFWRESTLEMANIA.CALL 
JOHN MADDEN 93.CALL 
TOXICCRUSADER.CALL 
SHADOWOFTHEBEASTII.CALL 
XENON II.CALL 
ALIEN III.CALL 
NHLPAICE HOCKEY.CALL 
CAPTAIN AMERICA & AVENGERS .CALL 
UNIVERSAL SOLDIER.CALL 
BATMAN RETURNS.CALL 
GADGETTWINS.CALL 

FATAL FŮRY.CALL 

SUPERMARI0LAND2.CALL 
SPEEDBALL2..,.CALL 
BIONICCOMMANDO.CALL 
STAR WARS..CALL 
XENON 2.CALL 
JETSONS.CALL 

SONIC 2.CALL 
BATMAN RETURNS.CALL 
CHUCK ROCK.CALL 
INDIANA JONES.CALL 
TAZMANIA.CALL 

ALIENS lli.38.00 
TERMINÁTOR..36.00 
EUROCLUB SOCCER..38.00 
BULLSVSLAKERS.4000 
LEMMINGS.38.00 
DUNGEONS& DRAGONS... .45.00 
TEAM USA BASKETBALL.38.00 
SMASHTV. 38.00 
CYBERCOP (CORPORATION).45.00 
TAZMANIA. 38.00 

POWERSPORTS, RAMNA1/2 (CD), 
TATSUJIN, KICK BOXING (CD). ZERO 
WING (CD), LOOM (CD), SHAPE SHIFTER 
(CD). DRAGONS SLAYER (CD), AIR ZONK 
(TG).GHOSTMANOR(TG) 

PLEASE CALL FOR PRICES 

AEROBLASTERS. ANDRÉ PANZA KICK 
BOXING, BLOODY WOLF. BOMBERMAN, 
BONKS REVENGE, DEVIL CRUSH. FINÁL 
LAPTWIN. GALAGA 88, GUNBOAT. JACKIE 
CHÁN, NIGHT CREATURES, PARASOL 
STARS.RAIDEN. SPLAHERHOUSE, 
SUPER STAR SOLDIER, TALESPIN. R 
TYPE (COMPLETE). SaOlER BLADE, 
NEUTOPIAIl. IMPOSSAMOLE 

GAMESFROM£35TO£45 
CALL FOR DETAILS. 

STREETFIGHTERII 

TURTLESIN TIME. 
PRINCE OF PERSIA.49.00 
BARTSNIGHTMARE.49.00 
DOUBLE DRAGON.49.00 

...49.00 SUPER O BERT. 
WINGSII.49.00 
FINÁL FANTASY MYSTICAL OUEST.45.00 
DESERT STRIKE.49.00 
BLUES BROTHERS.CALL 

ACTRAISER. 
ADDAMS FAMILY 
ARCANA. 
CASTLEVANIAIV 
CONTRAIII. 
EXTRA INNINGS 
FZERO. 
F1 ROC. 
FACEBALL 2000. 
FINÁL FANTASY II. 
FINÁL FIGHT. 
SUPER GHOULS AND GHOSTS. 
JOE & MAC. 
KRUSTYS SUPER FUNHOUSE 
KINGOF THEMONSTERS. 
LEGEND OF ZELDA. 
SUPER MARIOWORLD. 
MARIOPAINT. 
MYSTICAL NINJA. 
NCAA BASKETBALL. 
PEBBLEBEACHGOLF. 
PILOT WINGS. 
ROBOCOP III. 
SIM CITY. 
SMASHTV. 
SUPER BAHLETANK. 
SUPER BOWLING. 
TKO BOXING. 
TOP GEAR. 
UNSOUADRON . 
WWFWRESTLEMANIA. 

.49.00 
45.00 
49.00 
.49.00 
.49.00 
.4500 
.45.00 
4900 
49.00 
49.00 
.49.00 
4900 
49.00 
.49.00 
.49.00 

45.00 
.6000 
4900 
49 00 AllEN III 
45.00 
4900 
.44.00 
45.00 mm 
49.00 ^ 
25,00 
45 QQ SUPER BAniET/ 

45.00 . . , 
4900 
45,00 
45.00 

ALL US GAMES NEED CONVERTOR FOR 
USE ON UK SNES, OUR CONVERTOR 

PLAYS ALL GAMES RELEASED SO FAR 
INC MARIO KART, ONLY £20 

SONIC BUSTMAN. 
ACROBATMISSION. 

.4900 

.40.00 

TURTlf S IN TIM 

..65.00 
F1 EXHAUSTHEAT. .4900 
GOLDEN FIGHTER (12 MEG). .49.00 

.45.00 HOOK. .3500 
.49.00 DINOSAURS 35.00 
,49.00 COSMO GANG CALL THUNDERSTORA 

.49.00 TOP RACER 40.00 

..49.00 RAMNA 1/2.. 49.00 

.49.00 HATTRICK HERC. . . 45.00 \ 

WE HÁVE FAR MORE GAMES ON ALL 
CONSOLES THAN WE CAN PRINT IN THIS 

ADVERT.IF YOU CAN NOT SEE A TITLE YOU predatOR II 
REOUIRE PLEASE CALL US NOW. 

WE ALSO STOCK LYNX, GAMEBOY, PC 
ENGINE/TURBOGRAFX, SUPER 

NINTENDO/SUPER FAMICOM CONSOLES 'X' T“' 
AND GAMES. SHOP PRICES MAY VARY. ALL UlSi 

GOODS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. 
TERMINÁTOR 

ORDER DETAILS: All consoles are despatched Parcel Porce Next Day Delivery 

(Saturday delivery is extra £6.00) Cheques - Please allow 5 working days for dearance. 
P+P: Consoles £10.00, Joysticks £2.50, Each game £1.50 ^ 

’ Please statě If you are a new customer or please quote your customer number. 

s!,. ^ machines and games are Japanese uniess otherwise stated. 

SEGA, GENESIS, GAAAE GEAR, /V\EGA DRIVE, NEO GEO, SUPER FAMICOM, PC ENGINE, NINTENDO GAME BOY 

TURBO GRAFX, LYNX & THEIR LOGOS ARE REGISTERED TRADEAAARKS OF THEIR RESPEaiVE COMPANIES AND Vv 

ARE NOT REIATED NOR ENDORSED BY THEM. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ALTER PRICES WITHOUT NOTIFICATIOI 



for V® ornp'©'® « 

■(PÍO CONSOLfc 

po^eíw-- .^toW 

crarr>rf'®^Q5 r^asáve 
g<^Tnns?nď exduswe 

ConsoleXSK^I^oI; 
rT^aga^'f^®®Mvj\nnejs. 

...!^/-^ WUG 

Oniy Console XS gives 
The latest edition of Console XS is on newsagents’ shelves now. But it sells out fast, so reserve your copy immediately. In oase of difficulty obtaining a copy phone Paragon Publishing on 0202 299900. 

you the edge... when 
you’re out there to win! 



"^TlOOKArrHíS 

COSSIP PLAV NQW 

007818 

goodies n 
COULD n 
OF YOURS! 
?5jTHEQU«y 

NOW-'- 

^noLlDAY 

SUlYíilY 

^Í£9BSia, A fantastic 
MOUNTAlN B 

PLAY THE QH*Z 

HOWEVERVOULH 

Squ»znov«ií 10 SPEND 
CALLTHE 

uuíjí:^ 

CALLS COSI 36P/MIN (CHEAP RATE), 48P/MIN (AT ALL OTHER TIMES) INC.VAT, PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HÁVE PERMISSION BEFORE YOU CALL.AVERAGE LENGTH OF CALL 5.5 MIN WHICH WILL COST £1.98 (CHEAP RATE). COMPETITORS ARE REQUIRED TO ANSWER QUI2 QUESTIONS AND A TIEBREAK 
ANSWER. © MEGAFONE LTD 1992.WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED BY POST AT THE GLOSE OF EACH COMPETITION. A FULL LIST OF RULES IS AVAILABLE FROM MEGAFONE LTD. A WINNERS LIST IS AVAILABLE AT THE GLOSE OF EACH COMPETITION BY SENDING AN SAE. MEGAFONE LTD., SANDYLANDS 

u/^i ICC Kiir^DcnAMnc I ANirc lA^íinfí 

cossin 

v COSSIP 
COSSIP 

CAU 0839^07827 

MELROSE PLAČE 
FIND OUT WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT! 

fljWfl/ A PAIR OF 
I ^^LLERBíaoesi 
CALL 0839-007822 



Here’s a hot tip for another oldie, 4íy* 
Back to the Future Part 3. At any 
point in the game, press up and A, 
down and A, left and A and right 
and A. This will automatically také youi 
onto the next level. U)a.'KTh^ 

- / J 

ProTip of the month will win the sender 

three carts - which means you couid 

win yourself up to £150 -worth of Sega 

software just for sharing your gaming 

secrets with the worid of Sega owners! 

Winners for each month will be con- 

tacted -< don’t ring us, we1l ring you! 

You can send your tips to us in any of 

the following ways: 

Use that tried and tested method of 

putting pen to páper and transcribing 

your secrets for the worid to read. 

Send your wads of páper to: ProTips, 
SbgaPro, Paragon Publishing 124 Old 
Chrístchurch fíoad, Boumemouth, 
DoisetBHI INI 

Dragon's Fůry.80 

Faery Tale Adventure.82 
Fantasia.82 

Greendog.83 
James Pond 2.82 

Lemmíngs.94 
NHLPA Hockey.96 

Pro Help.86 

Quackshot.82 

Shiníng in the Darkness.83 

Sonic the Hedgehog.82 

Splotterhouse 2.82 

Steel Empíre.82 

Street Smort.83 

Tazmanio.83 

Test Drive 2.  82 

Two Crude Dudes.82 

Uníversal Soldier.94 

Wdni Woni World.83 

If you can piek up the phone, but are to 

afraid to speak to anyone down it, you 

can scribble your tips down and fax 

them to US on (0202) 299955. Send 

them any time of the day or night and 

mark them for the attention of ProTips. 

Don’t forget to include your name and 

phone number! 

mmm 
Back to the Future 3.80 

Golden Axe.80 

Lemmíngs.94 

New Zealand Story.94 

Paemanía.80 

Rastan Saga.80 

Sonic The Hedgehog.80 

Axe Battler.81 

Chuck Rock.81 

Lemmíngs.94 

Sonic The Hedgehog.81 

Super Monaco GP.81 

The SegaPro Tips Donation line oper- 

ates between 4:00pm and 5:30pm 

Monday to Friday. Just ring (0202) 

299900 and ask for the ProTips depart¬ 

ment. Please oniy use this number for 

SHORT tips, we cannot accept whole 

Solutions down the phone as it ties up 

the line for other callers. Don’t forget 

to give your name and telephone num¬ 

ber. Any calis received outside of 

these times cannot, unfortunately, be 

accepted (the ProTips guys háve to 

work too, you know!). 

AN BUTT^S BROLINE 
You know how to glve us the latest and greatest tips, but Damian can aiso get them to you. Damían 
Butťs ProLine ís updated every Friday with the latest tips for the Mega Drive, Master System and Game 
Gear. When you ring this numt^r, you’H not onIy get Damian’s personál choice of music, you’ll get 100% 
Sega tips - no ads, no bull, just help. Damian Butt compietes every game he plays, so you can be sure 
that every tip you hear has come from the UK’s top Sega tipster. The number to phone for the latest 
hints ís... 

Calis charged at 36p/min cheap rate, 48p/min at all other times. Please get the phone owner’s permission heforei 

Earnest Evans. .81 
Thundersform FX. .83 
Wonder Dog. .83 

PAC-MANIA 
To access the hidden level in this 
game, eat all the dots while leaving 
the power pills alone. An object will 
appear in the middle of the sereen 
where all the fruits usually are. Eat 
this and you will be taken to the 
hidden level. 

■■V 

f 

Once all your continues 
háve been ušed on Golden 
Axe, press up, left and but- 
ton 1 simultaneously to 
receive 3 more lives! This 
comes from Tom Jenner in 
Reading. 

To get the 
extra life on 
Sonic the 
Hedgehog 
Jungle level 
fall down, 
jump onto 
the next 
platform and jump up once. Then, turn 
left and jump across twice to find the extra life!^ 
This comes courtesy of Craig Harper, Glasgow. 

RASTAN 
SAGA 
For infinite continues, press the 
following buttons: Down, left, 
down and both fire buttons. If the 
cheat has worked, the 
Rastan logo will turn X. 
blue and you will 
receive infinite con- iSyjSífpiyil 
tinues. " I 

Listen up aD you pinball wiz- 
ards out there. Mr C Watson of 
Aberdeen has found some 
codes. Type in PQBVHLB5K5 to 
obtain 99 balis and a score of 
605652000! 

Sega CHRISTMAS 1992 



I 

In response to our plea for some extra Sonic GG tips.Wayne Turner of 
Middlesex supplied us with a few. On Bridge Level Act 3, if youYe having trou- 

b!e killing Robotnik, read on. When he appears, run to the opposite 
arch, stand bang in the middle and press down. Sonic will 

perform a spin attack. Keep pressing down because after 
_ he emerges the second time, he’ll be history. 

If you ever see a sideways facing spring, roli 
into it and at the same time press iefťright. 

he even 

SOMiC THE HEDGí HOr, : & 2 HELPIINE 0891 866 00 

CHEATSGALORE 0891 101 23 
GONSOLE HOTUNE 0891 445 99 
CONSOtl HHEATS ANíj Q39 S 445 99 

SEGA GHEATS AND TIPS 0891 445 93 
SHAbOW Oř THE beS T HELPtťNE 0891 442 02 
HEROES OF THE LANGE HELPLINE 0891 442 02 
THE IMMORTAL HELPLINE 0891 445 92 
BUCK ROGERS COUNTDOWN TO DOOM 0891 442 03 
THM WHIZZř.-:.: ;:;;V\rUTt^: 0891 10125 
DISKWORLD GLUB 0891 445 92 

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON ALL OUR 
OTHER HELPLINES RING 0891 445 904 

Sonic will go faster than ever before 
gQ0g completely Off 

the screen! Another 
tip 
from from 
Yannis Bolman. On 
level 6-2, enter 

■IF" 4MBtj|íll!ir^ Robotnik’s airship 

★ AU SERVICES UPDATED WEEKLY* 

Stuart Chapman in Kent has sent in codes for all the 
levels of Axe Battler. Here we go! 

PBOO 
lOCN 

ALKO 
MAKK 

OMEM 

BlOP 

MDKI 
OAJN 

PNOF 

AKMG 

PJGK 
NICD 

Firewood Town 

Turtle Vlllage 

Sand Marrow 
Holm Stock 

Brockhili 

North Valley 

11/41l1CL-í1 

Level codes keep 
rolling in for Chuck 
Rock. Simon 
Giddings has sent us 
all three: 

CHRISTMAS 1992 Sega 

PROPRIETOR:- JACQUELINE WRIGHT, P.O. BOX 17, 

ASHDON UNDER LYNE, 0L7 OWW 

Calis cost 3óp a min at 'cheap rate' and 48p a min at all other times, 

To see the finál sequences of the game, go to the «password input screen and seiect 
World Championship mode. This will 
také you to the finál screens. This 

^ can aiso be achieved by inputting 
^ ^; „ CHAMPION in the same screen. 

To skip a stage, freeze 
the screen of whichev- 
er stage you Ve in and 
press up, A, down, B, ^ mm 
left, A, right, and B. 
Cancel pause and youiS 
will now háve cleared the stage! 



To get an extra life on the bonus levei, destroy the 
vending machine and a 1~up will appear! 

FANTASIA 
When starting stage 1, go down a 
flight of stairs and shoot 2 smalt ene- 
mies. On the right 2 brooms will 
appear, také them to the left and 
shoot the first one. Loads of goodies 
will now appear on the stairs. 

To select any level, 
press down, down, 
B, down, down, C 

and all levels will now ^ 
be available for you to 

mm select. 

More and more tips are coming in for James Pond 2 and an 
anonymous good person from Sutton Coldfield has supplied 
loads of them. This one, in particular, is quite brilliant; When 
youVe got the invincibility cheat on (coliect the cake, hammer, 
earth apple and tap in that order on the level select screen), 
open all the doors and go to Bubble Bath land. After complet- 
ing the level, go to the tower on the right-hand side and, on 
the other side of it are two pil- 

n|ai2W3 on a pillar 
^ . * • * ♦ ♦ ♦ • I trk q rlr\rkr 

QUACKSHOT 
To get extra lives, go to the Viking 
ship and climb the mast in the ele- 
vator. At the top of the elevator, 
waík right and fotlow the ropě path 
down. You’li get an extra life. Keep 
returning to the same spot for 
more! 

to be taken to a dooř 
which you might háve 
thought was impossi- 
ble to get to. Dash to 
the very edge of the 
pillar and jump 
quickly into the dooř. 
You’ll find loads of 

v goodies in there to 
^ boostyouup! 

Ben Turner from 
Norfolk has sent us a 
cheat to see the end 
sequences of Faery 
Tale Adventu re. 
Simply enter this 
code: 
7R2KUL6RSZXSK6N 

HGSSDCB720663R12 

H0785P 

PhewlThaťs a bit of 
a long one! 

' SONIC THE 
i HEDGEHOG 

Not another one! During the title screen, press the C button 7 
times, up and down 3 times, then left and right. Then hold down 
button A and press start. In stage select, set the sound number 
to 9E or 9F and press A or C. 9E leads to a screen full of the 
game’s development team and 9F to the ending. 

To select any level, set the difficulty level to easy, the stock to 3 and 
play the first sound twice, the ninth once and the second once. You 
will now be able to select a level. 

|o 

Sega CHRISTMAS 1992 



Mega-CD owner, Tony 
Underwood of Bolton has 
made a brilliant discovery 
when playing Wonder Dog. 
He found the passwords to 
ali the levels. Thaťs an 
extremely handy tip, 
cheers Tony! 
Level Code 
1 (Bunnyhop meadow)- 
2(Dogsville) Mystic 
3(Scrapyard) Ankles 
4(Loony moon) Ledzep 
5(Planet Weird) Reeves 

To get some extra lives, quickly 
reset the console more than 10 
times and choose options from 
the menu. Move down to sound 
test and press down 3 times and 
A once. A new window will 
appear allowing you to set the 
amount of lives. 

A brilliant cheat has been dls- 
covered to make you vary richl 
To obtain millions of gold colns, 
také a magie Item that will be 
useless after Iťa ušed once to a 
ahop for repalr. Make eure 
youVe got lese money than It 
costs and then go to sleep and 
piek It up the neset day. Youll 
find that you now háve loada of 
gold coina! 

CHRISTMAS 1992Segoí^m 

When the menu is on the 
title sereen, press left, right , A, B 
and C and you will now get sound 
fx. Press B, A, C, A, left, left, right, 
left and your play becomes invinci- 

When the Sega Logo appears 
press reset twice. When starting 'wSj 
the game, the life counter will show : 
??? instead of a number. This 
means you now háve infinite lives! 

wiígA mm: 

mm! 
If youVe having trouble on Greendog 
then Lee Pembroke from Essex has 
discovered a way to get infinite contin- 
ues. On cavern stage, level 1, jump 
over the spikes and onto the floating 
stone. Then jump on the next stone 
you see, kill the frogs and carry on 
jumping left. Fire your Frisbee into * 
the mouth of the dragon to will reveal 
a secret room. Keep jumping over 
the gaps until you reach a spring j 
which will catapult you up to some ^ iíS 
hidden treasure chests. You shouid 
land on top of one of them, so blast it with your 
Frisbee and it will reveal a continue. Then “kill” Greendog and keep going 
back to the same spot until youVe got enough continues! Takés a bit of time, 
but well worth it in the end! 



BRITAIN'S BiGGEST AND BEST-SELUNG SEGA MAGAZÍNE IS 
SCREECHING OFF THE SHELVES. HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO 
GRAB THE ISSUES YOU MIGHT HÁVE MISSED! 

Issue 5 £2.50 
First ever Mega-CD reviews 

of Earnest Evans, Heavy 

Nova and Sol-Feace. AIso 

reviewed are Buck Rogers 
(MD), Rings of Power (MD), 

Super Fantasy Zone (MD), 
Toki (MD), Wani Wani World 

(MD), Alien Storm (MS), 

Laser Ghost (MS), Line of 
Fire (MS), Shadow Dancer 

(MS), Aleste (GG), 

Heavyweight Champ (GG), 
Space Harrier (GG)... 

Issue 6 £3.50 
Fabulous Electronic Arts 
sports watch with this issue. 

Included in the many 

reviews are Art Alive (MD), 
Battlemaster (MD), Where 

in Time is Carmen 
Sandiego? (MD), Desert 

Strike (MD), Kid Chamelion 
(MD), SD Valis (MD), Two 

Crude Dudes (MD), Funky 

Horror Band (M-CD), 
Bonanza Bros (MS), Spider- 

Man (GG)... 

Issue 7 £2.50 
Absolutely free with this 

month’s issue are a 
collection of super-cool 

SegaPro stickers. Plus an 
exciusive look at the 

sensational Wondermega. 

Reviews include Arch Rivals 
(MD), Double Dragon (MD), 

Ninja Burai (MD), Turbo Out 
Run (MD), Asterix (MS), 

Back to the Future III (MS), 

Champions of Europe (MS), 
Alien Syndrome (GG)... 

Issue 8 £2.75 
Massive A2 Simpsons 

poster and compete 80- 

page A to Z^ok of Sega 
game^i^^l^lll with thi^ 

^fin^_ 
lonl^atibn 

5 Bird (MD), 

SlWeTVorld (MD), Arcade 

Smash Hits (MS), Marble 

Madness (MS), The 
Terminátor (MS), Monster 

World II (GG)... 

Issue 11 £2.50 
Huge issue with an 
exciusive review of the 

game-cracking Game Genie 

device from Code Masters 
and heaps of reviews, 

including American 

Gladiators (MD), Aquabatics 
(MD), Gadget Twins (MD), 

Thunderforce IV (MD), Alf 
(MS), Chuck Rock (MS), 

Ninja Gaiden (MS), Aerial 
Assault (GG), The Viking 

Child (GG)... 

Issue 12 £2.50 
Superb issue with free 

badge. Includes reviews of 

Alien 3 MD), Atomic Runner 
MD), Dungeons and 

Dragons MD), Evander 

Holyfielďs Boxing (MD), 
Grey Lancer, Sports Talk 

Baseball (MD), Xenon 2 

(MD), Twinkle Tale (MD, Putt 
& Putter (MS), Xenon 2 

(MS). AIso includes a 
preview of Superman plus 

many more... 

-1 

Back Issues Form | 
Please send me the following most I 
excellent back issues of SegaPro: I 

Name. 
Signatuře 
Address... 

Postcode 

Issue 9 £2.50 
Simpsons speciál with 

exciusive reviews on all 
Sega formats. Plus a 

massive preview of every 

Sega game coming out 

during the rest of the year. 

Reviews include Chuck 
Rock (MD), Olympic Gold 
(MD), Thunder Pro 

Wrestling (MD), Prince of 
Persia (MS), Sagaia (MS), 

Speedball 2 (MS), Crystal 
Warriors (GG)... 

Phone number. 

Method of payment please indicate your choice 

□ CHEQUE / POSTÁL ORDER 
Please make payable to Paragon Publishing Ltd 

□ CREDIT GARD.Expiry dáte / / 

Gard number_/_!_!_ 

Please return this coupon (together with your cheque / PO if 
applicable made payable to Paragon Publishing Ltd) in an 
envelope to the following address: SegaPro Back Issues, Paragon 
Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST(BH 1255), BOURNEMOUTH, BH11BR. 
It won’t cost you a penny in stamps if posted in the UK. 
Aiternatively call our credit card hotiine on 0202 299900 now. 

Issue 10 £2.75 
Essential SegaPro shades 
come with this issue. As do 

crucial reviews of Batman 

(MD), Cadash (MD), Ferrari 
Grand Prix Challenge (MD), 

Splatterhouse 2 (MD), Taz 

Mania (MD), Super Monaco 
GP 2 (MS), Wimbledon 

(MS), Klax (GG), Marble 

Madness (GG), Olympic 

Gold (GG), Paperboy (GG), 

Popils (GG), Prince of 
Persia (GG)... 

Issue 13 £2.50 
Superb issue bundled with a 

free fact-packed buyei^s 
guide to Sega games and 

add-ons. Exciusive reviews 

of Gods (MD), Shining 
Force (MD), Predator 2 

(MD), Super high Impact 
(MD), Super Smash TV 

(MS), The Terminátor (GG) 

and many, many more. AIso 
a fabulous round-up of the 

best beat-’em-ups around 
on all formats. 

Issue 14 £2.75 
Bundled with this issue is an 
unmissable 100-page book 

to the top 100 games on 

Master System, Mega 
Drive, Mega-CD and Game 

Gear. There’s aiso an in- 
depth look at the games 
you’ll be playing on the 

Mega-CD when the systém 

is finally released in the UK. 
Stacks of reviews including 

Lemmings (MD), Alien 3 
(MS), Smash TV (GG)... 



RESERVE YOUR 
MENACER NOW! 

SEGA MENACER 
LIGHT GUN 
£59.99 + £5.00 P&R 

PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS OF 

THIS, AND OUR 'ADVANCE 
ORDERING/RESERVATION 

SCHEME AVAILABLE ON ALL 

NEW FORTHCOMING SOFTWARE 
AND HARDWARE. 

"SEAT THE CROWD" 

We OFFBR A "TREASURE CHEST" OF TITLES! NEWSFLASH 

OFFICIAL UK MEGADRIVE 

lne Sonic; PSU: RF lead + 1 joypad 
= £124.99 + 5.00 p&p 

Sega MD Infrared Joypads 
2 Joypads = £34.95 + £5.00 p&p 

Game Gear inc Sonic + AC Adaptor 
= £119.99+ 5.00 p&p 

MEGADRIVE (UK/US) 
ALIEN3. 37.95 
Alisia Dragoon.37.95 
•AMERICAN GLADIATORS.CALL 
AQUABATICS.34.95 
ATOMIC RUNNER.34.95 
Batman.34.95 
BATMAN RETURNS.37.96 
•BOND 007: THE DUEL.CALL 
•BREACH.CALL 
Buck Rogers.39.99 
BULLSVLAKERS.39.95 
CAPTAIN AMERICA.37.95 
•CHASE HQ.CALL 
•CHAKAN: THE FOREVER MAN.CALL 
CHUCK ROCK.37.95 
CORPORATION.38.95 
DRAGON‘S FŮRY.37.95 
D.R. SUPREME COURT.37.95 
DEATH DUEL.39.99 
Desert Strike.34.95 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS.44.95 
EURO CLUB SOCCER.38.99 
EVANDER HOLYFIELD.36.95 
F-22 Interceptor.34.95 
FERRARI GRAND PRIX CHALL.37.95 
FINÁL ZONE.34.95 
FLINTSTONES.CALL 
•GADGET TWINS.CALL 
GALLAHAD.39.95 
•GODS.CALL 

CALL HŮRKY WHILE STOCKS LAST 

MEGADRIVE (UK/US) 
GREENDOG.34.95 
Immortal.34.95 
JENNIFER CAPRIATl TENNIS.36.95 
JOHN MADDEN93.37.95 
Kid Chameleon.34.95 
KRUSTYS FUNHOUSE.34.95 
LHX AHACK CHOPPER.37.95 
•LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE.CALL 
M.U.S.H.A.34.96 
LEMMINGS.37.96 
•MC KIDS.CALL 
MONTANA SPORTSTALK 3.39.95 
NHLPA HOCKEY ‘93.37.95 
PGA Tour Golf.34.95 
PGATOUR GOLF 2.39.95 
PREDATOR 2.36.95 
OLYMPrC GOLD.37.95 

MEGADRIVE (UK/US) 
POWERMONGER.39.95 
Quackshot.32.95 
•ROAD RASH 2.CALL 
Robocod.34.95 
Rolling Thunder 2.37.95 
SAGIA.34.95 
Saint Sword.34.95 
SIDE POCKET.37.95 
SMASH TV.36.95 
SONIC HEDGEHOG 2.36.99 
SPEEDBALL 2.34.95 
Spiderman.32.95 
SPLAHERHOUSE 2.39.95 
•STEEL TALONS.CALL 
Streets of Rage.CALL 
•STREETS OF RAGE 2.39.99 
•SUPERMAN.CALL 
•TERMINÁTOR 2.CALL 
SUPER MONACO GP 2.39.95 
TAZMANIA.37.95 
TERMINÁTOR.38.95 
THE SIMPSONS.37.95 
TEAM USA BASKETBALL.36.95 
•TWISTED FLIPPER.CALL 
WHEELOF FORTUNE.44.95 
WING COMMANDER.44.95 
WONDERBOY IN M/WORLD.39.95 
WORLD OF ILLUSION 

(Mickey & Donald).37.95 
WWF WRESTLEMANIA.37.99 
•X-MEN.CALL 

ALL GAMES ARE NEW 

GAME GEAR....GAME GEAR....GAME GEAR....GAME GEAR....GAME GEAR 

Chessmoster - Donald Duck - Fantasy Zone - Factory Panic - G-Loc - Shinobi - Halley 
Paperboy - Crystal Warriors - Outrun - Sonic Hedgel 

alley Wars - Leaderboard - Mickey Mouše - Spiderman £24.95 - Ax Battler - GG 
MANY OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE FOR MEGADRIVE: GAME GEAR: SNES: GAMEBOY; NI ihog - Super Kick Off £27.95 each MANY OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE FOR Ml 

(081)201 0535 
MON to SAT 1 O.OOam to G.OOpm SENSATIONAL SOFTWARE - SENSATIONAL PRICE5 

Gomes morked * moy not be immediotely in stock due to demond & releose dates. Pleose coll to reserve, ond/or confirm avoilabilíty. Thonk you. 

UK MEGA-CD 
AVAILABLE SOON 

CALL FOR LATEST INFO 

GAME OF THE MONTH 

SONIC 2 £36.99 

msmnmmi 
lne Super Mario; PSU; RF Switch plus 

2 joypads = £149.95 + 5.00 p&p 
SUPER NES GAMES 
ADAPTOR = £19.95 

Allows US/JAP carts on UK machines 
STREET FIGHTER 2 £49.99 

'AMS H.ECTRON^ GAMES* 
■AMS* Gomes, Dept SNB (pro), 145b Deans Lané, Edgware, Middlesex HAS DNY 

Middlefon Road 
Hartlepool Docics 
Hartlepool 
Cleveland TS24 ORA 
Tel: 0429 869459 / 231703 
Fox: 0429 862028 
Open 9.00 am till 7.00pm 
& All Doy Saturday 
(All gomes are of Joponese Origin Uniess Otherwise Stoted) 
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Hiveiy ror Co 
(Next Dav Couríer Service) 

£1.50 for Gomes & Áccessoríes, £4.00 Hond Heid 
Consoles (First Closs Recorded Delivery) 

Fully Computerised Stock Control & Despótch 

MEGA DRIVE TOP 20 

I CHIKI CHIKI BOYS. £29.95 
I 2 LEMMINGS.USA £34.95 

3 LHX AHACK CHOPPER.USA £32.95 
4 JOE MONTANA 3.USA £37.95 
5 PIGSKIN.USA £37.95 
6 JENNIFER CAPRIATl TENNIS...USA £34.95 
7 DEATH DUEL.USA £37.95 
8 NHLPA ICE HOCKEY 93.USA £34.95 
9 AFTERBURNER 3 - MEGA-CD. £CALL 
10 TEAM USA BASKETBALL.USA £33.95 
II RBIIV BASEBALL.USA £36.95 
12 TAZ-MANIA.USA £32.95 
13 ALIEN3.USA £32,95 
14 GALAHAD.USA £34,95 
15 AQUATIC GAMES.USA £27.95 
16 WONDERDOG-MEGA-CD. £36.95 
17 RAMPART.USA £32,95 
18 WORLD TROPHY SOCCER.... US A £32.95 
19 SIDE POCKET.USA £32.95 

I 20 CHUCK ROCK.USA £37.96 

. NEW OAMES 
SONIC 2.£31.95 
WHERE IN TIME IS CARMÉN SANDIEGO? ...USA £35.95 
SUPER SHINOBI 2.NOV £CALL 
SUPER HQ.£34.95 
SUPERMAN.NOV 9 £CALL 
BATMAN: RETURN OF THE JOKER.NOV 9 £CALL 
CRYING.£CALL 
BATMAN RETURNS (BY SEGA).NOV £CALL 
CAPTAIN AMERICA.NOV lOfiCALL 
AMAZING TENNIS.NOV 21 £CALL 
TWISTED FLIPPER.NOV 15£CALL 
CHAKAN THE FOREVER MAN.NOV £CALL 
YOUNG INDIANA JONES.NOV £CALL 
THE FLINTSTONES.NOV ©CALL 
TALESPIN.NOV £CALL 

I STEEL TALONS.NOV ©CALL 
WING COMMANDER.USA £41.95 

+★+ sKCiAls *** 
AUENSTORM.£21.95 

BAD OMEN (DEVIUSH).£19.95 
BLOCKOUT.USA £16.95 
DECAPAHACK.USA £19.95 
GHOSTBUSTERS.USA £21.95 

GHOULS 'N* GHOSTS.USA £23.95 
GOIDEN AXE.USA £23.95 
GYNOUG.£14.95 

« cp cT 

ORDERS i^CED BEK)RE 4PM WIU K DESIWCm 
★★★ GAME GEAR GAMES 
AXBAHLER.£13.95 
BART VS SPACE MUTANTS.NOV 31 
BASEBALL '91.£19.50 
BATMAN RETURNS.£23.95 
CHUCK ROCK.£22.95 
CRYSTAL WARRIORS.£23.95 
DONALD DUCK.£23.95 
LEADERBOARD GOLF.£19.95 
MARBLE MADNESS.£22.95 
NINJA GAIDEN.£21.50 
OLYMPIC GOLD.£19.95 
OUTRUN EUROPA.£24.95 
PAPERBOY.£22.95 
PRINCE OF PERSIA.£CALL 
PUn & PUTTER GOLF.£19.50 
R.C. GRAND PRIX.£23,95 
SPACE HARRIER3.£19.50 
SPIDERMAN.£24,95 
SMASH TV.£24.95 
STREETS OF RAGE.£CALL 
SUPER MONACO GPU.£21.95 
TALESPIN.£CALL 
TAZ-MANIA.£24,95 

ACCESSOMES 
POWER CLUTCH 

(SUPER JOYSTICK).£27.95 
SG PROPAD.£18.95 
STEALTH JOYSTICK.£24.95 
STRIKER PAD/STICK.£18.95 
WINNER500PAD.£13.95 
SG-8 PAD (TURBO & SLOW MOTION) .£13.95 
SG-3 PAD (AS SG-8 + LED LIGHTS.£14.95 
JAPANESE GAMES ADAPTOR.£7.95 
GG RECHARGEABLE POWER PACK . . .£31.95 
STEREO ACTIVE SPEAKERS (FOR MD + GG).£13.96 
POWER SUPPLY FOR MD + GG.£8.96 
PYTHON 3 JOYSTICK.£11.95 

00 •- u 

+ Q- -I 

Z-Z2 

3^3" 
Q- a! Q- 5 

<<<< 
0000 

5552 

)V)ONSTFR HllN^R , . .£12.95 

ARNOID RAIMFR ,,. .USA £21.95 
PAT RMFY ba?;kftraii... .USA £21.95 

REVENGE OF SHINOBI. 
SHADOW DANCER. 

.USA £23.95 
USA £23.05 

T. LASORDA BASEBALL. .USA £23.95 

WANIWANI WORLD.. 
WONDERBOY.JE 16.95 



Soothing Sam Hickman has taken over the ProHelp section for all you štuek game- 

players. So, if you’ve got a problém or a helpful tip, send it to: Soothing Sam’s 

ProHelp, SegaPro, Paragon Publishing, Durham House, 124 Old Christchurch 

Road, Bournemouth BH1 INF. Get writíng to Sam, she’11 sooth your game pain! 

PROHELP QPlease help me, I know iťs real- 
ly poor, but Tm štuek on level 2 
in Predator. I can’t seem to kill 

the level guardian and IVe thed 
everything so please help me. Tm at 
my wiťs end. 

Nicholas Martin, Essex 

Well, we are in a sorry statě areďt 
weí Quite a few guys háve written in 
and asked for tips. To kill the 
guardian, piek up as much ammo as 
you can, but try not to use it. When 
you come to the end of the level, go 
straight up the driveTs cab and start 
blasting away When the cab has 
blown up, start on the next 2 guys. 
These will keep coming back uniess 
you completely wipe them out. Keep 
dodging them while throwing 
grenades at the same time. There 
really isďt an easy way to do it, so 
just keep going until they biow up! 

Ql ■ v e 
recently 
bought 

a copy of 
Allen 3 on 
the Mega 
Drive. I háve 
come unstuck 

* on level 5 - 
where you 
start off on 
the left hand 
sereen and 
work your way 
right until you 
reach a dooř. No 
matter what I do, I can- 
not open the dooř. Is this a fault in my 
game or is there a speciál way of 
opening it? 

James Craven, Manchester 

Oh dear, dear. Yoďll kick yourself 
when you hear the solution to this, 
but iťs not that bad because a couple 
of other people aiso háve the same 
problém. Iťs simple. All the other 
doors can be blasted open except for 
this one. To open it, you oniy need to 
press up on the D-pad and, hey 
presto, there you go, iťs open! Bet 
you feel stupid now. 

QlVe been štuek on the finál level 
of Shinobi for ages. Couid telí 
me how to kill the masked 

ninja? Iťs driving me mad, so please 

answer my plea. 
Julian Goldsmith, Banbury 

This game is really old, but iťs still 
a firm favourite with MS owners 
and is a tough one on challenge. 

No problém though, when the first 
Ninjďs on the ground, duck and 
shoot him 3 times and do the same 
for the second ninja. The others can 
just be shot when they are vulnera- 
ble. Easy-peasy! 

Qťm finding Spiderman on the 
Game Gear really hard going 
and no-one seems to be good 

enough to help me. Please can you 
give me some hints 
for playing difficult 
and nightmare 
levels? It 
doesn't mat¬ 
ter what I try, I 
can’t turn the 
electricity off 
when I come to 
collect the key. 

D Pínder, Leícester 

me. 
Gareth Kidman, Braintree 

Another old game, but quite a lot of 
people write in for this solution. Here 
we go for the sequencel 
1) Rock, Rock 
2) Scissors, Scissors 
3) Rock,Scissors 
4) Paper, Paper 
5) Rock,Rock 
6) Rock, Scissors. 
It is possible to defeat Janken the 
Great by choosing Paper, Paper. 

and loads of tips for 
this game, so ťll supply you with a 
few of the best to help you on your 
way! On nightmare level, after col- 
lecting the key from the Lizarďs 
domain, go to the bottom of the 
sereen and jump, push, jump again 
and yoďll receive a venom suit. AIso, 
when you get to the room that holds 
the key, turn the electricity off by 
webbing up the right-hand side of the 
sereen until you see the blue boxes. 
Kick the top box and a switch shouid 
appear. Repeat this on the lefí-hand 
side to get the other switch and the 
electricity wHi then be turned off. 

Ql desperately need some help 
on Alex Kidd in Miracle World, 
with the páper, stone scissors 

routine for Paperhead. Please help 

SegaPro CHRISTMAS 1992 



Mega Drive and I don’t know what to 
do next. IVe tried everything to kill 
the Joker, but every time I try, I end 

up getting killed! YouVe my last hope 
for this game so please help me. 

P Bailey, Essex 

This is a reál toughie and Vm not 
surprised that yoďre štuek! The 
Joker is a reál pain to destroy, but 
once you know the sequence yoďll 
find it quite easy Leap at him once 
he has fired, punch him and then fall 
back so you doďt get electrocuted. If 
you let him electrocute you once, it 
will just keep happening again and 
again. So, some mean dodging is 
the triek to use here! 

PRO UVIL OUIDE 
Prince of Persia on the 

■jMaster System, Tm having 
^[^problems with the baddies on 
level 4. In fact, the whole level is con- 

Defeat him using the same method 
as before and then run across and 
drop down to find an energy potion. 

Just after you také this, another 
enemy appears, but he’s not too 
hard to get rid of Then, iťs up to the 
exit to find the switch. Your reflection 
appears. Doďt run straight into it or it 
will cause complete havoc. Now, all 
yoďve got to do is get back to the 
beginning of the level to get out! 
Easy? No, it isďt, but iťs not as 
tough when you know how. 

QOn TazMania the Mine car level 
is really confusing me. I can 
get past the first level, but the 

other 2 are too quick and I keep get¬ 
ting killed. Is there any easy way of 
doing this, because Tm beginning to 

think that either me or my game has 
a fault? 

T Williams, St Helens 

This is one of the toughest levels in 

level! 

9Please can you give me some 
tips for EA Hockey, because 
aithough I can play the easier 
, I keep losing against the bet- 

ter teams. I need 
some advice for 
goal 
so I can beat 
them! 

Greg Shill, 
Cheltenam 

There are lots of 
really good methods you can use for 
goal scoring, but ťll just give you a 
few of the best for now. Skate right 
past the post as fast as you can. 
When you reach it, push the puck 
diagonally into the goal and your 
stick shouid hit the post sending the 
puck into the goal! 

Alternatively, when the puck hits 
the ground after face off, collect it 
and dash past the first blue line. As 
you pass, skate diagonally so you 
can see the goalie trying to predict 
your move. Keep C pressed down 
and when you reach the red circle let 
go. You shouid háve a goal! 

As for the rest, there's loads of 
ways to score goals and iťs what 
suits you best that you shouid stick 
with. 

^^Can you please help me defeat 
■Jthe champ on Evander 
\^Holyfielďs Boxing as he keeps 
knoeking me out in the finál? AIso, 
do you háve any hints for Immortals, 
I keep getting thrashed In the worm 
room and iťs really annoying me? 

L Kelley, Warwick 

One thing at a time! To defeat 
Evander, stay close and alte mate 
between left and right hooks. This 
will give him a eut above the eye and 
the fight will be stopped (technical 
KO). As for the Immortals, go to the 

fusing 
Please 
give me any 
hints you háve 
for this game - 
rd be very 
grateful. 

D Plummer, 
Rugby 

Right. Level 4 
of POP is really big, so 
ťll guide you through it 
step-by-step. The floor 
collapses immediately so 
yoďll háve to make a 
massive jump T' 
the right to clear 
it. 

Once across the gap, hit the 
switch to open the dooř, but make 
sure iťs fully open, or yoďll fall into 
the abyss below. Yoďll be facing 
your first enemy by now, so make 
sure yoďve drawn your sword, or 
you will be dead before you know it! 

A health potion awaits you after 
this, which will restore some of your 
energy and not before time, because 
yoďve another baddie to face! 

Taz and once yoďve passed it the 
remaining levels become surpris- 

ingly easy The triek is 
in split-second timing. 

Whenever you raise your cart, make 
sure you put it back down again as 

soon as possible. Othen/vise you 
might end up with no head! 

Follow the arrows, 
because they telí you the 

whether to raise the 
cart or not. The further 
you get into the level, 
the faster the action 
becomes and you 
háve to raise and 

lower your cart instanta- 
neously at some points. 

This will probably také quite a bit 
of practice, so doďt worry if you get 
killed a few times. There are aiso 
traffic lights to watch out for and 
when they read amber, slow down or 
you will definitely be killed! This is 
probably where most mistakes get 
made, so just také your time and 
yoďll do it quite easily After yoďve 
cleared the lights, yoďve cleared the 

QlVe been playing Midnight 
Resistance for some time now, 
but Tm not doing too well. 

Couid telí me what the best weapons 
are to use against the enemies? 

T Martin, Leamington Spa 

The best weapon by far is the Plame 
thrower. It will do the most damage 
to opponents and yoďre advised to 
use it whenever possible on the 
toughest enemies.The gun is the 
least effective and is aiso the most 
basic weapon. Uniess yoďre at the 
beginning of level 1, you can usually 
do better than that! The automatic 
rifle is aiso a good weapon along 
with the nitro shots and the back- 
pack. 

merchant at the beginning of the 
level and buy some potion from him. 
Drink it and you will die, but yoďll 
reappear in the room after the 
worms, having completed it Yoďll 
now be able to complete the level! 

If anyone else has any problems, then 
doni hesitate to write to me at 
SegaPro. Even the toughest problems 
can be solved here! Thaťs about all for 
this month, but 111 be back with more 
help for those hair-pulling games next 
month! 
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I Universa! Soldier | 
shouid reatly be called 
‘Turrican 2 - Universa! 
Soidier^l It looks the 
same, piays the same | 

I and is stil! a damn 
I good blast! Iťs based 

(aibeit very !oose!y) on 
the fl!m of the same 
titie which starred 

I Doíph Lungren and Jean-Cíaude Van Damme. A I 
lot of the story and mechanics of the film are not | 

I evident in the game, but, then again, they 
I woulďve been a bit difficult to introduce. 

As the renegade U-Sol, you must blast your way 
j through 11 levels of treacherous terrain fllled with 
I creatures of all shapes and sizes. The rest of the 

U-Sol army is after you and they appear all the 
I way throughout the game. There aren’t level 
guardians on every level and most of them are 

I incarnations of the Sergeant. 
Mr U-Sol has a number of weapons at his dis- 

I posal, the best of which are the Bouncing Plasma i 
I and Laser gun. These shouid be picked up when- 
ever you see them as they will increase your fire- 
power tenfold. He aiso has a laser beam which is 

I activated by standing still and pressing fire. Use 
I this to clear away obstacles and flying creatures, 
but apart from that, iťs pretty useless, 

Pushing down and jump turns U-Sol into a spin- 
I ning, spiked wheel! This grants you temporary 
invincibility and you can aIso drop time delay 

I bombs behind you. Some of the secret bonus i 
rooms and passages can oniy be accessed by 
roíling along very thin corrídors, so practise jump- 
ing onto a platform and instantly turning into the 

I wheel. There are aiso a limited number of “Ripple” 
I shots. These are two lineš which scan the entire I 
' screen, killíng anything they come into contact | 

I with. Use them wisely, as they are very sparse 
throughout the game. 

Shouid the 
action become 
too for 
you brain to com- 

f prehend, press all 
three fire buttons 

together and you’ll 
erupt into a orgy of fire- 

power, destroying everything in 
your path. It can onIy be ušed once per life, so iťs 
wise to savé it for the level-guardians uniess you 
get into reál trouble. 

The levels are full of secret rooms, extra lives 
and gems. Collecí 100 of these golden beauties 
and you’ll be rewarded with an extra life - youVe 
going to need all the help you can get! 



TIP-. 
• First of all, arm yourself 
with a decent auto-fire 
joypad. The game calis 
tor huge amounts of 
blasting and you’ll savé 
your fingers a lot of has- 
sle. ' W • 
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• Touching an enemy U- 
Sol or a creature will do 
you more damage than if 
they shoot you. If you get 
into a tričky spot, immedi- 
ately turn into the spiked 
wheel while you try to find 
a way out of the melee. 

• Savé your Super- 
Weapon for the Level- 
Guardians. The rest of 
the game can be com- 
pleted with ordinary guns 
and weapons whereas 
the guardians need a little 
more firepower to crack 
their armour plating. 

• There are loads of 
tričky jumps in the game, 
so position yourself well 
and ALWAYS use the 
jump button on the joy¬ 
pad rather than pushing 
up on the D-pad. This 
gives you more control to 
make those pixel-perfect 
jumps every time. 

• Keep an eye on the 
time. You can go hunting 
for points and power-ups 
as long as you háve 
enough time. If you don’t, 
iťs a wasted life. 

• Explore! There are 
loads of secret rooms 
and tunnels to explore 
and while many háve 
been listed here, no 
doubt some háve slipped 
through undetected. 

• As soon as an extra life 
is collected, it will not re- 
appear if you return to the 
same plače, so don’t 
Waste time trying it. 

|i539 i 051 ^ 
i ú m 

Theree a secret power-up box above 
your head just to the left of your start 
position and there s another one half- 
way up the first cliff as you go right. 
When you fall down the cliff. you'll 
see a spike-pit at the bottom. Turn 
into the balí and roli into the pit and 
to the left. You'll end up in a secret 
room filled with goodies and if you 
keep rolling left two extra lives will be 
yours! 
The bees which nests on this level 
(they aiso make appearances on 
other levels. too) can pose quite a 
hazard if you don't know how to han¬ 
dle them. Instead of jumping through 
them. stand still and activate your 

000ib57<i 
laser and roast the little bleeders! 
The level itself is very straightfor- 
ward. Just keep firing and don’t stop 
for anyone. or anything! 

O 

•. razili: 

j ' "fík . k382j 31 j OQi'^^ 

Not much to this level, at all. Explore 
and you‘ll find a whole host of gems 
and power-ups. There is oniy one 
extra life on this level and you need 

_ to go left 
when 

.iflV-Ji Vv 

start v 

and 
fall A 

(S 
íS 

Yet again, theres a secret power-up 
box to the left of you start position. 
Iťs on top of a little hill on the far lefí- 
hand side of the screen. Theres 
another one on top of the middle pil- 
lar a few screens to the left. 

.Jh 
S e a s y 

‘ ^ extra life. 
jump onto 

", the tallest 
pillar that you 

see just after 
youVe splashed your way through 
the water and follow the grey blocks 
up and left until it falls onto your 
head! 
The waterfall is a long drop and you 
need to be in the middle of it as you 
fall or youYe dogmeat. If you head 
left at the bottom of the waterfall, 
you'll find a secret power-up box and 
a few gems. After youve collected 
these, head right, up and then right 
to reach the first level-guardian. 

0i0Í2LL^ 
down the hole in the floor. Don't 
shoot the power-up boxes yet as you 
need to use them as platforms to 
jump up and get the solitary extra 
life. After youve collected this, feel 
free to blast everything to your hearts 

content. 

59511210ZY 

LEVEL GUARDIAN 
Simply give him a taste of your 
Super-Weapon (You still háve it, 
don’t you?) and then retreat to the 
far left hand side of the screen. Jump 
over his laser blasts, give him a few 
shots to the head and you can be 
sure that he’ll make a quick retreat. 
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LEVEL GUARDIAN 
Helicopters appear on the right-hand 

side of the screen (three in all) 
that simply fire missiles at 

you. Hide behind the wall, 
^•0 - jump and fire (I hope you 

. háve a decent weapon 
v handy!) and theyll plum- 

^ met to the ground in a 
balí of super-heated gas! 

You don’t need the Super- 
Weapon for this lot, so just rely on 

your guns. 

TI 

LEVEL 5 - JLGPH 
When you start this level, you’ll be 
confronted (after a bit of a walk!) with 

*5! 3 platform in mid air. Jump on this nf/m*n 
rř.4-. o?« and push down and you’ll drop to the 

bottom of the level. On your way 
down, you may háve noticed the 
extra li ves about halfway down the lift 
shaft. As you can’t leave the lift once 
it has started to fall down the shaft, 
the oniy way to reach these is to cut 
the Hex-web that lineš the shaft into 
make shift platforms with your gun. 
There are seven extra lives waiting 
for you up there, so iťs worth the has- 
sle of battling your way to them. 
The rest of the level is made up 
mostly of corridors with missile 
launchers in them. These are easily 
dispatched and shouid cause you lit- 
tle worry or damage. 

fli2i8Lb< 
I ff ^ fV 

LEVEL 4 ^ SGGBY 
To start with, head up and hght and 
roli right down a smáli tunnel to 
reach another secret room with 
loads of power-ups. If you go right 
again, you’ll find an extra life just 

waiting to be collect- 

iř# ^ \the introduc- 
tion of some 
new obsta- 
cles. The 

' worst of 

v. 
• * ‘ that 

looks like iťs 
' been mated with a 

Cactus plant! When you 
shoot these, they release a stream 
of spiked balis that travel quite slowly 
but do a lot of damage. Shoot these 
from a distance for maximum safety. 
When you reach the underwater 
zone in this level, head down until 
you reach a vertical shaft. Head 
down this and then turn left to collect 
an extra life.There’s another one on 
the far right-hand side of the under¬ 
water section, halfway up a cliff-face, 
but iťs protected by a rather large 
fish. 

After you kill the guardian, fall down 
the cliff and jump up the hex-web, 
which is štuek to the left-hand wall, to 
reach an extra life. You will aiso see 
a moving platform just below you. 
Jump on this, then onto the next that 
appears to the right and push down 
for a short-eut to the exit! 

LEVEL GUARDIAN 
This one takés the form of a giant 
gun in the centre of the screen. Use 
you Super-Weapon when iťs fully 
extended and then either turn into 
the spikey balí and just roli along the 
smáli pit that it extends from, or wait 
until it starts firing and then roli or 
jump to the other side of the screen 
and shoot it while its back is turned. 

f i;U 0? 0238?9b4 

right and then quickly pull left so you land safe- 
^ ly on the same section of floor. If there are 

any booby-trapped sections in front of 
you, they’ll detect your presence and fall 
away, allowing you to continue in safety. 
The rest of the level is a maze of blocks, 
passageways and water. Just keep 

^ heading right and you’li be 
. fine. 

Ut-Vl-U 

Ofa ^ 0293L9b<^ 

LEVEL GUARDIAN 
Yet another easy-peasy boss! Use your 
Super-weapon and then jump over the 

armoured guards and blast away. řin no time, the truck will be 
reduced to a mangled heap of 

metal, suitable onIy for the serap 
yard! 

LEVEL ' i 
The first section of this level will cause you to 
loose a lot of lives until you get the hang of 
it! Some sections of the floor collapse very ^ 
quickly when you tread on them, killing you ^ 
instantly. The best method, to discover which ^ 
ones they are, is to jump to the 
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lEVEL 7 - P-HSW 
This level is set in the motel which 
appears in the film. Once again, 
there’s a secret tunnel to the left of 
the start point which leads to a 
secret room with oodles of power- 
ups and gems. Don’t spend too long 
in here, though, as time is very short. 
Get what you need and head off for 
the rest of the level. The motel is a 
maze of stairs and platforms, but just 
keep heading right and you’ll find 
yourself in a set of caves. Now, head 
up the first smáli shaft you come to 
and proceed left, jumping onto the 
platforms in mid air. Head up, then 
right and you shouid find yourself at 
the exit. Easy peasy, and no level- 
guardian in sight. 

The mini ED209’s make a come- 
back on this level! All the way 
through, you’ll see them perched on 
top of a pillar looking quite innocent. 
They will breath fire (!) towards the 
ground in front at regular intervale 
which, if touched, will drain your 
energy quicker than water passing 
through a sieve! If you run right for a 
short while after the start point, you 

will come across an extra 
^ life sitting behind 

g one of these 
fire-breathing 

robots. Just 

IP the spiked 
w h e e I 
and roli 
u n d e r - 
neath it to 

^ collect the 

enough, they fire a volley 
of missiles towards you 
and there’s aiso a con- i 
veyor belt for you to ' 
traverse! Phew! Stock 
up on your energy 
before you tackle this 
bit, keep firing and jump¬ 
ing and you’ll make it with- 
out too many problems. 

.MUHU 

After a while, 
v ' you’ll fall down a 

large pit into what looks 
like a dead end. Not so! Just roli into 
a balí and head to the left, and you’ll 
pass straight through the wall and 
into the next section of the level. 

ÍK IK 

LEVEL GUARDIAN 
Oh, Lordy! This is too easy! Blast his 
head and then let him háve it with 
the Super-Weapon for an easy victo- 

energy. Throughout _ 
the level, giant gears ^ 
and cogs will drop 
towards you. Blast » 
them to bits, but watch out 
for the shrapnel as it will do just as 
much damage if it hits you. The rest 
of the level is a maze constructed 
from cogs and gears of some 
unknown alien machine. There are 
very few power-ups or extra lives on 
this level. Keep blasting and you’ll 
win through in the end. 

The first obstacle you will come 
across is a conveyor belt (which 
moves from right to left when you 
want to go from left to right!) with 
spiked pistons positioned along it. 
Time your run carefully, as a piston in 
the face will deplete a lot of your 

LEVEL GUARDIAN 
These jeeps cannot be killed (funny 
sort of Guardian if you ask me!), but 
you can jump over them and jump 
over them you must, because theyYe 
blocking your way out! If this wasn’t mm 
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LEVEL 11 - BYTCM 
The last level! The whole idea of this 
is to make it to the top of the level by 
using the platforms that shoot 
upwards as soon as you step on 
them. If you look dosely, they aiso 
háve a little timer on the left-hand 
side. This starts counting down as 
soon as you step on it and when the 
counter reaches zero, the platform 
explodes leaving you hanging in mid- 
air uniess youYe quick enough to 
jump onto the next one. There are 
aIso copious quantities of power-ups 
float- 

í> 

(4 • i 

llf lit 

I n g 
throughout 

this level. Iťs a good idea to grab a 
few energy boosters and the laser 
weapon for the finál boss. 

B"!! • 
á • 

■% H»*! n 
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LEVEL 10 - CMVDG 
Weird! This level wouid look more at 
home the Alien 3 game! Spikes 
galore and a whole lot of nasty aliens 
make life very tough for out intrepid 
hero, but with a little patience and a 
lot of blasting, you’ll make it through. 
The spikes cause oniy minimum 
damage and the cylinders that they 
protrude out of double up as handy 
s t e p p i n g 

**4*^44*4*^^0^4*^ T% 

•.í~ lil; 
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s t o n e s . 
Mini tanks are found everywhere and 
once the driver has been shot off the 
top, you can either use them as plat¬ 
forms to reach those high bonuses or 
you can jump on them and drive 
them around the level. They can’t 
jump over obstacles, though, so 
theyVe onIy much use for short, quick 
trips over spikes or conveyor belts. 

0-0 » 0-0 
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FINÁL GUARDIAN 
This is a giant version of the level 1 
Sergeant, but he comes complete 
with a very nasty laser gun and a jet 
pack. Use your Super-weapon and 
then retreat to the far left-hand edge 
of the screen. Duck or jump over his 
shots and blast him to pieces. If he 
takés off with his rocket pack, stay on 
the left edge of the screen and just 
keep on going. Eventually, he’ll wear 
down and finally explode in a huge 
fireball which climaxes with his head 
shooting up the screen with a tail of 
fire behind it. You will then be treated 
to the solitary end screen and your 
highscore. (Notě to Ballistic: Why is 
there oniy the single screen for the 
end sequence! What a waste of what 
couid háve been an excellent anima- 
tion or series of digitised pics). The 
End. 
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Just imagine, infínite lives, uniimited energy, uniimited 
power or extra fuel/ammo, Become invincible with the 
Action Replay Cartrídge for your MEGADRĚVE,™ Console 

■ Action Replay is a powerful cartridge ■ MEGADRIVE version of Action Replay aiso 

featuring its own on-board LSI chip works as a Japanese adaptor, allowing you 

■Bp specially designed to allow the user to to play import cartridges on your UK console. 

■ With its advanced ASIC hardware design, 

the Action Replay cartridge can react to new 

games as they appear. No need for future 

updates, no need for code books .. . this is 

the oniy cartridge you will ever need. 

■ With its unique built-in "GAME 

TRAINER", you can actually find and 

create your own cheats for Infinite 

Lives, Power, Energy, Levels, etc. etc. 

■ No user knowiedge is required at all - if 

you can play the game you aiready know 

how to use Action Replay. All input is via 

the joystick/pad - it couldn't be simpler! 

I Now you can play your games to 

levels that you did not know even 

existed. This is the cartridge the 

experts use . . . the average cheat 

takés onIy minutes. 

FANCY YOURSELF AS A GAME HACKER? 

0003F I S4K75 

01359 I 66010 

DATEL 

24 HOUR MAIL 
ORDER HOTLINE 

0782 744707 
ORDERS NORMALLY 
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Arajřoú one of those people who has bought Lemmings and loves it, but cani get past a certain level? Not surpris- 
jog, really, síňce it involves maximum brain power, fast gamepiay and has an extremely hígh frustratíon factor! 
^is is one of the most addictive games of the year and, if you’Fe iike us at SegaPro, you won’t be able to ieave it 
aione for more than five minutes without going back for just one more try! Weii, being ail nice and kind, we’ve got 
hoid of every singíe Lemming code that^ ever had the pieasure to grace a Sega consoie! From Fun to Tričky, Taxíng 
to Mayhem, Present and SunSoft, they’re ali bere, so you can put that hatchet away, things aren’t tbat bad yet! 

- MEGA DRIVE fUK VERSION) 
Fun IHcky Tnxing Mayhem PresenI 
ROPWM LPPZM XPPWM RQPZM BEONR 
NSHNU NWHQN PUHZU XXHQN NIQQZ 
TOPWM ZPPLN PQPIN RTPLN PHOZR 
PSHNU TWHQN TWHZU BHHBP VRRAB 
HNPPQ ROPER PRFBR DZFOS ZOOCX 
DRHGY PXHJR BCIDA FIHUS LTRFF 
JNFPQ BRPER LYFLS DCFBT DSOOX 
FRHGY VXHJR PEIDA FLHGT TERXC 
ZOFWM VSPLN NCFO JGPIP ZEONR 
VSHNU BGIIP VGHWW TVHEN UQQZ 
BPFWM NZFVO FDFFP NRFZ DIOZR 
XSHNU HGHBP JJHWW TYHQN TSRAB 
PNFPQ PYFOS PEPYS VQFER XPOCX 
LRHGY DHHUS RQHGY XZHJR JURFF 
RNFPQ PAPPS DNFPQ ZZFOS BTOOX 
NRHGY JHHUS FTHGY BJHUS VRRYC 
JIFXM LVPWO PKPXM HXPWO DLOPR 
PMNOU NCHOP NORAV NEHOP PPQSZ 
LIFXM ZVPIP XKFJN HAPJP HOOBS 
HMHOU TCHOP BRHAV VBHHN XYRCB 
ZGFQQ RUFBT XLFCR XTFUQ BWOEX 
VKHHY PDHHT JWIDA ZCHAR NARiF 
BHFQQ BXFBT TSFMS XWFGR PZOQX 
XKHHY VDHHT XYIDA ZFHMR VLRZC 
RIFXM VYFIP VWFTO DBFON BHOPR 
NMHOU BOHFN DBHXW NOHDP NQQSZ I 
TIFXM NHPAN NXFFP HKPYO FPOBS I 
PMHOU HOHPN RDHXW NRHPP VZHCB i 
HHPQQ FGPTQ NYPYS PJFDT ZWCEX I 

DLHHY DPHYQ DXHIY RSHIT LBRIF i 

MASTER SYSTEM AND 
SunSoft 
VEOQR 
JCXDHS 
POOMT 
VXQRT 
JQORX 
BIQOV 
ZDOJV 
JLQAW 
VIOCS 
NYQRT 
PSOYT 
VBQEU 
ROOKV 
lYQBW 
DUOWV 
RHQMX 
FYOOT 
THQGU 
ZJOSR 
FTQXR 
TLOXV 
LBQNX 
JXOHX 
TEQZX 
FCOBU 
PXHNC 
RRKUC 
XAMAD 
PZKXH 
DJHPI 

Fun 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 

V 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

TGNBVLWM 
ZÍGNBUIQ 
BDGMZSEJ 
TGAAZSFKU 
JSFKVLWN 
BUIQBCFK 
UJTGMYRD 
HODYRCFK 
VKLVWAAZS 
FLXPGGGG 
GFECXPGF 
DZSEJSFK 
UIQAABCE 
JSEJTGMY 
QABDGNBU 
IRCEIQAA 
BCFLWMZÍ 
GMZSFLWM 
ZSEIRCFK 
UJSFKVKU 
JSBSEIR 
DGNCWMYR 
DHPFDYQA 
AABDHODY 
QBDHPGFE 
CXODYQBD 
HPGGFECX 
ODZSEJTH 
PFECXODY 

Ikicky 
REOTHOD 
YOBDGNBU 
JTHPGFDY 
RDHPGFEC 
WMZSDTG 
MZTHPGGF 
DZSEIRCE 
IQBCFKVL 
WMYRDGMY 
RDGMZSFK 
VLXODZTH 
PFECXPFE 
BUJTHQEC 
XOECWNBU 
JSFKVKUJ 
THODZTGN 
YOBCEIRD 
HPFDZTHP 
FEBVLWNB 
UJTHPFEC 
WNCWNBVL 
WMYRCEJT 
GNBUIQAA 
ABDGMZTH 
ODYRCEJS 
FKUIQBDG 
NBVDCPGG 
FDYQBDGN 
BVLWAAZÍG 
NBUIRDHO 
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eCNESIS VERSION} - 
iricKy Taxing Mayhem Present Sunsofl 

XTDYD 
v " QWKYN 

NDDTD 
SWKYN 
FTDVM 
KMKBX 
AAMKBX 
VDDTD 
ZWKYN 
XDDTD 
CXKYN 
PTDVM 
TMKBX 
RTDVM 
WMKBX 
VHDVD 
ZZKZN 
XHDVD 
CBKBP 
PXDWM 
TQKCX 
RXDWM 
WQKCX 
FJDVD 
KBKBP 
HJDVD 
MBKBP 
YXDWM 
DRKCX 

YFDTD 
MSJXX 
ZFDWF 
TSJXY 
TVDXN 
HMKZG 
OMKZG 
LKDWF 
DMKPB 
PYDAAJ 
LMKPB 
LPDPR 
YFKRK 
KSDPR 
GGKRX 
SGDPJ 
GFKNC 
RRDLK 
NFKNC 
NHDNS 
BYKPL 
MLDNS 
JYKPL 
FWDLK 
XJJCX 
JWDZD 
FXJCX 
FMDCN 
SCKFG 

MWDYD 
ZJKWP 
CRDQF 
DNKWP 
VKDSN 
BSIPB 
FWLPB 
SNDHJ 
TRKKJ 
WYDDK 
XVKKT 
PSDGS 
VLKBX 
XSDVM 
YPKBX 
GLDVD 
DPKXP 
GWDRF 
HSKXP 
YPDTN 
FXLQB 
HFDLR 
JBLRB 
WSDJJ 
XWKLT 
ZDDGK 
BBKMT 
SXDHS 
FXKFX 

NZGJW 
PVJXX 
HLDWP 
KNKPB 
PQDPR 
HHKRK 
HWKNL 
JTDKK 
GHJBK 
NXDYD 
GWJXX 
LYDXN 
DQKZG 
QRDPR 
JJKRK 
ZJDPJ 
SHKNC 
ZXDLK 
DSJPX 
JYDFN 
BMKHG 
JKDCP 
BBKFE 
CYDZF 
ZZKSB 
HRDRJ 
ZPKQC 
FSDQS 
XJKSL 

HCNFD 
TDNMH 
SPGGX 
DXNCL 
RXHYJ 
XBNCV 
WMHWK 
HGNRP 
RBGKW 
XFNMH 
HYNCI 
VYHYJ 
BDNCV 
ZNHWK 
RNNTP 
RMGNW 
XQNQH 
WBGLX 
HKNHL 
VKHDK 
BPNGV 
ZYHZK 
LSNVP 
VNGNW 
BSNQH 
ZCGLX 
LLNHL 
YLHDK 
FQNGV 

BRGPW 
QSMNQ 
HVHCB 
FMMFT 
GZHBL 
ZQMSX 
MHRRP 
KGMQY 
HHGAAX 
BNMPT 
NLHZB 
LCMCV 
XLHTF 
MNHSY 
YDHRG 
BHNKC 
PLHHB 
DNMGB 
VZGSW 
SRMVP 
TPHSG 
NLNLC 
ZBHKK 
XZNHD 
VBHFC 
CTMRP 
PRGMX 
MJMPQ 
SZHFK 

Taxing 
ECWMZTGM 
ZSFKUJSF 
LXPGFDYR 
CFKVKUJT 
GMYRCFKU 
JTHPFECK 
PFDZSFLX 
OECWMZTG 
NBUJSFLW 

;SFLWMY 
CFKUJSE 

IRCEJSEJ 
SEJTHOEC 
WMYQBDGM 
YQAAAAAB 
DHODYRDG 
NCWNCWMY 
QAABDHPG 
GGGFDYQA 
AABDGMYR 
DHODYQAB 
DHODYQBD 
GNCXPGGG 
GFDZTHPG 
GFECWMYR 
CEIQABDG 
NCWMYRCE 

DHODZS 
EJTGMYOB 
DHODZTHP 

GGFDYQBC 
FLWNCXPG 
FECWMYRD 
HOEBVKUI 
OBCEJSEI 
RDHPGGFE 
aOEBVKU 
IQABDHPF 
DYRCEJTG 
NaOEBUJ 
THOECXPF 
DYRCEIRD 
GNBUJTHO 
DZSFIXPF 
DZTHODZS 
EJTHPFDZ 
SFKVLWNC 
XPFDYQBD 
ODYQBCFL 
XOECWMYQ 
BCFIXPGF 
EBVKLWM 
TRDGNBVK 
VKUJSFIX 
PFDZTHPF 
DZIHPGFD 
YRCFKVLW 
NCWNCWNC 
WMZIHPFE 
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NHLPA Hockey ’93 is tím sports sim of m 
' momentí This exciting follow-up to EA 
Hockey has some new niean moves and a 

whole barrel load oystats to keep you 
occupied into the earl^ours! The follow- 

ing pages gíve you4 few tips on how to 
fN^^core breathta^g goals and show you 

new to uge^ra-mean tackles. For all 
those non-stats fans, there’s aiso some 
good hints on how to beat the toughest 

teams and become the^gue Champion! 

COIVIBINATION 

Iťs easy to i^fuse the lower league 
teams sucj?r as Tampa Bay by using 
combipsrtíon moves such as passing 
iiaet^wards and forwards and from 
side-to-side. This shouid confuse 
them tog enough, enabling you to 
get the pííqk down to the scoring end 
and, hopefuW you’ll geta goal! 

Rather than . ^ 
faunching into a 

game straight away. 
it‘s vvorth checking out p 

r the stats on the teams. 
J There’s loads and loads of _ 
W these, but the best teams by far 

are Montreal. Chicago and New 
York. The worst are nevvcomers 

Tampa Bay, Ottawa. San Jose and 
Quebec. — 

Once you Ve picked your team. start considering who is going to play which 
position. AIthough it's best to piek players with good all round skilis, 
iťs pointless choosing teams which háve medium abilities in every- 
thing but no outstanding skilis. For instance. Chris Lindenberg (33), 
of Ottawa, oniy has an overall score of 48. which is not too great, 

but has defense awareness and speed of 73 ” a good one for the 

\sHowever, if you use this technique 
witnNthe better teams, you’ll lose the 
puck o^efore you kqow it! Against 

spend on a Bu’ll háve to^ 
ion of speed ani 
those winning streaks. If 
ick enough, you couid pass 

right up the pitch from 
to the offense in 2 moves! 
)robably confuse mosi team 
After youVe carried these 

moves out, you’d better follow it up 
with a quick shot on goal or the 
opposition will catch up and grab the 
puck back! 

LW Brian Leetch (2) 
RW James Patrick{3) 
LD Jeff Beukboom 
RD Per Djoos 

C Joe Cireila 
(Overall score=9 if playíng at home) 

selection shouid aiso •, 
depend on who youVe playing 

as well as who is the best. 
Play on the other teams weak points by placing a team 

^ member with strengths in those areas against them 
^ Don’t forget about those right and left handers as well! 
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Positioning your shot into the bottom right corner 
is aiways a good one! Scoring goals largely 
depends on the goalkeeper. Again, the weaker 
teams seem to háve the easiest goalies and often 
leave huge parts of the goal open! Use the combi- 
nation moves to confuse them and then whack 
the puck in when they’re suitably disoriented! 

The goalies work in the same way as EA 
Hockey, so if you watch them for a while you’ll be 
able to work out their routine moves. A sure way 
to get a goal is to skate back and forth across the 
goal mouth until the goalie can’t keep up, and 
simply tap the goal in! Alternatively, get your střik- 
er to skate up towards the goal in the direction of 
the goalie. At the last minuté, slam into him, so he 
falls over, and knock the puck into the back of the 
net! 

You can aiso try rounding the back of the net to 
confuse the goalie, before speeding back to the 
front before he knows whaťs going on! 

If youVe very near the goal and there’s too 

many players crowding you, smash the puck 
into the perspex behind the goal, making sure 
you háve a player there to piek it up. The goalie 
will then trail after it, leaving an open goal just 
waiting for you to smash the puck in for a swift 
one! 
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FACE-OFF SPOTS 
When there's a foul or a 
stop in play, you'll háve to 
go to these spots for a 
face off to sort it all out! 

sin bin! 

OFFSIDE LINES 
If you're playing wit 
offside penalties oř 
any offensive playe 
cannot be past thes 
lineš before the puc 

TIME KEEPER 
Choose the duration you 
wish each match to be in 
the options menu. 

dodge punches and 4§ 
if they catch ^ . 

^ you at the right ^ \ 
time they’ll flatten you! - y 1? 

There isn’t a sure way to beat 
them, iťs a matter of timing and 

^uck. 
If youYe feeling particularly ruthless, you 

can put key players out of the match by using 2 
► players to body check them a few times. If you 
^ do this enough, they shouid be sufficiently 

injured to be out of the game! Make sure 
the reťs not watching. though. I youYe caught fight- 

ing or starting a fight you spend a period in the 

ON THE ICE 
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When you're doing a face off, 
watch the smáli screen at the top 

Jf you wapt^ur ofíense to be super 
píaySrsl ^Ihen practicing accurate 
shots is the best method to employ. 
Then, you’ll bei able to pass back- 
wards, forwards af:td sidevvays prop- 
erly in a series of ^ift moves. This 
wilí háve the oppositiojn tripping^p all 
over the plače! It oniM really worHs if 
you’re playing the Computer, thougf^ 
as most human opp©nents will know 
what youYe up to! / 

FRAGILE PERSPEX 
If you're especially hard, 
you might manage to 
smash through the 
perspex surrounding the 
ice hnk! 

right hand corner. AIso. wait for the 
ret to drop the puck, rather than 
getting in there straight away. You 
can then time your move so that 
you'll gain control of the puck . 

Practice "passing from one player 
to the other ahd then smashing the 
puck really hard tb^our scoriRo end. 
You’ll háve to be really accurateto 
get a goal this wky, but iťs 
impossible! 

if you are antifcipating the outeqme 
of a shot, press B immediately aítei; 
you háve passecl the puck to control 
the receiving {^ayar. If you don’t do 
this, the pucfy will be left clear and 
the opposition will probably piek it up. 

I rr>^ke a 
move to slYoot. The puck will prbha- 
bly fly off m an angle. but at least 
out of \\yé danger area! If youYe reál- 
ly hotyfhen you couid try scoring 
frorr/the defence. 
jjxwill aiways sur- 
prise the opposi- ^ 
tion! , 

-tt^ou ve played EA Hockey, you’ll 
know that the hardest thing to control 
is the players’ skidding! This is aiso 
true oh^LPA. but, after playing for a 
while, predjeting the length of skids 
shouid com® naturally. If you want to 
stop quickly,! then juŠKoress the D- 
pad in the opposite direbtjgn tojjje^ 
direction youíYe player is traversing. 

ÉD e f e n s e L 
be really co^qrdinated 
ially brutal, so use, the 
ovement whenever possi- 
up other players. If youYe 
nove, then the best time to 
when youYe behind an 

ng player. You can then go 
round the front of them, collect the 
puck, and oíf you go! 

Mark the opoosition dosely and 
then go in for th^ill as soon as they 

When you play NHLPA Hockey, 
there's various points around the 
rink you shouid look out for. 
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Subscríbe now to Brítaín's 

biggest and bríghtest Sega 

magazíne and recíeve a copy of 

The Complete Sega & Nintendo 

Game-Bustíng Guide, binder 

and membership to the SegaPro 

dub absoluteiy FREE! 

The Complete Sega & Nintendo 

Game-Busting Guide is a 

comprehensive collection of 

tricks, tactics and dodges for 

over 500 top Sega and 

Nintendo games. iťs an essentíal 

companion to your game 

ploying. And iťs FREE when you 

subscríbe to SegaPro! 

The SegaPro dub card entities 

you to 5% off príces in the 

SegaPro Super Savers pages. 

Také out a 12-month 

subscríption to your favourite 

Sega magazíne for just £23.40 

and ckiim your FREE binder, 

copy of The Complete Sega & 

Nintendo Game-Bustíng Guide 

and membership to the exciusíve 

SegaPro dub. Go ahead, make 

your year! 

SegaPro Xmas Subs form 
By coiílpeting this form you can provide someone with the perfect 
Christmas gift, or treat yourself, to a 12-month subscríption to 
Brítain’s biggest and bríghtest dedicated Sega magazíne. In addition 
to 12 issues of the best-seiiing independent Sega magazíne, the iucky 
recipient gets a copy of The Compiete Sega & Nintendo Game- 
Busting Guide, a binder and membership to the SegaPro ciub 
absoiuteiy free! 

Subscríption required please indicate your choice 

□ UK £23.40 □ Europe £33.40 □ Worid £43.40 

i wouid like the subscríption to start from issue number. 

/f you are either taking out a subscríption for yourself or giving a 
subscríption to SegaPro as a gift, please fill in your details beiow 

Name.Signatuře. 

Address. 

Postcode.Phone number. 

Method of payment please indicate your choice 

□ CHEQUE / POSTÁL ORDER 
Piease make payabie to Paragon Pubiishing Ltd 

□ CREDIT CARD Expiry dáte / / 

Card number_!_!_!_ 

If you are giving a subscríption to SegaPro as a gift to someone, 
piease fiil in the recipienťs details beiow 

Name...Signatuře. 

Address. 

Postcode.Phone number... 

Please return this coupon (together with your cheque / PO íf applicable made 
payabie to Paragon Pubiishing Ltd) in an envelope to the following address: 
SegaPro Subs, Paragon Pubiishing Ltd, FREEPOST (BH 1255), 
BOURNEMOUTH, BH1 1BR. It won*t cost you a penny in stamps if posted in 
the UK. Alternatively call our credit card hotline on 0202 299900 now. 
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PREVENTING GOAIS (DEFENDING) 

GENERAL TIPS 
Practise, practise and more practise Is the key to winning at Kick Off. 

Use the Practise option to try out different formations, tactics or just to 

blast a few balis at the keeper. The aftertouch needs to be mastered 

very quiekly indeed as iťs the essential tool for scoring goals. 

The formatíon of the players makes very little difference when you 

are playing the Computer, but the best formatíon seems to be 4-4-2 

when playing against a very strong defensive team and 4-2-4 against 

a strong attacking team. You may háve your own personál prefer- 

ences, of course, but these seem to work well for most of the time. 

Uniess you’re a reál tactician, playing wlth the team tactics is a very 

dicey business. Then again, you may come up with a brilliant playing 

formation that no-one’s ever thought of beforel Experiment if you want 

to, but be prepared for little or no difference to the way the team 

behaves. 

Be very careful how you use 
the slide tackle when the balí 
is in your penalty box. The Ik 
referee loves to 
give penalties, 
so don’t give , 
him the satis- 
faction. Stay well clear 
and let your goalie sort 
out the problém! Other 
than this, the sliding 
tackle is a sure way to 
get the balí, but don1 
use it until youYe sure 
of getting the balí. 
Otherwise, you’ll fall 
behind the running 
player and you 
won’t be _ 
able to 
c a t c h ^ 
him. 

the into 
net! 

(AnáCKING) 
There’s no sure way to score goals, 

but there is one way to score against 

the Computer about six times out of 

ten. When you kick off, boot the balí 
straight down the middle of the pitch, 

run after it and keep on heading the 

balí Into the air. Wlth a bit of luck, 

you’ll head the balí over the keeper 

Shots from the left and right hand 

diagonals are aiso a favourite - sim- 

ply because ^ any rebounds wlll 

bounce right in front of the goal. Rlpe 

picking for any strikers in the area! 
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The same basic rules of real-life 
football apply to this game. In 
other words, boot the balí into 
touch when the going gets a bit 
tričky. When the Computer takés 
a throw-in the balí is almost 
certain to go straight ahead and 
towards the middle of the pitch, Just 
keep an eye out tor the closest player 
and bundle in to __-— 

When you are 
taking a throw-in, 
pass the balí to a 
player who is 
close to the 
touch line. This 
is just in čase 
the Computer 
decides to tack- 
le you. If it 
does, it will 

[ push the balí 
[ out of play 
[ again and you 
I can try anoth- 

er throw-in. 
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CORNERS 
Corners are a reál trial-and- 
error part of the game. 
Everyone IVe talked to 
who’s played the game 
favours a different 
approach. Some people 
like to float the balí close to 
the goal while others 
like to pass it out wide 
and then thump it into iQ 
the top corner of the iH 
net. It really doesnT ||| 
make that much differ- 
ence which way you 
choose to play a cor* 
ner, but if you float the 
balí too close to the 
goal, the opponents 
goalie will get it every 
time. I-™ 

Pet hates come and go and this is one 
of the most hated aspects of the 
game, be it in reál life or in a video 
game such as this, The Computer 
has the uncanny ability to savé 9 out 

of 10 penalties you throw at it and 
^ finding a way of beating it every 

time couid be the difference 
V between a glorious victory and a 

humiliating defeat. 
When you are taking 

Kick ir wide and 

behind the far post. 

penalty, wait until 
the direction arrow is about 
an inch off centre and then 
blast the balí towards the"?; 
goal. This works most of the 

the 

even this method is ques- 
tionable. 

When the Computer (or a friend for that matter!) is tak-^^^^ 
ing a penalty against you. keep a close eye on the directiohal arrow and, as 
soon as it disappears, push the joypad in the opposite direction and press a 
button. This may seem a bit daft, but the Computer can fool you into thinking 
the balí is going to go towards the left side of the goal by stopping the arrow 
on the left when iťs really blasting the balí to the right! 

If all else fails, try standing still or if youYe playing a friend, distract him/her 
just as theyYe about to také the penalty by covering their eyes, tickling them 
or knocking the joypad out of their hands! In other words, if all else fails... 
CHEAT! 



Okay, you've ployed the game, you've 
líníshed the levels, you've lound all the 
objects and youWe scored all the poínts. 
Now íťs your chance to become o port 
ol SegaPro. We know our reoders ore 
the best in the land and just to prove ít, 
here's your chance to become ímmor- 
talísed ín the poges of SegaPro. The lírst 

thíng to do i$ be like the Pros ond play a 
game untíl some rídiculous hour ín the 

moming, rackíng up o ridiculously high 
score. Now lili ín the form below gívíng 

oll the detoils we osk for (H we didn't 
wont 'em we wouldn't ask for "em). 
Now také o photo ol yourseK (or get 
someone else to také ít), preferobly as 
wocky as possíble . Be wamed, ony 
boríng pktures wíll be doctored lor our 

own pleasure! Get some prool ol your 
score, eíther a Iríenďs signatuře or a 
photo ol the screen. Now send the 

whole lot to ProScores, SegaPro, 
Durham House, 124 Old Christchurch 
Rood, Boumemouth, Dorset BH1 INF. 

CASTLE OF ILIIUSION 

328,320 Phíllip Waie, London 

255750 Adrian Kearly, Ryde 

199,650 Paul Hardíng Witney 

COLUMNS 

12,900 Julian Eilíot Surrey 

DONALD DUCK 

516,400 Maithew Williamson, Telford 

385,100 John Morshail, Co Durham 

380,600 Julian Elliot, Surrey 

G-LOC 

169,500 Sean Parris, Surrey 

Major General Julian Elliot, Surrey 

GRIFFIN 

74,600 Nikhil Kapur, Altrincham 

69,300 Matthew Kelley, Devizes 

JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL 

127*0 (pro) Matthew Williamson, Telford 

127-7 (easy) Andrew Ship, Newbury 

99-0 (pro) Robin Westbiom, Chislehurst 

NINJA GAIDEN 

26,800 Nicholas Turner, Leed 

WOODY POP 

52,960 Daniel Haggis, Hong Kong 

Machine.Game. 
Score .Dáte.... 
Machine.Game. 
Score .Dáte.... 
Machine.Game. 
Score .Dáte.... 
Machine.Game. 
Score .Dáte.... 

Name 
Address. 

Postcode.Age. 

Šelf photo enclosed □ Proof enclosed □ 
Send this form (or a copy) to ProScores, SegaPro, Paragon Publishing,tXjrham House,124 Old 

Christchurch Road,Bournemouth, BH1 INF. If you want a photo returned,you must endose a SAE. 

ACTION FIGHTER 

1,096,970 James Phillips, Kent 

BUBBLE BOBBLE 

5,409,720 Neil Winter, Bmunton 

5,339,330 Chris Jeans, Cardiff 

4,439,460 Kevin Hunt, Newport 

CASTLE OF ILLUSION 

290,520 Matthew Davies, Tunbridge Wells 

289,320 David Third, Seikirkshire 

244,460 North Humberside 

DOUBLE DRAGON 

329,040 Chris Jeans, Cardiff 

327,740 Paul Denney, Durham 

56,250 Tony Corrington, Hemel Hempsteod 

GHOULS N ' GHOSTS 
152,600 John Fitzgemld, Lechlade 

34,900 David Durance, Hounslow 

31,300 Gareth Hughes, Cardiff 

MERCS 

72,750 Daniel Ellsis, Truro 

OLYMPIC GOID 

PoleVoult 5.80 

Wayne Hibbs, Boumemouth 

Swimming 1.44.44 

Wayne Hibbs, Boumemouth 

RAMPAGE 

136,365 DarrenVaela 

SAGAIA 

2,087,900 David Terry, Folkstone 

SHINOBI 

582,950 Matthew Walker, Chertney 

560,450 Christian Weber, Chester 

214,750 James Smith, Knutsford 

SPIDERMAN 

143,700 Richard James, Cardigan 

SUPER KICK OFF 

103-0 Matthew Rnn, East Yorks 

WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD 

13 Under Matthew Finn, East Yorks 

ARNOLD PALMER GOLF 

1,100,000 David Connor, Trowbridge 

CASTLE OF ILLUSION 

1,303,300 Matt Eddy, Hýle 

796,100 Nigel Parker, Keighiey 

532,910 Richard Parks, Australia 

EA HOCKEY 

77-4 Jonathon Pugh, Fife 

EUROPEAN CLUB SOCCER 

Manchester United v Sedvette 26-0 

Daniel Russell, Kent 

GHOULS N' GHOSTS 

204,400 Paul Wheatley, Nottingham 

168,700 Nigel parker, Keighiey 

68,500 Stuart Allen, Seikirk 

GOLDEN AXE 
379.0 John Smith 

357.1 Andrew/Stephen Pryke, 

Peterborough 

315.0 Paul Wheatley Nottingham 

HELLFIRE 

7,395,220 lain Brands, Thurso 

6,943,570 Colin Newman, Runcorn 

6,832,580 Nigel Parker, Keighiey 

JAMES POND II 

24,014,990 Robert Graham, Rushden 

10,269,950 lan Brands, Thurso 

8,692,000 Andrew Livingstone, Bangor 

MERCS 
1,282,400 (Hard) Mark Wheeler, Blackpool 

832,520 (Orig) Wayne Turner, Oielmsford 

802,250 (Orig) Nigel Parker, Keighiey 

OUTRUN 

40,008,400 Nicholas Chevin, Swandicote 

26,134,410 Colin Newman, Runcorn 

PIT-FIGHTER 

2,673,490 Chris Wylie, Newcastle 

1,886,459 Paul Wheatley, Nottingham 

1,865,310 John Smith, Somewhere! 

1,714,370 Colin Arnold, Chessington 

QUACKSHOT 

2,242,500 Eric Joe 0'Hare, Lancaster 

1,356,000 Paul Shipman, Cannock 

1,170,000 Brent Ferbrer, Botley 

ROAD RASH 

$10487620 lan Vanstone, Sherbourne 

$101000 Steve Perry, Bucknall 

$83700 Colin Newman, Runcorn 

SHINING IN THE DARKNESS 
2,357,732 Splke, St Albans 

STREETS OF RAGE 

999,990 Michael Copley, Winchester 

924,000 John Harvey, Nottingham 

899,200 Daniel Cresser, Bartoň 

r" 

THE TERMINÁTOR 

87,990 Neil Brockhurst, Bolton 

TEST DRIVE II 

333,129 (Porsche) James Anthony 

THUNDERFORCE III 

6,664,350 Paul Wheatley, Nottingham 

5,995,200 Gary Pike, Benfleet 

3,649, 290 Wayne Turner, Chelmsford 

TOEJAM AND EARL 

1056 David Voss, Leeds 

976 Lee Gray, Satchet 

670 Colin Newman. Runcorn 

TROUBLE SHOOTER 

620,480 Mark Khoo, Hailsham 

TURBO OUT RUN 
30,191,780 Mark Khoo, Hailsham 

TWO CRUDE DUDES 

298,650 Chris Flowers, Gillingham 

226,020 Lee Turner, Burniey 

178,010 Richard Gasson, Gillingham 

WANI WANI WORLD 

463,800 Richard Salmon, Newbridge 

429,700 Damien Giles, North Lancing 

WORLD CUP ITALIA '90 

85-0 (Brazil v China) Stuart Allen, Seikirk 
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Mega Drive 
Sonic II £37.99 
Road Rash II £36.99 
Superman £37.99 
Talespin £37.99 
Toki £35.99 
Aliens III £37.99 
Predator II £37.99 
Super Off Road Racer £26.99 
The Duel £27.99 

Sonic 
Euro Club Soccer 

Game Gear 
Tazmania 
Streets Of Rage 
T2 Arcade Game 
Bart vs Space Mutants 
Prince Of Persia 
Olympic Gold 
Shinob II 
Smash TV 
Super Monaco II 

Sega Game Gear 
+ Columns, Master Converter 
+ Alex Kid In The Lost Stars 

+ Power Supply 
JE4€9:gg' £129.99 
Sega Game Gear 

+ Columns + Tazmania 
+ Poy^ Supply 

£444:99 £129,99-_ 

£29.99 
£35.99 

£25.99 
£23.99 
£27.99 
£27.99 
£26.99 
£25.99 
£27.99 
£27.99 
£25.99 

NEW RELEASl 
Mega Drive 
Streets Of Rage li 
WWF Wrestle Mania 
Gods 
T2 - Arcade 
PGA TourGolf II 

Master System 
Sonic II 

Game Gear 
Sonic II 
Alien lil 
Predatorll 

£37.99 
£37.99 
£37.99 
£37.99 
£37.99 

£27.99 

mtiKIIINMK 
VKKMIiiW 

I I 

Sega Mega DriveUK 
+ Sonic + Lemmings 

+ 2 Joy Pads 
£164.99 

oř 

Mega Sports Pack 
Sega Mega Drive UK 
+ Euro Club Soccer 

+ Olympic Gold 
+ Super Monaco II 

+ JAP converter, 
+ Sonic + 2 Joy Pads 

£279:99' £249.99 

Sega UK Mega Drive 
As It Comes, lne Sonic 

+ 2 Joy Pads 
£119.99 

Sega UK Mega Drive 
+ Sonic, + Streets Of Rage 

+ 2 Joy Pads 
^184:9r £149.99 

BASY TO ORDER, FAST TO DELIVER 

By Phone 
Credit Card Hotline 081-598 9220 
24 Hour Service 081-599 0001 
Fax Order-Line 081-599 5988 
By Post Send this Coupon, FREE to:- 

X-Sell Distribution Ltd, Freepost RM 233, llford, Essex IG3 IBR. 
Cheques, postál orders payable to X - Seli Distribution Ltd. 

ITEM I FORMÁT PŘÍČE 

081 -598 9220 
All backed by the super human powers of Game Ranger and the 

woridwide human resources of the Prospect Group PLC. Established 1973 

Promise: If your order isn’t in stock we'll let you know immediately. If the delivery dáte 

is too latě we'll give you your money back - not a credit notě! 

Ali goods subject to availability. Prices correct at time of going to press 

You can find the Game Ranger at: 
23/24 Vicarage Fields, Barking, Essex 

4 The Royals, Southend-On-Sea, Essex 
833/5 High Road, Goodmayes, Essex 

51 High Street, Barkingside, Essex 

Postage, please add £1 per item 
(£3.50 for consoles) 

_or fill in credit card details below 

Please debit my Access / Visa no: 

Card Expiry dáte I/ 

Name Address 

Signed Dáte / / 

Away in a mangar, 
he’sRotiiiliisbed. 
The títtíe Game Ran$OT’s 
ptayíngSef^instead. 
The stars in the briphtsky 
shinetfoMiashepíays, 
Theteddyhe^sbeating 
isnow All THE RAGE! 

[Řmmm řte 

Ww mm » 



MEGA DRIVE 
Graphicaliy stunníng 

mystícal arcade 

aoventure, featuring 

8 aruellíng levels, 

bulgíng wíth hídden 

extras and the 

largest bank of 

musíc & sound-fx 

yet. A plalformer's 

dream! 

ALISIA DRAGOON.£36.99 
BUCK ROGERS.£30.99 
CHUCK ROCK.£36.99 ASTERIX £28.99 

MASTER SYSTEM 

Phenonnenal heli- 
copter combat 
flight símulatíon 
talcíng plače ín the 
Gulf. Several 
brain-bustíng mís- 
sions and brautí- 
ful 3-D iandscapes 
to fly though. 

DESERT STRIKE.£30.99 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS .£40.99 
EA HOCKEY.£35.99 
EVANDER HOLYFIELD._..£38.99 
JAMES POND II.£33.99 
KRUSTY'S FUN HOUSE .....£38.99 
NHLPA HOCKEY 93_  £38.99 
PGA TOUR GOLF.£38.99 
QUACKSHOT.£34.99 
ROAD RASH.£37.99 
THE SIMPSONS.£38.99 
STARFLIGHT.£31.99 

CHAMPIONS OF EUROPE...£23.99 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG._£37.50 
ALIEN 3.£33.99 
SONIC 3.£39.99 
NEW ZEALAND STORY_£33.99 

SONIC 3.£39.99 
STREETS OF RAGE..£37.99 
TERMINÁTOR.£38.99 
TAZ-MANIA ................... £38.99 
TERMINÁTOR.£40.99 
TOKI_ .................... £38.99 JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL.£37.99 

GAME GEAR 
AX BATTUR-£34.99 

Guíde Míckey 

AAouse on a magical 

joumey to rescue his 

long-time girifriend 

Mínnie M(^se from 

the clutches of the 

evil Witch of the 

West. A classic cun- 

níngly converted to 

the smáli screen. 

CASTLB OF ILLUSION .......£33.99 
CHUCK ROCK.£37.99 
CRYSTAL WARRIORS_£36.99 
GEORGE FOREMAN.£33.99 
LUCKY DIME CAPER.£34.99 

One of the best 
beah'em-ups to 
appear on Sega's 
incredible 
portoble. Super 
graphícs, decent 
sound and tough 
gameplay mean 
you'll be busy for 
months. 

NINJA GAIDIN ...............£33.99 
OLYMPIC GOLD.£33.99 
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG ....£33.99 
SONIC 3.£37.99 

Guíde Peter 
Parker (aka 
Spíder-Man) 
through many 
treacherous levels 
ín an attempt to 
bríng the míghty 
Kíng-Pín and his 
unsavoury mín- 
íons to theír knees. 

.£37.99 

£34.99 



ACCESSORIES & MISCELLANEOUS 
MEGA DRIVE 

MEGA DRIVE 
JOYPAD 
£13.99 

MEGA DRIVE 
DUALIST 
£29.99 

SCART 
LEAD 
£12.99 

i^eTiom 

wpi 

PRO ACTION REPLAY....£43.99 
The ultimate inteliigent hacking device for your 

Mega drive. Will find cheats for you automatically. 

UK GAME ADAPTOR FOR 
THE MEGA DRIVE.£9.99 

GAME GEAR 
WIDE MASTER.£9.99 
PLAY N GO CASE.£7.99 

BINDERS 
SEGAPRO BINDERS £4.95 
Now you can keep your precious 
SegaPro collection dust free in a 
sensational tailor-made binder. The 
binder holds up to 12 issues, and 
comes in black and gold. Iťs the 
perfect solution to keeping SegaPro 
safe. 

I wouid like to order the following: 

ITEM MACHINE raicE 

enciose a total of £ 

TIPS BOOKS 
r'j A 

'P'.0V'- 

ji« " 

:;.:í3SS.^V:^BGA / - 
SOtUllON 
£'9.99.-‘ 

A comprehensive collection of tricks, tactics 
and playing Solutions for over 120 Master 
System and Mega Drive games. Each game is 
aiso reviewed and rated to help you decide 
whether it is worth adding to your collection. 

THE COMPUn 
SEGA A NINTENDO 
OAME-BUSTING GUIDE 
Fabulous coiledion of hints, 

rips and dodges for oll the 

biggest tHles on Sega and 

Nintendo consoles. The 

Idd-packed read lealures 

tricks and tactics to over 

500 top tiries. Infinite lives, 

level selects, power-ups 

and more... 

Method of payment (please circle) 

Cheque • Postál Order • Access • V»Visa 

Credit Card No 
/// 

Expiry dáte 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Telephone 

Signatuře 

Subs No (U appll€abl0f 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Super Savers 

Paragon Publishing 
FREEPOST (BH 1255) 

BOURNEMOUTH 
BH11BR 

Acc^ 

Or telephone our Mail Order Hotline on 

0202 299900 
Please make ail cheques payable in pounds Sterling to 

Paragon Publishing Limited. 



• CONTACT 

Gosh. We get so much mail 
every day that a large part of 
our time is spent sortíng it into 
correct bundles. 
Send all submissions to the 
proper department (see below) 
to: 
SegaPro, 

Paragon Publíshing, 
Durham House, 
124 Old Christchurch Road, 
Bournemouth BH1 INF. 

PROTEST 
The letters sent here are usually 
some silly gít rabbíting on about 
how jealous they are of someone 
else, or of some poor guy needíng 
help with their console and even of 
anyone who needs advice on con¬ 
sole specific problems. 
You can ask what games wíll be 
avaílable or how to get ín contact 
with a company, but don't ask for 
game help (see ProHelp for that). 
The best letter AND the best 
ProDebate submission wins a 
SegaPro T-shírt, but oniy witty, 
cbeeky or lívely submissions are 
even considered - you can't win a T- 
shirt by asking for some advice! 

PRODEBATE 
In addition to letters, there are the 
ProDebates, which shouid be 
addressed like such: TV Debate, 
ProTest. Get your views into the 
open and statě your čase. SegaPro 
T-shirts are awarded if we consider 
a point to be particularly valid. 

PROART 
Far too much artwork is missed out 
because it has been addressed to 
ProTest. Send your art to ProArt for 
speedy attention. If you want it 
back, don’t forget to include a SAE 
and remember to aiways write your 
name, address and age on the back 
of your art. The best art, each 
month, wins a stupendously brill 
SegaPro T-shirt. 

PROTIPS 
There are so many types of tips that 
can be sent in. Action Replay 
codes, smáli cheats, smáli tips, 
part Solutions, whole game guides 
and maps. Lots of carts and T-shirts 
are won every month! So, there you 
are! Get sending. 

PROHELP 
Our revitalised section is bigger 
and better than ever! If you are 
štuek on a level, can’t kill the boss 
or are totally lost, drop the Pros a 
line with details of your problém. 

PROSCORES 
No prizes here, but you get your 
high score branded around the 
country. If you supply a photo- 
graph, you can then show all your 
friends how clever you are. 

GAME OVER 
If you háve finished a game recent- 
ly, why not tápe it and, if it is pub- 
lished, you couid win a cart. When 
the Pros receive a Game Over, we 
piek out selected sereenshots and 
add a witty storyline. 

MUCHTCX)YOUNG 

I háve a lot of ideas for 
games, but shops 
cartridges and I don’t know how to 
make them. Please help me! 

Ross Smíth (aged 11), Dundee 

Want to program your own games, 
eh? Yoďll need a lot of development 
equipment (an IBM PC and develop¬ 
ment hardware/software) and a lot of 
knowledge that yoďll not learn at 
school. Programming is aiso very 
boring. 

Your ideas are more important 
than simply coding. Being a games 
designér couid be a rewarding 
career Practise story-boarding your 
game ideas. This process is the 
drawing out of rough-draft pictures in 
a cartoon-strip style. Each picture 
shouid háve an explanatory caption 
and the full storyboard shouid show 
all of the game. Doďt send them to 
programmers uniess you want to get 
ripped off. Yoďll háve to wait until 
your older before software develop- 
ers will také you seriously. In a few 
years time, game designing wiUprob- 
ably be a viable career for those with 
Creative and artistic talent. So keep 
practising. 

If you want to get into program¬ 
ming or designing sereens or sprites, 
yoďll need a Computer. 

paddle, I was a complete 
novice, but onIy after 2 weeks I háve 
progressed to the Marble Zone Act 3. 
How long does it také a normál play- 
er to complete a whole game? AIso, 
does every player, who uses a con- 
ventional pad, end up with a throb- 
bing thumb, or am I being too heavy 
handed? 

I bought Italia 90 and, being a 
novice, I chose West Germany to 
play China. I ended up being humili- 
ated 4-0 by the “yellow perils” and 
had throbbing thumbs, yet again! 

I decided to buy a control pad with 
a joystick, but that sheared and splin- 
tered from its housing while I was 

90 with my flatmate. I 
ust chucked £17 down 

the plughole. 
Couid you answer the 

above questions and 
recommend a top class 
control pad with an 
incorporated joystick? 

Gary Cropp, Windsor 

It takés exactly 1 
month, every month to 
compile and write a 
complete issue of 
SegaPro, but if it was 
a weekly title, it 
wouid oniy také 1 

It 

ARNOLD SHEARATRIGGER 

I regard myself as somewhat of a 
console OAP in comparison to other 
Sega users. I am the ripe old age of 
33 and believe that I couid be in the 
minority. Are there other users who 
are of a similar age? 

I first became interested in the 
Mega Drive after browsing through 
an issue of SegaPro. I háve to admit 
to having a chuckle at some of the 
captions and was impressed by the 
comprehensive explanations of each 
game. How long does it také to com¬ 
pile each issue of SegaPro? 

When I bought my Mega Drive, 
complete with Sonic and a control 

Darren Browne age 15 

! 
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The hardest of all problems, requíre a pro- 

cure. The Pros háve a wide ranging knowl- 

edge covering aii of the Sega scene. If we 

can’t soive a problém, we know a man who 

can. A very, very nice man at that! 

Remember, send your Nintendo-reiated Not! 

queríes to the Pros at Problems & Procures, 

SegaPro, Durham House (4th/5th floors), 124 

Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth BH1 

1NF. Unfortunately, personál replíes can’t be 
given, so don’t waste your money by includ- 

ing an SAE. 

Iťs that time again, foiks! But don't worry, 
because in no less than 30 days, you can 
read more problems and procures. Be 
square or be there! 

* Hwjf' 

all depends on staffing. There are 3 
editorial guys, 2 design guys and lots 
of backroom guys who doďt con- 
tribute, but help out in different areas, 
such as research and ideas. We 
work latě, sometimes (well, most of 
the tlme, really), and iťs then when 
most of the games are tested. 
During the day, weYe usually (but not 
aiways) too busy to “pla/' games as 
wďre writing articles and reviews, 
answering phone queríes, chasing 
new games and generál hard work - 
all of which contributes to making the 
magazíne so good. 

As to how long it takés to complete 
a game, well, it all depends on how 
much time you put into game play- 
ing. The more time you spend, the 
better you get Sonic can také a fairiy 
seasonal player a couple of weeks to 
complete, off and on, but some 
addicts claim to háve finished it in a 
matter of hours - and we believe 
them. 

You are pretty heavy-handed and, 
uniess you learn to relax when play- 
ing, you woďt be able to complete 
reflex intensive moves. The joypads 
are really sensitive and don’t need to 
be pressed firmly The Arcade Power 
Stick (Sega) is a really good, but 
expensive (£34.99) stick - we caďt 
guarantee that you woďt break it, 
though! Why not try the Competition 

with 

Kicking us off, we háve Biliy Poster of 

Twickenham asking how long it takés to “make" a 

game for the Mega Drive and what are the main 

hold-ups. Well, it can také anything from 3 

months to 3 years, but most softvyare companies 

expect developers to code a game in 9 months. 

Once a game is almost complete, the publisher 

must submit their game to Sega for official 

approval. If Sega say “nay", the programmers 

must change the game as required. 

So. Sega give their approval and the carts are 

made - in Japan! 

If you are Sega, this can také as little as 2 

weeks, but other publishers háve to schedule 

their game into Segas cart-making production 

plant. If Sega can’t make the cart fast enough, 

games are delayed through no fault of the pub¬ 

lisher. However, some games háve actually been 

released up to on month prior to their scheduled 

release. Alien 3 was one such cart! 

Onto another problém, then. Interest is build- 

ing for the launch of the Mega-CD and James 

Pollock from Glasgow was one of many who 

wants us to cut the sales talk and telí them 

exactly what improvements will be made. We 

know that there is no way that a game can possi- 

bly fill a whole Mega-CD disc. So. the program¬ 

mers’ biggest moan "we can't fit it in" will be 

redundant. Many Mega-CD titles will be similar to 

Mega Drive games. but. once the programmers 

get to grips with the technology, improvements 

will be made. 

Neil Pickard from Chelmsford wants to know if 

a gadget called the "Grand Gear” is available - 

iťs a TV connecting kit for the Game Gear. If 

there isn t. he’d like to know how we got our 

excellent shots of The Viking Child. Yes. there is 

a Gear to TV gadget. but ours cost us ř250 and 

is a developer version. It has bare circuits and 

was built as part of a programmers’ Game Gear 

development kit. There are no commercial ver- 

sions available. but if you really want one. drop 

us a line - we might be able to get some special- 

ly made up at a lower cost (about £150) if there 

is a big enough demand (say about 20 or so). 

Edward Fox. who bought a Japanese Mega 

Drive over a year ago, asks if the UK Mega-CD 

will be compatible with his machine and if UK 

Mega-CD software will run on the set-up. Good 

news, Edward. If you bought a Japanese Mega 

Drive before February ‘92 then it will, most prob- 

ably, work with anything as country-code chips 

weren’t introduced until then. Sega can t prohibit 

machines without a code chip - they can oniy 

stop machines with the chip from operating. 

a detachable 
stick. The stick screws in and out of 
the control pad centre. If the stick 
breaks, you can replace it. 

We want to know if you beat your 
mate, though! 

EXCLUSIVE TO MD-16 BUS 
I am totally fed up of my friends that 
own Nintendos saying that the SNES 
is better than the Mega Drive. Couid 
you please print some statistice to 
show that the Mega Drive is, by far, 
the leading 16-Bit console. 

And please, please couid you send 
me one of your bhlliant SegaPro T- 
shirts. 

Jonathan Latham, Chester 

Ho, ho. We can do better than that. 
The SNES isn’t a proper 16-bit con¬ 
sole, but has a speciál graphics chip 
which speeds it up. The Mega Drive 
hasnut got the speciál chip, but the 
Mega-CD will háve it. 

When CD games are released, 
the Mega Drive will háve the speciál 
graphics and sound capabilities of 
the SNES with CD, but will aiso be 
remarkably faster. How’s that! 

PS About the T-shirt, we can send 
you one, but yoďll háve to buy it - 
see ProSavers. Tee-hee! 

EDGEYONE 
The 2 games, Alien 3 and Predator 
2, are by Aréna Entertainment, but 
they are supposed to be from Flying 
Edge. Which is the correct publish¬ 
er? 

Is there a release dáte for Desert 
Strike 2? It was mentioned in 
SegaPro#8. When will Batman 
Returns be released? I háve heard a 
lot of speculation about the Mega- 
CD’s release dáte being put back. Is 
there an official release dáte for the 
UK? 

Finally, 2 of my friends háve sold 
their Mega Drives and bought the 
Super Nintendo. They are saying that 
Sega háve copied Nintendo with 
Smash TV and that it was originally 
doně for Nintendo onIy. What can I 
say to shut them up for good? 

Steve Taro, Wokíng 

The confusion is all down to Acciaim, 
who are the parent company for both 
Aréna Entertainment and Flying 
Edge. Acciaim market both produc- 
ers games and confusion sometimes 
sets in. Acciaim are the producers of 
both games mentioned, while Flying 
Edge are responsible for Smash TV, 
which was not produced just for 
Nintendos. Smash TV was originally 
a coin-op and was licensed, by 
Acciaim, for Computer formats. The 
Amstrad CPC version of Smash TV 
was released before the Nintendo 
version! Sock that to them! 

Batman Returns shouid be out 
any day now, while don’t hold your 
breath for Desert Strike 2 - mid-1993 
is our guess. As disciosed in 
SegaPro^U (Mega-CD Heaven) the 
Mega-CD might not reach the shops 
until after Christmas. 
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CALL OR FAX NOW 
SPECIÁL LOW PRICE DIRECT FROM ASIA 

★ VIDEO GAMES & SYSTEMS ★ NEW RELEASE GAMES ★ 

★ JOYPADS, CABLE, ADAPTOR ★ 

★ MD ★ CD-ROM, SEC, NEO GEO, PC ENGINE, GT, DUO, ETC. ★ 

★ 80486 COMPUTER SYSTEM ★ HARDWARE, SOFTWARE ★ 

★ COMPUTER ACCESSORIES ★ 
ALL BRANDS ARE REGISTERED TRADE MARKS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS 

A BASKET FULL 

I háve just recently 
bought a Mega Drive 
and, after a few “mistakes”, 
Tm beginning to get fed up of 
buying boring games which cost a lot 
of money. Tm particularly interested 
in basketball games and IVe noticed 
that there’s loads, so if you couid help 
me rd be very grateful. 

Nazan Kucuktuzun, London 

FRr£>i^j. 

We caďt supply you with instructions 
personally, but you couid try writing 
to the suppliers of the game and 
asking them for the instructions - 
nicely Paperboy comes from 
Domark and their address is: Ferry 
House, 51-57 Lacy Road, Putney, 
London SW15 1PR. d) 
(081)7802222. Ifyou wantexchange 
a game, then aiways try to keep the 
instructions as it may lose its value, 
or it may not even be accepted. 

SILLYOLDSCART! 

In the Add-on guide (SegaPro#13), 
you reviewed the Scart lead and it 
says that it is compatible with the 
MS1 and the MD. It did not say if it 
was compatible with the MS2. Is it? 
And if not, can you telí me why? It 
seems stupid that Sega shouid 

r—"~T| down-grade a 
jí up-to-date 

version of the 
MS. 
Peter 

Yoďre right, there are loads of bas¬ 
ketball games available for the Mega 
Drive and hundreds of other sports 
games available too. We’ve all had a 
little think and decided that our 
favourite basketball game is Dave 
Robinsoďs S upřeme Court 
Basketball. Iťs a fast game, heavy on 
skill, high on graphics quality and it 
outdoes the others by miles! You 
shouid be able to get hold of it from 
your local games shop with no trou- 

ble at all. 

HELP FROM SEGA? 

Please couid you inform me as to 
where I couid obtain instruction 
booklets to 2 Master System II 
games. The games are Shinobi and 

styM 
7 

the Scart leads 
are not compatible 
with the MS2. —t. 
stupid though it 
may seem, the- - 
Scart leads cannot be fitted because 
there is no AV output on the MS2, 
aithough there is one on the MSI. 
Therďs nothing you can really do 
about that except buy an MSI (which 
is defeating the object a bit), so, 
unfortunately MS2 owners will háve 
to go without 

Altered Beast. 
R Farrell, Welwyn Garden City 

You couid try Sega on 
(071)7278070. They may prove to 
be unhelpful, but you neverknow! 

NO EXCHANGE 

I am writing to ask if you couid 
send me some Instructions for 
Paper Boy as I need them to 
exchange my game for a new 
one. Please can you help me? 

lan Richardson, 
Bromsgrove 

Moruíon McDougoll oge 12 

Jordán Butler 

Robbie Welch 

’2 



Go games crazy wíth the best machínes on the Street. 
They^re yours for good, and oniy a phone call away. 

MORE CHANCES TO WIN-NEW COMPETITION QUESTIONS EVIRY TWO WEEKS 
(Detaíls of next competitíon at the end of each message) 

atnotíng Mega CD leh you plav the 
latMt CD gOmes from all arouno the 
WoíMliiIcluaing now America)? 
Hw nuihber to ring i$ 0891 919310. 
Do it NOW! 

Mega Drive, Mega CD, CD Rom, 
Karaoke, CD player oH in one. 
A($o pbys all games and 
What a macninel Yowre by ringtng 
0891 919312 don't hang obouti 

on the Street is Super NES, and 

novMt yoy caA |dpy all the US and Jap 
fiOMi osjWeH. Get It and bídy M 
Call 0891 919311 rightí»ov#.^ÓIjř 

and can be made from any phone. J^^^^issibn of the who páys lie bills befoi cost 3j$p a minuté Chea^f rate, and 48p 

RING THIS NUMBER NOW! 
ring THiS NUWBER 



Chris Wharton age 12 

^ Lauríe Cowie age 9 

'CP 

RESONATING DISCOVERY 
I recently bought an arcade joystick 
from a company that repairs coin- 
ops. It has 2 sticks and 8 buttons! I 
wired this up tor my Amiga, but it 
didn’t work when I plugged It into my 
Japanese Mega Drive. The function 
of the joystick depends on the indl- 
vldual game which is controlled by a 
chlp in the joypad. I had to copy the 
board (and use the chip) on my new 
super joystick. Can you telí me if this 
happens on ali Mega Drives or is it 
just in the Japanese version? 

Another thing IVe reallsed is that 
the Mega Drlve’s sound Is not 100% 
stereo. Why is this? And, is there ant 
difference between Japanese and 
UK games apart from the manuals? I 
háve heard about the new “security” 
chip, but Japanese games will run on 
Japanese Mega Drives. Won’t they? 

Harry Chryssanidid, Greece. 

The SegaPro joypad and joysticks 
háve over 12 different States (8 direc- 
tional and 4 buttons - which can be 
pressed simultaneously). To send 
Information without a coding/decod- 
ing chip wouid require a joypad with 
about 20 wires, as opposed to the 
standard 9 wires on Sega joypads. 
The decoding chips savé on com- 
plex cabling and are found on every 
Mega Drive. 

The Mega Drive doesďt produce 
stereo sound from the DIN plug, but 
it does from the headphones - doďt 
ask US why? 

Japanese games háve Japanese 
text on the screen, UK games háve 
English text. RPGs and adventures 
are the only games that shouid give 
problems. Finally Japanese games 
will play on Japanese Mega Drives. 

112 

Dear ProGírl, 
There háve been letters in ProTest 
regarding cartridge copying equip- 
ment. You constantly warn people of 
the dangers; primarily prices rising 
because of piracy. On this point, I 
must agree with you, but you must 
consider the following facts. 

FIrstly, Sega prices are unafford- 
able for many and to buy a game 
only to complete it within a week and 
never touch it agaln Is hardly value 
for money, either. If cartridge copying 
equipment hits the Street, it will be far 
too tempting. As for prices rising? 
Well, do you think we will give a 
Castlemain XXXX when we can hire 
out a game, copy it and bulid up a 
huge collection? No, we won’t. 

Finally, a message to all the 
money-grabbing gits involved in 
Sega. Lower your prices or feel the 
wrath of the pirates! 

An intelligent Caucasian, Nuneaton 

ProGiii soys: 
Clean up your cart, matey. \Ne've 
had enough of your type. I caďt 
afford a lot of luxuries which are des- 
perately over-priced by the price-seU 
ters. For instance, do you know how 
much a good all-over (and I mean all 
over, sonny) tan costs. Well, it 
doesďt mean that I háve to cheat to 
get what I want. I just ask nicely. You 
shouid try it out too. Huh, and you 
háve the cheek to call yourself intelli¬ 
gent. 

Dear ProGirl, 
Having read the article on games 
rental (SegaPro#13), I am struck by 
the pig-headedness of Sega. Why 
are they against rentals? Why can’t 
they use common sense and rent 
games themselves? 

If the comments made in the artl- 

cle are correct and up to £100 can be 
made from renting one game, why 
not make the profit themselves by 
setting up their own rental Chain or 
taking a percentage commission on 
each rental. 

Admittedly, games sales will suffer, 
but only on boring games lacking 
depth and lastability. Good games 
will still seli because it will be cheaper 
to buy, rather than rent them out Inde- 
finately. 

This will result In more very good 
games being produced with lesser 
quality games being rented. The only 
reason that Sega wouid be against 
rental Is that they won’t want the 
complication of the user-friendly 
rental systém and wouid prefer to 
transfer games from a warehouse to 
the retaller and pocket the profit 
instantly. Wouid they do this rather 
than help the consumer gain more 
enjoyment from their product? 

John Cardosi, Glasgow. 

ProGíii soys: 
Now there a few new concepts in 
that little lot. Firstly ril answer your 
first question by saying that Sega 
doďt seem to give a hoot about the 
public. If they did, wouid they hold 
back release dates and refuse to 
release spiffing games (such as 
Gods) just because they doďt want 
to? 

Sega seem not to like uniicensed 
rental because they are probably 
scared of its unknown result on the 
industry. 

I think that rental can only do the 
industry good, because, as you quite 
rightly point out, good games will still 
be bought. Guys who caďt afford to 
buy every game, can at least try out 
a few. Therďs no harm in that 

The only complaint I háve is 
seeing the rental dealers taking 
easy money. Yes, we see them 
driving around in their Mercs 
and Rollers. Why do they háve 
to charge so much for rentals? 
Thaťs the question Id like 
answered. 

Dearest ProGírl, 
I run a video game rental scheme in 
my games shop and Td just like to 
say that Sega are wrong to outlaw 
the illegal rental of cartridges. Most 
of the best games aren’t on the offi- 
cial list and the kids (and the par- 
ents) only want to rent the latest 
games. 

They won’t catch me out, because 
I háve a revolving board, which I can 
hlde when a suspicious person 
comes into the shop. Without the 
board It Is impossible to telí that I 
rent out video games. My customers 
know that they can rent out any 
game, whether an official release or 
import game. Anyway, how do Sega 
intend to catch everyone who isn’t 
on their official register. None of my 
customers will telí them, as they 
won’t be able to rent games if I am 
found out. Suffice to say, I háve not 
included my name or address and 
don’t be fooled by the Manchester 
postcode, I drove all day so that I 
couldni be traced. 

Anon, postmarked Manchester 

ProGíri soys: 
Doďt dearest me. You are the scum 
of the Earth. You are breaking the 
law and, aithough I agree with you 
on principál, I cannot condone your 
actions. 

NEXT MONTH: Shouid ProGírl 
be allowed ín SegaPro? The argu¬ 
mente are floodíng ín fast! 

NEXT DEBATE: What ís the best 
TV program on the box and, more 

ímportantly, shouid TV 
dínners be 

allowed ín 
today’s soci¬ 

ety? Get 
your 
d e b a t e 
into 
ProGírl 
quick. 



Advertisers in SegaPro are thoroughiy 

checked out before being allowed to 

advertise. We generally know who the 
good guys and bad guys are, so that you 

can buy with confidence. We want you to 
get the most from buying mail order, so 

here are a few guidelines to make it 

simple. 

A. IMPOITID SOFTWáRl • WHICH 

VUSION WIU I NltO ra* MV CONSOU7 

MEGA DRIVE: Japanese software will 

run on UK Mega Drives with the aid of a 

convertor. These are readily available, but 
are not Sega approved. We do not 

recommend eniarging the game slot on 

your UK Mega Drive to make the 

Japanese games fit, as this will invalidate 

your warranty. UK software will run on all 
machines. American (known as Genesis) 

software will aiso run on all machines. 

GAME GEAR: Software on the Game 

Gear is fully interchangeable, so the oniy 
thing you need to worry about is 

Japanese text on some games. 

B* IS míní a UK, JAMNSSi 

OK US MACHINR? 

You can easily telí the difference 
between the various machines. The UK 

version of the Mega Drive has a white 
area of text near the power light, while 
the Japanese version has red. And in the 

US, the Mega Drive is called the 
Genesis. Many imported Mega Drives 

are converted by the importér for TV or 

scart monitor from the Japanese originál, 

but some machines are meant 

specifically for the Hong Kong market 
(which has the same TV systém as the 

UK). 

4. Paying by Credit Gard. This is a very 
safe method of payment, particularly for 
items over £100. Not onIy do many credit 
card companies offer insurance, but you 
are entitled to a full refund if the goods 
are not sent. Sometimes a friend or 
parent may be able to make the 
purchase on your behalf, but be sure 
what the card offers. So-called ‘debiť 
cards are not as failsafe. 

5. Confirm availability or delivery dáte of 
the goods before you order. In the event 
of a delay, please be as lenient as you 
can. Often demand outstrips supply, or a 
supplier may háve advertised a product 
in good faith oniy to find that his delivery 
dáte or release dates háve changed. The 
point is - ask before you buy and you 
shouid get the result you want. 

THf LAST RiSORT 
If you think you’re being badly treated 
and háve repeatedly tried to get the 
supplier to deal with a problém without 
success, drop us a line or fill in this form 
(or a photocopy) and we’ll do what we 
can. We can’t aiways guarantee success, 
but we can offer sound advice. 

WHAT IS YOUR COMRLAINT? 

□ Goods not what you ordered 

□ Goods damaged upon arrival 

□ Order arrived incomplete 

□ Warranty problems 

□ Goods háve not arrived/money has 
been cashed 

□ Supplier has ceased trading 

□ Overcharged for order 

□ Other, please specify 

C. OROIRINO 

1. When ordering, ensure that you keep 

a copy of your written order, or details of 
your phoned order, safe at all times. 

2. AIso notě down the dáte you made the 

order, and the dates of any subsequent .qnnniior 
telephone calis or letters you may send. 

„ Dáte ordered. 
3. If possible, get the name of the person 

you háve been dealing with so that you vniimamp 
can go back to them if you háve a 

problém. Address. 

3. Postál Orders. If you are sending . 

postál orders (we advise you to never 
send cash) ensure that your order is sent . 

by recorded delivery. This will oniy cost 
an extra 30p and offers proof that the (evening). 

order arrived safely. The Royal Mail will x 
oniy insure you up to a maximum of £20 e o o paymen 

for lost recorded delivery, so you might Send to: 
consider insured post which costs The Advertising Oopartment, 
slightly more (depending upon the paragon Publishing Ud, 
amount of money you are sending). Ask Christchurch 
at your post Office. Bournemouth BH11NF 

í6pro 

SAHtíAm 

Next year, SegaPro continues where it left off with: 

Road Rash 2, G-LOC, Super HQ, John Modden '93, 

WWF Wrestlemania,Chakan: The Forever Man, Steel 

Talons, Time Gal, Afterburner III, Home Alone, Super 

League CD, Shadow Of the Beast 2, The Mega PC, more 

Sonic 2 tips and heaps more that we can't telí 

you due to security reasons! 

There's aiso a megatastic giveaway which you'll 

háve to see to believe! 

flftP YOU PAY 
„...£39.99 £31.50 

.£26.50 

.£29.99 
.£34.99 £27.99 
..„.£39.99 £31.99 

.£39.99 £31.50 
řANI^HAGIC £49.99 £35.00 

{.  £39.99 £29.99 
l ÁEARL ....£39.99 £30.99 

i...£39.99 £30.99 

MASTER $Y$T{M 
__£27.99 
.£23.99 
.£23.99 

^4ERRV.£23.99 
ÍROCK . £23.99 
^MONACD GP2.£23.99 

5 OF PERSIA.£27.99 
ND STORY.£27.99 

tinCE aST AVAILABLE! 

WEWiU SL: Aí.i. Yk':.- • 
NE£0'5 AND iAVt v.';;; f.U-NÍ-. ■ 

PFICE3 WCLUCL 
MAfLORUItnO^i 

CAUNOW06S9 850204 
SONIC 2.£31.99 
THUNDER FORCE 4 ...£31.99 
FERRARI F1 .£29.99 
LHX ATTACK CHOPPER.£31.99 
NHLPAHOCKEY.£31.99 
DRAGON FŮRY.£30.99 
SEGA MEGA DRIVE CONSOLE + 
SONIC OROLYMPICGOLD ....£117 
MAS.SYSTEM2 + S0NIC.£73.99 
SEGA GAME GEAR + SONIC .£114.50 

SMÍ / 

PAYMENT TO J.FERGUSON 
78 SOUTHFLEET ROAD 

ORPINGTON, KENTBR69SW 
NO VISA/ACCESS CARDS 

v"' PÍY 

ARCH RIVALS.£39.99 £30:99 
CHUCK ROCK.£39.99 £31.50 
EUROSOCCER.£39.99 £31.50 
GOLDENAXE2 ....£39.99 £26.50 
KID CHAMELEON ..£34.99 £27.99 
MARIO LEMIUX HOCKEY.£28.99 

PREDATOR 2 .£39.99 £29.99 
SONIC 1 .£39.99 £25.99 
TERMINÁTOR.£39.99 £31.50 
SUPER MONACO GP 2 .£39.99 £31.50 

CHUCK ROCK .£20.50 
SPIDERMAN .£23.99 
SENNÁ MONACO GP2.£21.99 
AERIAL ASSAULT.£19.50 
SPACE HARRIER.£20.50 
DONALD DUCK.£23.50 
GAMES DUE! ALiENS 3 BATMAN 2 



James Pond, the UK's 
top under-water detec- 
tive, has receíved a mes- 
sage from FI5H. 
Apparently, Dr Maybe Is 

^ back and this time he 
bas infíhrated Santa Claus^s main toy foc- 
toríes in the North Pole and has pianted 
bombs all over the plače. Pond, must don 
the spedally-aeated Robosuit, come out 
of the water and savé Santa^s toys. 
EA's James Pond 2: Codename Robocod 
was reviewed a long way back in 
SegaPro#2, but it ís stillone of the slíppí- 
est pkitform-style games around. Good 

ril soon knock" 
you off your 
j)erch. 

luck, Pond ond 

• This is going to be a 
X salt and battery job. 

...Pond físhes his woy into Santa^s grotto and 
attacked by the smílíng snowman. The 
Snowman puts up a brave fight before 
disíntegratíng into a glum Dr Maybe. He ís 
finally exposed and his plans hově been 
fhwarfed by the FI5H agent. 

I do hope Santa 
drops by. 

Hey Pond, don't 
you love a 
happy ending?^ 

Well Pond, 
your plaice o 

mine? j 
Santa closes in for the kíli, piocíng a 
well-posítioned sack on Maybee^s (dt head. 
And so, Chrístmas is saved for another year 
runníng. 
Pond is carried away into the darkness, 
knowíng that he^s doně enough to warrant 
another míssíon. 

James Pond‘s ^ 
taken my head and 
now he wants my 
sole\ 

And you thought 
oniy salmon had 
to do this!! 

This month’s 
Game Over was 
supplied on video- 
tape, but whoever 
sent ít was so 
excited that they 
dldn’l suppíy a 
name or address. 

Don’t forget, if 
you ve completed 
a game recently. 
video the c^casion 
and send it in ~ 
and remember to 
inciude your name 
and address. 

THE BiG GAMES BUSTEP 

THANK you ron 
YOUft COOPERATION! 



Access 
VISA 

SEGA MEGADRIVE 
Alex Kidd in enchanted... £18.99 
Alien3.£34.99 
Alien Storm.£29.99 
Alisia Dragoon.£24.99 
American Gladiators.£34.99 
Aquatic Games.£29.99 
Arnold Palmer Golf.£24. 99 
Atomic Runner..£34.99 
Back to the Future 3.£34.99 
Batman.£29.99 
Batman Returns. £34.99 
Bonanza Bros. £24.99 
Buck Rogers. £34.99 
BulIvsLdkers. £34.99 
California Games.£34.99 
Capriati Tennis. £34.99 
Captain America.£34.99 
Chase HQ2.£34.99 
Chuck Rock.£34.99 
Corporation.£34.99 
Crackdown.£24.99 
David Robinson 
Basketball.£34.99 
Death Duel.£34.99 
Decap Attock. £24.99 
Desert Strike. £29.99 

Y 

BKUSIA. 
NOjtnn 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Devilish.£34.99 
Double Dragon..£24.99 
Dragon's Fůry...£34.99 

Dungeons ancTDragons....£39.99 
EA Hockey.£29.99 
Ezwat.£29.99 
F22 Intercepter..£29.99 

AU PRICES LISTED 
ARE BRAND NEW TITLES 

loors 
OF UŠED GAMES IN 

STOCK:PRICES 
TOO CHEAP TO PRINT 

Gadget Twins.£34.99 
Galanad.£34.99 
Ghostbusters.£24.99 
Gods.£34.99 
Golden Axe 2.£29.99 
Green Dog.£29.99 

^No Aspirin 
No Dishwashers 

No Books 
No Barbie Doils 

OáMIS 
Hardball.£19.99 
Hellfire.....£29.99 
Hollyfield Boxing......£34.99 
Home Alone..£34.99 
Indiana Jones....:..£34.99 
James Buster Douglas.£24.99 
Joe Montana Football 3...£34.99 
John Modden 92.£29.99 
Kid Chameleon.£29.99 
Krusty's Sup.Fun House...£34.99 
Lakers versus Celtics.£29.99 
Lemmings.£34.99 
LHX Attack Chopper..£34.99 
Mega Lo Mania.£34.99 
MegaGames 
(3 games in 1).£34.99 
Mickey and Donald.£34.99 
Mickey Mouše.£34.99 
NHLPA Hockey 93.£34.99 
Olympic Gold..£34.99 
Onslaught.£19.99 
Pacmania.£34.99 
PGATourGolf.£34.99 
Pig Skin.£34.99 
Piffighter..£39.99 
Populous.£34.99 
Power Monger..£34.99 
Predator 2.£34.99 
Prince oř Persia.£34.99 
Quackshot (Don Duck).... £34.99 
RBI Baseball 4.£34.99 
Rood Rash.£29.99 
Robocod.£29.99 
Rolling Thunder 2.£39.99 
Sidepocket.£34.99 
Simpsons 
(vs the Space Mutant).£34.99 
Slime World.£34.99 
SmashTV..£34.99 
Sonic 2.£34.99 
Sonic The Hedgehog.£29.99 
Space Harrier 2.£18.99 
Speedball 2.£34.99 
Spiderman.£34.99 
Splatterhouse 2.£34.99 

Sports Talk Baseball.£39.99 
Star Control.£19.99 
Steel Empire.£34.99 
Streets Oř Rage.£29.99 
Super Hang on.£18.99 
Super Monaco 2.£34.99 
Super Ořf Rood.£24.99 
Super Thunderblade.£18.99 
SujDerman.£34.99 
Tafespin.£34.99 
Talmits Adventure.£34.99 
Task Force Harrier..£19.99 
Tazmania.£34.99 
Team USA Basketball.£34.99 
Terminátor..£34.99 
Test Drive 2.JČ24.99 
Thunderforce 4.£34.99 
Toki.£24.99 
Turrican.£19.99 
Twisted Flipper..£29.99 
Wheel of Fortune.£34.99 
World Cup Italia 90. £18.99 
WrestIeWar.£29.99 
WWF.£34.99 
Xenon.£34.99 
ZanyGolf.£18.99 

•$ CASH • $• 
RAID FORANY 

t UNWANTED • 
CONiÓLE GAMES 

noMrefís» 

FREE 16 PAGE COLOUR 
MAGAZÍNE WITH EVERY PURCHASE 

FREE 

WHG 

FREE 
POSTAGE 

ABSOLUTELY 
NO EXTRAS 

WHYaRE1^S0CHEAE>Y 
AS THE UK'S LARGEST GAME DISTRIBUTOR SELLING DIREQ TO 
THE PUBLIC WE STOCK IN BULK AND NEGOTIATE THE BEST 
POSSIBLE PRICES. 

ALL OUR SHOPS ARE SMALL, BUT STACKED TO THE CEILING WITH 
GAMES, IN FAQ, A lARGER RANGE THAN ALL THE OTHER MULTI 
STORES PUTTOGETHER. 
ALSO OUR SHOPS ARE PIACED IN CHEAPER LOCATIONS, BUT 
WE FEEL IT'S MORE IMPORTANT TO KEEP OUR OVERHEADS 
DOWN TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM, ALL THESE SAVINGS 
WE PASS ON TO YOU-OUR CUSTOMER. 
VISIT OUR SHOPS AND DISCOVER FOR YOURSELVES WHY WE 
ARE SEGA AND NINTENDO'S NUMBER ONE STOCKIST. 

MASTERSYSTEM 

Air Rescue.£26.99 
Alien 3.£31.99 
Arcade Smash 
Hits(3 in 1).£26.99 
Back to the Future 3.£29.99 
Champions of Europe.£29.99 
Chuck Rock.£29.99 
Donald Duck.£24 .99 
Leoderboard Golf.£24.99 
Lemmings.£26.99 
Marble Madness.£26.99 
New Zealand Story.£29.99 
Ninja Gaiden.£29.99 
Olympic Gold..£29.99 
Prince of Persia.£29.99 
Putt 'n putter..£19.99 
Senná Super Monaco 2 .. £29.99 
Simpsons.£31.99 
SmashTV..£31.99 
Sonic 2..£26.99 
Sonic The Hedgehog.£24.99 
Super Space Invaders.£29.99 
Tazmania.£26.99 
Terminátor..£29.99 
Tom and Jerry.£26.99 
Wimbledon.£31.99 

GAMEGEAR 

Axe Battler.£19.99 
Batman Returns.£24.99 
Clutch Hitter..£19.99 
Donald Duck.JE24.99 
George Foreman boxing.£24.99 
Indiana Jones.£24.99 
Leoderboard Golf.£19.99 
Lemmings.£24.99 
Marble AAadness.£24.9 9 
Mickey Mouše.£24.99 
Olympic Gold .£24.99 
Outrun Europa.£24.99 
Paperboy.£24.99 
Prince or Persia.£24.99 
Senna's Super Monaco ...£24.99 
Shinobi2.£24.99 
Simpsons.£24.99 
Smash TV.£24 .99 
Sonic 2.£24.99 
Spiderman.£24.99 
Street of Rage.£24 .99 
SuperGolf.£19.99 
Tazmania.£24 .99 
Wimbledon Tennis.£24.99 

^M1-741-9050 ^ 070B-736663 
ROMFORD 

Thaťz Entertainment Thaťz Entertainment Computer Games 
Unit 616 Pavillion Building^ Unit 33/34 Romford Wembley Stadium Markét. 
Lakeside Shopping Centre, Shopping Halí,Markét Plače, Suncíay 10am-2pm 

West Thurrok, Grays. Romford,Essex RMl 3AB. 
Tel: 0708 890800 10am-8pm Tel: 0708 744338 9am-5pm 

WEMBLEY LAKESIDE WEST LONDONI ROMFORD 
Computer Games Thaťz Entertainment 

309 Goldhawk Road, 6 Morav Way, 
London W12 8EZ. Romford, 

Tel:081 741 9050 10 am-8 Essex RMl 4YD. 
pm Tel:0708 736663 9am-7pm 

WALTHAMSTOW 
Thaťz Entertainment 

231 High Street, 
Walthamstow, 

Tel:081 503 6633 

•We will beat any other genuine price subject to them having it in stock. Price does not apply to other companies "Speciál ořfers" We reserve the right to change prices without notification 
E.+O.E. All shops are independent. Shop prices may vary. 
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